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I.1

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation

is about a certain class of formulas of monadic

second-order logic with a single binary predicate constant, the modal
formulas. These formulas are of the form

(VP1)...(VPn)¢(P1,..., P“, R),
where P1,...,

P" are unary predicate variables and R is the binary

predicate constant. ¢(P1,...,

logic based on P1,...,

Pn3 R) is a formula of monadicfirst-order

P“ with restricted quantifiers. This can be stated

more formally as follows. ¢(P1,...,

Pn. R) belongs to the smallest class

E of expressions satisfying the following four conditions,
(i)
(ii)

for each individual variable x, P1x,..., Pnx are expressions in E
if a is an expression in E, then so is To

(iii)

if a and B are expressions in E, then so is (a + 8)

(iv)

if a is an expression in E, then so is (Vy)(Rxy+ a),

for any two distinct

variables x and y.

Finally ¢ is required to have exactly

one free individual variable.

If a is a modal formula, we write 3 for the universal closure of

a taken with respect to its one free individual variable.
The exact connection between this definition

more traditional

of modal formulas and

ones will becomeclear at the end of this introduction

and in chapter 1.2.

I'\‘.

Modalformulas derive their interest from two sources. In the first
place, according to a theorem by S.K. Thomason (cf. [23]) there exists

an effective

translation

T from sentences in the language of monadic

second-order logic with one binary predicate constant R to modal formulas,
and a modal formula 6 such that,

for all sentences ¢ and sets of sentences

F in this language,

r[=¢iff{¥T§‘T|yer}u{Is'}r=?(TpT.
(Here Fr denotes logical consequence. In the limiting
empty and ¢ is universally

case where F is

valid, we write F: o.) H.C. Doets showed

recently that an effective translation 5 exists from second-order
sentences to sentences of the form (VR)(3P)¢(R, P), where w(R, P) is a

first-order

sentence in the binary predicate variable R and the unary

predicate variable P, such that for all second-order sentences ¢,

l= ¢iffl=<5(¢)
Combiningthese results

it appears that the modal formulas are, in a

sense, a reduction class for second-order logic. Aneffective translation
T exists from second-order sentences to modal formulas such that, for all

second-order sentences o,
t: ¢ iff 5 F: T($T.

The 3 cannot be omitted here, for the set of universally valid modal

formulas is recursive, whereas the set of universally valid second-order
sentences is not.
The second source of interest

in modal formulas lies in the well

knownpossible worlds semantics for modal logic. The clauses of S. Kripke's

truth definition (cf. [12]) are reflected in our syntactic clauses

(i),..., (iv).
From both these points of view the following question seems a

natural one. which modal formulas are first-order

cisely, fixing L0 to be the first-order

definable? More pre

language with equality containing

the binary R mentioned above as its only predicate

constant, we ask which

modal formulas are logically equivalent to L0-formulas. Taking this rela
tion of logical equivalence between modal formulas and LO-formulas as our

object of study we are led to an obvious converse of our first

question.

which LO-formulas are modally definable? More precise formulations of

these questions will be found in chapters I.2 and 1.6.

The above questions are treated in part I which is intended to give

a survey of this area of research. Part 11 consists of three published
contributions

of our ownto the subject.

In addition to these we mention

VanBenthem[1]. Also all results in part I that are not explicitly

attributed to a particular person or the folk literature are newas far
as we know.

we nowgive a short description of part I. In the remainder of this
introduction

it will be shown how modal formulas as defined here are

related to modal formulas defined in a more traditional

usual) way. Moreover, a semantic characterization

(and in fact the

is given of those for

mulas of monadicfirst-order logic that have restricted quantifiers.
1.2 contains somestandard notions and results to

give a first

impression of modal formulas. Our question about first-order

definable

modal formulas is stated in a precise manner. This leads to two different
versions, one for modal formulas ¢ ("local" correspondence) and one for
modal sentences 3 ("global"

modal formula logically
variable

correspondence).

Defining M1as {¢ I ¢ is a

equivalent to some LO-formula with the same free

as ¢} and M1 as {¢ I ¢ is a modal formula for which 3'15

logically equivalent to some L0-sentence} we obtain a surprising

result:

M1fE'ﬁ1, but M1#'M1. (For M1, cf. Segerberg [18],

and

Thomason [24],

Sahlqvist [16]; for M1, cf. Van Benthem[1].)

1.3 gives an algebraic characterization

of H1. In Goldblatt [7]

it is shown that a modal formula is in H1 iff it is preserved under

ultraproducts.

This is an instance of the general result that a TT%

sentence is first-order definable iff it is preserved under ultrapro
ducts. Goldblatt's

result is sharpened here to preservation under

ultrapowers. It is also proved that a set of modal formulas defines
either an L0-elementary class of models, or an L0-A-elementary class

that is not L0 -elementary, or a class that is not L0-EA-elementary.
Examples of all three kinds are given.

Moresyntactic information on first-order

definable modal formulas

is provided by two methods introduced in I.4. It appears that, whereas
M1was the most natural class to characterize

algebraically,

M1is a more

suitable object for study now. The first methodyields "positive" results,
showing certain formulas to be in M1. It proceeds roughly as follows.

Call the L -formula w a substitution-instance
0

of the modal formula

(VP1)...(VPn)¢, if p is obtained from ¢ by substituting

LO-formulas for

the predicate variables. (But see chapter 1.4 for the exact formulations!)
Clearly,a modal formula implies each of its substitution-instances.

Miub

is the class of modal formulas which are implied by a conjunction of their

substitution-instances.
recursively

Still,

It is shown that Mlubg_M1and that Miub is

enumerable. But Mlub # M1, as appears from an example in 1.2.

this method leads to a generalization of a theorem by H. Sahlqvist

(cf. [15]), which was the most comprehensive result until now.

The second method yields "negative" results,

showing certain

formulas to be outside

of M1. Here the Lowenheim-Skolemtheorem is used

as follows. we show that the modal formula under consideration

holds in

an uncountable model, for some assignment to its free variable, but that
it does not hold in any countable elementary submodel of a suitable

kind.

A number of examples obtained in this way show that the generalisation

of

Sahlqvist's result referred to above is "almost" the best possible result.
A combination of the two methods leads to a complete syntactic

classification of the first-order definable modalreduction principles.
we do not define this notion here, but the definition is in chapter 1.4.
(Cf. II.2 and Fitch [6].)

Manyof the better-known axioms used in modal

logic are modal reduction principles.
I.5 deals with particular

cases where R satisfies

somefixed

property. To give an example: which modal formulas are first-order

definable, given that R is transitive? Oneof the results is that all

modal reduction principles are first-order

definable in this case.

1.6 is concerned with the dual question about modally definable
LO-formulas. In Kaplan [11] the more general question was asked which

classes of models are defined by (sets of) modal formulas. This question
was answered in Goldblatt & Thomason[8], using algebraic techniques.

For classes of models definable by an L0-sentence their result assumes
a very elegant form. This is all we need here, and we give a new proof

of the relevant result, which avoids their use of so-called "modal

algebras".
In addition a numberof preservation results are proved for
various model-theoretic notions occurring in Goldblatt &Thomason's
theorem. This has the following consequence for modally definable L0

sentences. These are all equivalent to LO-sentences of the form (¥x)¢,

where o is an L0 -formula with the one free variable x constructed using

atomic formulas, j_(a sign standing for a contradiction, the so-called

falsum), conjunction, disjunction and restricted quantifiers.

Let us now mention some of the main questions

with, is M1 recursively

are even arithmetical,

we left

open. To begin

enumerable, and what about Hi? we doubt if M1and ﬁ1

in view of our result (cf. p. 30) that these classes

are not provably arithmetical

in ZF. Take 51 to be the

class of L0-sentences defined by a modal formula in the global sense. Is

F1 recursively enumerable, and is Pl recursive in M1?Finally, consider

the Mlubof chapter 1.4. It is recursively enumerable, but is it recursive?
Other important questions arise when we consider the notion of

eemeleteeeee, which is not treated in this dissertation.
completeness theorems has been the main activity

(Proving

in modal logic for

quite some time.) Consider the class E1 of modal formulas which are

complete with respect to some first-order

property of R expressed by an

L0-sentence. It is easy to see that E1 is arithmetical.

K. Fine proved

that E1 is not contained in H1 (cf. [5]) and S.K. Thomasonproved that
M 1 is not contained in 51 (cf. [22]).

On the other hand, the modal

formulas described in theorem 4.13 are in M1IW'51(cf. Sahlqvist [16])
and it is an open question if Mlubg_W1n 51. what, then, is the exact
relation

of M1to E1, and can ﬁ1un'C1 be characterized

in some model

theoretic fashion?

we conclude this introduction with two results about modal formulas.

L1 is the first-order

language with an infinite set of unary predicate

constants and one binary predicate

constant R. A modal formula as defined

above is a formula of the form (VP1)...(VPn)¢(P1,...
an m-formula as defined below.

Pn) R), where ¢ is

1.1 Definition
An_m-formula is a memberof the smallest

class X of L1-formulas

satisfying
(i)

for each unary predicate constant P and each individual variable
x,

Px E X

(ii)

if a e X, then 1a 6 X

(iii)

if a E X and B E X, then (a + B) E X

(iv)

if a E X, then (Vy)(Rxy + a) e X, provided that x and y are

distinct individual variables

In chapter 1.2 the traditional

formulas. These are then translated

Cl,<>-notation is used for modal

into formulas of the form

(VP1)...(VPn)¢(P1,..., Pn, R), where ¢ is an L1-formula of an even more
special kind:
1.2 Definition
An M-formula is a member of the smallest

class X of L1-formulas

satisfying
(i)

for each unary predicate constant P and each individual variable
x, Px e X

(ii)

if a e X, then 7a 6 X

(iii)

if a and 3 have the same free variables and are both in X, then
(a + B) e X

(iv)

if a E X and y is the free variable of a, then (¥y)(Rxy +.a) E X,

provided that x is distinct from y.

m-formulas have at least one free variable,
one.

M-formulas have exactly

1.3

Lemma

Any m-formula a is equivalent

to a Boolean combination of M-formulas,

each with their free variable amongthose of a.

Proof: The assertion

is proved by induction on the complexity of m-for

mulas. In order to simplify the proof the clauses (iii)
above definitions

and (iv) of the

are temporarily replaced by analogous clauses for

conjunction (A), disjunction (V) and restricted existential quantification
((3y)(Rxy A ). As we are only trying to prove an equivalence this change

is harmless.
The cases

a = Px, a

18, o = B A y and a = B V y are trivial.

It remains to consider a

(Ey)(Rxy A B). By the induction hypothesis

8 is equivalent to a Boolean combination of M-formulas each with their
free variable amongthose of B. By the theorem on distributive
n

normal

n

forms 8 is then equivalent to a formula of the form i=1
2 T"T'Bij.
j=
where 3.. is an M-formula.
13

n

(As for the notation,

n

and

n

I:§.

¢- =
1

(¢

def

By standard

n-

1

we stipulate

A...A¢ ).)
n

logic,

n

(ay)(Rxy A 2
i=1

that _2 ¢1 = def (¢1 V...V ¢n)
l=1

n_

[
j:

81 ) is equivalent to
J

2 (Ey)(Rxy A j:
T‘? sij). So it suffices to consider the membersof this
i=1
disjunction. If none of the 3ij's have a free variable y then
(2y)(Rxy
[ (
_ A J‘

for an arbitrary

sij)

1S equivalent

to (Ew)(Rxy A (Py V 1Py)) A

Til

unary predicate constant P. This is a Boolean combination

of M-formulas of the required kind. Otherwise, let 3%be the conjunction

of those s1j's with y as their free variable and let 5? be the conjunction
no

of the remainder. Then (ay)(Rxy A'f_I
J: eij) is equivalent to (3y)(Rxy A
3%)A8?, again a Boolean combination of M-formulas of the required kind.
QED.

1.4 gorollary
Any m-formula with one free variable is equivalent to an M-formula.
Proof: A Boolean combination of M-formulas with the same free variable
is itself

an M-formula.

QED.

Before stating the next result we mention a few notational conventions.
L1-models will be denoted by Mor N, possibly with subscripts
scripts.

when we want to be explicit

or super

we write M = <w, R, V>, where N is

the domain of M, R is the interpretation

of the predicate constant R (a

harmless autonomy occurs here) and V(P) is the set of those members of W

for which PMholds. The sign F=, which was used already to denote logical

consequence and universal validity,

will denote truth in a model when

occurring in a context M F= ¢. Other model-theoretic

notions will be used

as well, following the conventions of Chang & Keisler [2]. Twopossibly

lesser-known notations are used. FV(a) is the set of individual variables

occurring free in a, and [tl/x1,...,
neously substituting t1 for x1,...,

tn/xn]¢ is the result of simulta
tn for xfl in ¢. Moreinformation about

terminology is to be found in chapter 1.2.

1.5 Definition
M. = <w1, R1, V1> is a generated
I

submodel

(M1 g M2) if M1 is a submodel of M2 and, for

that

Rzwv holds,

of M2 = <w2, R2, V2>

all

w e wland V e W2 such

v 6 M1.

1.6 Definition

¢, with the free variables x1,...,
submodels if,

xfl , is invariant for generated

for all models M1 and M2 such that M1g M2 and all

w1,..., wn€ N1, M1}: ¢[w1,...,

wn] iff M2|= ¢[w1,...,

wn].

1.7 Definition
C is a p-relation

between

M1 = <w1, R1, V1> and M2 = <w2, R2, V2>

if the following four conditions are satisfied,
(i)

the domain of C is N1 and the range of C is N2

(ii)

for each w 6 N1 and v 6 N2 such that Cwv, and each unary predicate
constant

(iii)

P, w E V1(P) iff

v E V2( P)

for each w, w' 6 W1 and v 6 W2such that

R1ww' and Cwv there exists

a v' 6 N2 with R2vv' and Cw'v'

(iv)

for each v, v' 6 N2 and w 6 N1 such that R2vv' and Cwvthere exists
a w' 6 N1 with R1 ww' and Cw'v'.

1.8 Definition

¢, with the free variables x1,...,
if,

for all

all w1,...,

models M1 and M2, all

wn 6 N1, wi,...,

M1 F: ¢ [w1,...,

xn, is invariant for p-relations

p—relations

C between M1 and M2, and

w"1E W2such that Cw1wi,...,

wn] iff M2 #2 ¢ [wi,...,

These concepts are of interest

Cwnwlﬁl,

wﬁ].

only for formulas with free

variables. An L1-sentence invariant for generated submodels is either

universally valid or a contradiction,

as is easily seen using the methods

of chapter 1.2.

1.9

Theorem

An L1-formula ¢ containing at least one free variable is equivalent

to an m-formula iff it is invariant for generated submodelsand p-relations.

Proof: One direction is easy. Each m-formula is invariant for generated
submodels and p—relations, as a simple induction shows.

On the other hand, let ¢ have this property and let FV(¢) =
{x1,...,

xn}. Define m(¢) = {w | u is an m-formula,

FV(w) §_FV(¢)}. we will

this

¢ F: m,

show that m(¢) F= a. By the compactness theorem,

implies w #2 ¢, for some m E m(¢), whence clearly

k: ¢ 6 ¢. Since

the proof uses a construction which recurs at various places in 1.6, it
will be given in quite some detail.

Let M1#: m(¢)[w1,..., wn]. Introduce individual constants wl,...,
The notation w_is consistently
constant

w.

—n

used to introduce a unique individual

1,000, to L1 gives a language L11.
for an object w. Adding w_

M1 is then expanded to an L11-model M11by interpreting

as wn. Let ¢* = [wl/x1,...,

wl as w1,...,

wn

wn/xn]¢.

Define m(L11) to be the class of those sentences (2) of L11 that are

obtained by starting

with atomic formulas of the forms Px or Pc and

applying W, +, (Vy)(Rxy + or (Vy)(Rcy + , where x and y are distinct

in

dividual variables and c is an arbitrary individual constant of L11.
(m-formulas always had at least one free variable, but this relaxation

of the definition generates sentences as well.)
Each finite

subset

of {¢*} u {m | w E m(L11) and M11 F: m} has a

model. For suppose otherwise. Then, for some ¢1,...,
¢* t: 1(¢1 A ...

A wk), but, since M1 #2 m(¢)[w1,...,

that M11 1: ‘l(¢1 A

there exists

A ipk), contradicting

a model N11 for the whole set.

satisfying the following two conditions,
(1)

N11

L: ‘P’!

(ll)

”11‘m(L11)’M11*

wk as described,
wn], it follows

M11 [:: ipl A

A wk. So

N11 is an L11-model

where (ii)

is short for “for each ¢ 6 n(L11), N11 F .Aiff M11 F ,A",

For each c and w such that c is an individual

constant in L11, w is

an e1ement of the domain of N11, and N11 L: Rcx[w], add a new constant

kcw to L11 to obtain L2. Then expand N11 to an L2-model N2 by interpreting

each

kcw as w. m(L2) is defined in the obvious way.
Each finite

subset

of {A | A e m(L2) and N2 p: A} u

{Rckcw | N2 #: Rckcw} has a model which is an expansion

this, consider ¢1,...,

wk as described, together with Rc1kC1w1,...,Rc1kC]w1.

Add Rckcw for each kcw occurring
k

°1W1"°°

, k

, say for k .

°i"i

of M11. To prove

in pl A ...

,...,

.°1Wi

k

°§”§°

A wk which is not among

Then take distinct

variab1es

x1,..., x1, y1,..., ys not occurring in ml A ... A wk and substitute
them for kc w ,..., k
k .,..., k . . respectiveiy to obtain
1

(ml A ...

c]w]’

1

ciw 1

A wk)‘. Then N11 #: (3x1)(Rc1x1

(3y1)(Rciy1 A ... A (3yS)(Rc;yS A (pl A ...
in m(L11) and therefore

A ...

A (3x])(Rc1x]

A wk)'...).

This sentence is

it a1so hoTds in M11, since N11-m(L11)-M11. It

is now cTear how M11 can be expanded to a modeT for {¢1,...,

Rc k

,...,

Rc k

1 Clwl

wk,

}.

1 c]w]

Using a weTT-knownmode}-theoretic

above set has a mode] M2satisfying
(i)

A

M11‘< L11 M2 (i.e.,

argument it fo11ows that the

the foTTowing conditions,

M11 is an L11-elementary

submode1 of M2)

(11) N2-m(L2)-M2,

where (ii) has the obvious meaning. This situation

mode1s:

M1, M11'< @

®

Q)
N

languages:

M2,

11’

N

2

L1, L11, L2,

L2

may be pictured as:

13

This construction

is repeated, but nowstarting

and w such that c is a constant

from M2. For each c

in L2, w is an element in the domain of

M2 and M2 kt Rcxl wl, add a new constant

kcw to L2 to obtain

then expanded to an L21-model M21 by interpreting

L21. M2 is

kcw as w. Using an

argument similar to the one given above one sees that each finite
of {up I 1;»E m(L21)

and M21 F

mp}U {Rckcw

I kcw 6 L21-L2

subset

and M21}:

Rckcwl

has a model which is an expansion of N2. Therefore this set has a model

N21satisfying

the following two conditions,

(ll

"2 ‘L2 "21

(ii)

N21-m(L21)-M21.

In the picture this leads to:

models:

M1, I‘/I114®

®|

M2, M21

@

@

N11’ "2 (Q)

languages:

L1, L11, L2,

N21’

L2, L21

Iterating this construction yields two elementary chains M1, M2,...
and N11’ N21’°" with limits

M and N, respectively.

The required con

clusion follows from the assumption on ¢ and the fundamental theorem on
elementary

chains.

Since N11 F? o‘, N F= ¢*. The submodel NC of N

generated by the constants

therefore

in ‘H’ Ln is a generated submodel of N and

NC F1 ¢*, by the invariance

following defines a p-relation

C between NCand the generated submodel

MCof M generated by the constants
some constant

of ¢ for generated submodels. The

of ‘H’ Ln. Define Cwvto hold if,

c 6 LE} Ln, w = cN and

v = cN. The construction

for

of the

14

chains guarantees that C satisfies
invariance of ¢ for p-relations,
¢ for generated

the four properties required. By the
MCF? ¢*, and, using the invariance of

submodeis once more, M k: ¢*. This impTies that

so M1 F’ ¢ [w1,...,

M11 F3 ¢*,

wFl ].

QED.

The use of constants kcw , rather than w, in this proof serves to
avoid the foTTowing compTication.

Let c1 and C2 be constants

Tet N2 F= Rclx [w] and N2 #= Rczx [w].

modeT which is an expansion

{Rcﬂv,

of L11 and

Rcﬂv} need not have a

of M11. The method used only Teads to the

L11-sentence (3x1)(Rc1x1 A Rczxl), but this is not a sentence in m(L11)
and therefore need not be true in M11. Using kclw and kczw leads to the
m(L11)-sentence (Sx1)(Rc1x1 A (3x2)Rc2x2), in which the information
about c1 and c2 having a commonR-successor is lost.

1.2

PRELIMINARY NOTIONS AND RESULTS

The usual set-theoretic

and model-theoretic notation will be used

in the metalanguage, including the abbreviations V (for all), 3 (there

exists), = (if...then...),

6 (if and only if), & (and) and m (not). In

the formal languages we have V, 3, +, H, A and 1, as well as V (or).

The terminology will be standard, unless explicit
(E.g.,

exceptions are made.

the term "model" will be used in a spec al way, to be explained

shortly.) we presuppose the standard results of classical logic, as
contained in Enderton [3], Shoenfield [19], or Chang& Keisler [2].

we shall be concerned with the following formal languages:

Lm. the language of modal propositional

of proposition letters,

logic, has an infinite

set

the Boolean operators 7, +, A, V,-9 (the last

three being considered to be defined in terms of the first
usual way) and the unary modal operators El and 0

two in the

(0 being considered

to be defined as “IE! ‘I .)

L0 is the first-order

language with identity and one other, binary

predicate constant R.

L1 is the first-order

language with R and identity,

and an infinite

set of unary predicate constants. A fixed 1-1 correspondence is assumed

to exist

between the proposition letters

of Lmand the unary predicate
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constants of L1.

L2 is the second-order language with R and identity,

and an infinite

set of unary predicate variables. Again, a fixed 1-1 correspondence is
assumed between the propcsition

letters

of Lmand the unary predicate

variables of L2.

wewrite p, q, r,...;
P, Q, R,...;

P1, P2,...

Unafy Predicate

pl, p2,... for proposition letters of Lm;
for unary predicate constants of L1 as well as for

variables

of L2, P is supposed to correspond to p,

P1 to pl, etc. a, B,..., ¢, w,..., possibly with subscripts, denote
formulas; and F, A, z,..., possibly with subscripts, denote sets of
formulas. Sometimessuperscripts

are used in order to emphasize that a

formula is a formula of a certain

language; thus ¢m denotes an Lm

formula and w1 an L1-formula. Finally,

the signs_L (falsum) and T (verum)

are used as abbreviations for an arbitrary contradiction or universally

valid formula, respectively.
Formulas of Lmmay be regarded as abbreviations

of either L1 or L2, via the "translation"

of certain

formulas

ST(-) defined below.

2.1 Definition
Let x be a fixed variable,

and let P be the unary predicate constant

in L1 corresponding to the proposition letter
inductively

for Lm-formulas ¢ by:

(i)

ST(p)

= Px

(ll)

ST(7a)

= 7ST(a)

(lll)

ST(a + 5) = ST(a) + ST(e)

(

...I

<

\./

'4

(/5
L

(

DQ

p. ST§g}is defined

II

(Vy)(Rxy + [y/x] ST(a))» where y does not occur in ST(a).

For a set F of Lm-formulas ST§r) = {ST(y) [ y E F}.
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It may be ceen that the ST—cnunterparts of Lmformulas are

essentially

just those M—formrlasof -1 (definition

1.2) with x as

their free variable, and that their universal closures with respect
to the unary predicate symbols < curring in them are essentially
modal formulas

of L2 as Cesc ibed in 1.1.

the

From now on the term "modal

formula" will be applied to Lm-formulas, their ST—counterparts in L1

and the universal closures of the latter

in L2. The context will always

make it clear which meaning is intended.

A structure
binary relation

for L0 (or L2) consists

R on N; F = <w, R> is called

write F1 = <w1, R1>, etc.)
considered

of a non-empty set Wand a

as a triple

A structure

a_framg. (Likewise, we

for L1 ay conveniently

M = <w, R, V> or a pair

M = <F, V>, where

F = <w, R> is a frame and V assigns to each unary
P of L1 a subset

<F1, V1>, etc.)

V(P) of M. (Likewise,

Structures

we write

‘be

predicate

constant

M1 = <N1, R1, V1> =

for L1 are called models, and V is called

a valuation on F. (In current model-theoretic terminology structures
for any language L are called “L-models", but we will use the more

neutral "L-structure", reserving the term "model"for L1-structures.)
The basic truth definitions for Lm-formulas, due essentially

to

S. Kripke, can now be given.

2.2 Definition
If ¢ is an Lm-formulawith the proposition letters
(corresponding to the unary predicate symbols P1,...,
<F, V> = <w, R, V> is a model with

(1') MP ¢[Wl°Ml=
(11)

M F= ¢

ST(¢) w

9 M #= (VX)ST(¢)

w e N, then

p1,...,

pn

P“) and M=

18

(_1'i1')F

(iv)

F <1)[w] <9 F #2 (VP1)...(VPn)ST(¢)

F l: a

[w]

¢>F |: (Vx)(VP1)...(VPn)ST(¢)

For a set F of Lm-formulas, M F: P [w] holds
M |= y [W],

and similarly

for

iff,

for all y E F,

M ,1: 1‘, F F I‘ [w] and F I: 1“.

Manyof the fundamental properties of the truth definition for
Lm-formulas follow immediately from definition

2.2; the following is an

example.

2.3

Lemma

If f is an isomorphism from F1 onto F2, then, for all Lm—formulas
;: and all

w 6 N1,

F1}: ¢[wl <=~F2I: ¢[f(w)1.
Proof: Here, and henceforth,

a proof by simple induction on the

complexity of formulas will be omitted.
The next definitions

and lemmas up to and including 2.18 are (our

versions of) standard results from the folk literature.

2.4 .pefinition
F1 is a generated subframe of F2 (F1 g F2; cf. definition

1.5) if

F1 is a subframe of F2 and, for all w 6 N1 and v 6 W2, if Rzwv, then

v 6 W1. If F. g F2 and V is a valuation
on F1 defined

on F2, then 11 is the valuation

by V1(p) = V(p) 0 H1.

The notion "generated subframe" is closely related to the better
known notion "end extension".

(Cf. Chang & Keisler [2].)

2.5

temma (Generation Lemma,Segerberg [17],

Feferman [4])

If F1 is a subframe of F2, then F1 g F2 if and on1y if,

for each

V on F2, each w 6 N1 aid each Lm~formu1a ¢,

valuation

<F2, v> F q>[w] «»<F1, v1> F q>Iw].

2.6 Coroiiary
If F1 g F2, then,
F2

I:

¢ [w]

F2I:¢’

°

for a1} w 6 H1 and aii

Lm-formuias ¢,

F1 #1 o [W]

=’F]I:¢>

2.7 Definition
If F is a frame and w e N, then_[§IF,
<H1, R1>g F with

w 6 N1; i.e.,

(¥x E N)(Vy E w)((x

v1,...,

v exists

Ciearly,

wI is the smailest

F1 =

N1 = 0 {X g_H I w E X &

E X & Rxy) = y E X)} = {u E W I a sequence

with w = V1, u = vn and Rv1v1+1 for a11 i

FI-'-' ¢>[w] iff

TC(F, w) I: «p[w].

2.8 Definition
Let {F1 I i E I} be a set of frames.
N1 = {<i,

w> I w 6 N1} and R1 = {<<i,

the disjoint

union

frame <L_J W, L)

iel

‘ iel

Set F1 = <w1, R1>, where

w>, <i,

v>> I <w, v> E R1}. Then

(:) {F1 I i E I} of the set {F1 I i e I} is the
R!>.

‘

For each i e I, F.1 is isomorphic to the generated subframe F1 of
(:3 {F1 I i E I}, whence the fo11owing coro11ary.
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2.9

Corollanx
For each i e I, wee N1 and Lm-formula ¢,
F1 #= ¢

NI] °(:)

{F1 | i e I} F= ¢ [<1,

hence G){F1-l1'€1}l:

vb];

¢ iff, for all i6 1, F1.l: 45.

Corollary 2.9 implies that (Vx)(Vy)Rxyis not equivalent to a modal

formula - it is not preserved under disjoint unions.

2.10 Definition
A function

f from F1 onto F2 is a pamorphism if

(VwE W1)(Vv e w1)(R1wv=» R2f(w)f(v))
(Vw E N1)(Vv E N2)(R2f(w)v==

and

(Eu E N1)(Rwu & f(u)

= v)).

If v is a valuation on F2, then f-1(V) is the valuation on F1 defined

wf*wnm

= wewllnwevmn.

The concept of a "p-morphism" was first

defined by K. Segerberg

in "Decidability of S4.1”, Theoria 34 (1968), pp. 7f20. An earlier,
similar notion ("strongly isotone function") is in D.H.J. de Jongh &

A.S. Troelstra:

"On the connection of partially

pseudo-Boolean algebras”,

ordered sets with some

Indagationes Mathematicae 28:3 (1966),

pp. 317-329.

2.11 Lemma (p-morphism theorem, Segerberg [17])

A function f from F1 onto F2 is a p-morphism iff,
all valuations
<F2» V> F

V on F2 and all Lm-formulas ¢,
4»[HM]

<=~<F 13 f'1(V)>

l= ¢[w1

for all w 6 N1,
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2.121gorollary
If f is a p-morphism from F, onto F2, then, for all w 6 N1 and all
Lm-formulas ¢,
F1l=

¢[w1=~‘* F2 l= <1>[1°(W)l

F1 #'<b

’

F2 F: ¢

2.13 Definition
U : ({0}:

¢>

I = <{0},

{<03 0>}>

2.14 Corollary
For all
I

(cf. Makinson[15])

Lm-formulas o and all frames F, if F t: ¢, then U k: ¢ or

F: ¢.

Proof:

If F t: (3x)(Vy)7Rxy,

<{w}, o> E F. Therefore,
lemma 2.3,

then,

for any w E N with (Vy E N)mRwy,

by corollary

2.6, <{w}, ¢> k: ¢ and, by

U |: ¢.

If F F: (Vx)(3y)Rxy, then f defined by f(w) = 0 for all w E W, is
a p-morphism from F onto I, and so, by corollary

2.12,

I F: ¢.

QED.

Corollary 2.14 implies that (Vx)(3y)(Rxy A 1Ryx) is not equivalent
to a modal formula - it does not hold in U or I. (But it is preserved

under generated subframes and disjoint

2.15 Lemma (tree

unions.)

lemma)

Any modal formula which is not universally

valid has a counter

exampleon a finite irreflexive intransitive tree.
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.Ero9f: The notion of “tree” is taken for granted here. If the modal

formula o is not universally valid, there exists a frame F
and

w E N such that

mF kt ¢ [w ]

mTC(F,w) #: dljwl. An irreflexive

and,

by

and intransitive

from TC(F, w) = <w1, R1> by taking the finite

elements w1,...,

2.7,

wn of N1 satisfying

tree T is defined

sequences <w1,...,

R1w1w1+1for all i (1

as its nodes, and the set of pairs <<w1,..., wn>, <w1,...,

6or'which Rlwnw
n+1 holds)as its ordering relation.
f(<w1,...,
corollary

ll/\

wn> of

i ; n-1).

wn’ wn+1>>

f defined by

wn>) = wn is a p-morphism from T onto TC(F, w), so, by
2.12, mT b: ¢ [<w>L

The following general lemma now implies that ¢ has a counterexample

on a finite

2.16

subtree of T.

QED.

Lemma

Let F be an irreflexive

intransitive

VIE H, and let a1,...,

an, 81,...,

M :

for all

<F, V> )= 0.1-[w],

(1 g j g m). Then there exists
domain such that

tree, V a valuation on F and

em be Lm-formulassuch that

i (1 _g i < n),

a finite

M’ F: oi [w L for all

and '\»MI:

BJ.[w];

for all

submodel M‘ of Mwith w in its
i (1 5 i g n), and ~M'F= Bj[w ], for

all j (1 g j g m).

Proof: The lemma is proved by induction on the number of occurrences of

Boolean and modal operators in o1,...,

an, B1,...,

Bm. The only non

trivial case is when each of the a1 and Bj is either a proposition
letter or a formula of the formliy. (In the other cases Boolean

reductions maybe used.) Let Dy1,...,|Yr
kind occurring amongB1,...,

j

be the formulas of the second

em. Choose w1,...,

wréi N such that

wjj and Pwwi for a"l i Q1 !|/\ i g r). By the induction hypothesis,

ruMF"y1[

finite submodelsMi,..., M; of Mexist, containing w1,..., wr respectively,
such thatv»M%k: Y1 [wi 1 and, for alllJ9
M; F: 9|jwi ],

occurring amongal,...,

on,

for all i (1 ; i E r). The submodel of Mobtained from the

union of Mi,...,

M; by adding w is the required M‘.

QED.

2.17 Definition
If

M = <w
1
1’

R

1’

V >and
1

M. = <w
R
V > are
2
2°
2’
2

models,

and F is

a

set of modal formulas closed under the formation of subformulas, then
a function

g from M1onto M2 is an f-morphism with respect

to P if the

following three conditions hold,
(Vw'e H1)(¥v e w1)(R1wv== R2g(w)g(v))

(w E '.l1)(M1 [r p [w]
(we

~=>M2 }= p [ g(w) ])

W1)(V¢>)(U¢>e1‘=>(M1l= D¢[w1=>

2.l8 Lemma (filtration
If g is an

for all

proposition

letters

p

M2 l= E1¢[g(w) 1))

lemma; cf. Segerberg[ 17] )

f-morphism with respect

to F from M1onto M2, then,

for all we N1 and (p6 1",

M1l=¢[w1~»M2l=¢[g(w)1.
The standard

example is the following.

Let M= (w, R, V> be a

model and F a set of modal formulas closed under the formation of subformulas.
For any w'e N, define

eachI¢

iff

E r n gF(w) is in gF(v), and VF(p) = {gP(w) | pee gF(w)} for

all proposition letters
standard F-filtration

is

gF(w) = {¢ 6 r | M F: ¢ [w ]},RFgF(w)gF(v)

p e r. gr is an f-morphism from Monto the
of M: <{gF(w) I we: W}, RF, VP>, Clearly,

finite, then so is the standard P-filtration

of M.

if P
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If R is transitive,
R

L
F’

then the LemmonP-filtration

<{g%(w) I w E N},

VL>
of Mis defined as above, but for the definition
F

tion - we now set R%g%(w)g%(v)iff,

of its rela

e F n g%(w), both 13¢ and

for alll3¢

¢ are in g%(v). Again g% is an f-morphism, and R%is transitive.

(Vx)(3y)(Rxy A Ryy) is preserved under generated subframes, disjoint
unions and p-morphic images, although it is not equivalent to a modal
formula. This can be shown using lemma6.14, but it may be of interest

to note here that the following simple argument using the concept of a

Lemmon-filtration suffices.
Suppose that (Vx)(Ew)(Rxy A Ryy) is equivalent
¢. Since a does not hold on <IN, <> (the natural

to the modal formula

numbers with the

"smaller than” ordering) there exists a valuation V'on <IN, <> and an
n E IN such that m<IN, <, V5 k: ¢ [n ].

take the LemmonF-filtration
a finite

this is

R. <w, R, V> also satisfies

for <IN, <> p: (Vx)(Ew)Rxy and any f-morphism is an L0

homomorphism.

For in any finite
Ryy) holds,

subformulas

of<IN, <, V5. Since F is finite,

model <N, R, V>with a transitive

(Vx)(3y)Rxy,

For T = 7¢ + its

m<N, R, V> pr ¢ [g%(n) ], but this

transitive

frame satisfying

so <u, R> ;: 4, and therefore

is a contradiction.

(Vx)(ay)Rxy, (Vx)(3w)(RxyA

<W, R, v> 1; ¢ [gI1j(n) 1.

This concludes the exposition of standard results.

we have arrived

at the main definitions.

2.19 Definition
If ¢m is a modal formula and ¢° a formula of L0 with one free

variable,

then (recall

that F = <w, R>)

I-:<¢”‘.¢°) <=<vF><vwe w)<F I= ¢"‘[w1

e F l: ¢°[w1).

QED.
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(This is the so-called local correspondence.)
If om is a modal formula and o0 an LO-sentence,
E(¢>"‘. ¢°)

s

(VFHF

then

l=" ¢>'”<* F i= ¢»°).

(This is the so-called global correspondence.)
M1 = {om | for some L0-formula

"M1= {am | for some L0-sentence

¢°, E(¢m, ¢°)}.

¢°,'E(¢ m, ¢ 0)}.

If E(¢m, ¢°) and o0 has the free variable x, then Flom, (Vx)¢°),
whence M153 M1. The converse does not hold,

however, as the next lemma

shows. (The local notion is stronger than the global one here, in con

trast to usual mathematical practice.)
As remarked in the introduction,

characterization

M1has an elegant semantic

(cf. chapter 1.3), while M1is a more natural object

for syntactic studies (cf. chapter 1.4). If frames are considered to be
the basic semantic structures,

then M1would be, in a sense, the more

fundamental class. It may be of interest

to observe, however, that in

Kripke's original semantics frames were considered together with a

distinguished element of their domain ("the actual world"). If couples
<F, w> with w E Ware considered to be the basic semantic structures,
then M1is the more fundamental class.

Before stating

the next lemmawe explain one more notational

convention.
{X1s Yj I l E I» J 5 J} is short

for {xi | i E I} U {yj I j E J}, and

similarly for longer sequences xi, yj, zk,...
double or triple subscripts are used.

and sequences in which
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2-20 Lsma.
T§(CI<>ElUp-*(><>CJ(>p,

(Vx)(3_y)Rxy).

:1 o r:1:1p—> <><>L:1op¢

_1P_rog_f:If F #

(Vx)(3y)Rx_v,

0:12. This implies

M1.

then,

for

any modal formula

«b, F I: Do —>

that F 1: DO DElp -><>OEl<>p. "

If '\»F F (Vx)(3y)Rxy, then, for some w E N, F I: ’|(3y)Rxy[w ] . It

suffices

to observe that,

F F EJ¢>
[w] and F I: 70¢
The second assertion

for such a w and all modal formulas ¢,

[w].

This proves the first

is proved as follows.

and a v E N are given such that,

F F= om[w ]. Wis uncountable,

assertion.

A frame F = <w, R>

for the modal formula ¢m in question,

but it is shown that,

for no countable

elementary subframe F‘ of F containing a certain countable subset of W,
F‘ F? ¢m [w]. From the Lowenheim-Skolem theorem it follows

that ¢m is

not equivalent to an LO-formula.
W = {x1, x2, x3, X4} U {yn, yni,

ynij

I n E IN, i 6 {0, 1},

3 6 £0, 1, 2}} u {zf, zfn I f: IN + £0, 1}, n 6 IN}.

R = {<x1, x2>, <x2, x3>, <x3, x4>} U {<x2, zf>, <zf, zfn>.

<zfn, ynf(n)2>
<yni, yn1j>,

| f: IN + {0, 1}, n E IN}U {<x1, yn>, <yn, yni>,
<yni1, yni2> I n E IN, 1 E {0, 1}, j E {0, 1}}.

2fn 0/»//‘\v \\
sv \

3/n00
0 O
/'ynO1
f

o

i

O—:%O
.Q_—-u

X
4

/yn

&———0

V

X X\o
3

2

X

Let V be any valuation

‘V y

/ ynll

‘yn].\oy
n10

1

on F satisfying

<F, V> I: D(>EJDp [x1 ].

we show that <F, V> f: ()0 Bop [xl ], thereby estabIishing

that

F I: ¢'"[x1 1. Since <F, v> }:a<>r:xap [x1 1, <F, v> }=<>DDp [yn]

for aII n 6 IN. So, for a1In 6 IN, either

<F, V> }::'UElp [yno ], in

which case <F, V> |: p [ynoz ] , or <F, V> |: EICIp[yn1],
<F, V> F‘ p[yn12

].

Let f: IN —>{O, 1} satisfy

for aI1n E IN. Then <F, V> [:0

<F, V> I: El(>p [zf],

p [zfn]

in which case

<F, V> p p [ym,(n)2]

for aH n E IN, so

and therefore <F, V> }:O<>El<>P[x1].

Let F‘ be any countabIe elementary subframe of F with a domain
containing

{x1, x2, x3, x4} U {yn, ym., _ym.J. | n 6 IN, i e {0, 1},

j e {O, 1, 2}}. Take any zf e w-w‘ and put V(p) = {ynf(n)2

Then <F', V> f:l:I<> EH'.'tp[x1],

<F', V> I: amp [x3],

because <F', V> f.-:Dp [x4],

<F', v> I:<>1:1r_ip[x2],

<F', V> i= EJp[ymc(,,)11»

| n 6 IN}.

and <F', v> I: p [_ynf(n)2 1,

<F'» V> I: Up[ymc(n)01a

<F's V> #0 up [y,,,.(,,) 1:

<F', V> [: 0

EJL‘.]p[yn 1. Also m<F', V> }=<><)Cl(>p[x1],

m<F', V> [:0

p [x4], m<F', V> I: C]<>p [x3 ], and, for a11 i, n E IN,

q,<F', V>

p [_ym.O], m<F', V> {: |j<)p [ym. ], and fina1Iy

«.<F', V> F Do p [zg]

for any 29 E N‘. To see this,

for

note that zg ;£ 2f,
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so g # f and, for at least one n E IN, g(n) # f(n).

For such an n,

%<F', V> F=<> p [zgn ], since %<F', V> F: p [yng(n)2 ], and therefore

w<F', V>L: El<)p[zg].

It follows that '\»F' F [:10 Ellilp-*OOCl<>p[x1].
QED.

The last result of this chapter showsthat set-theoretic principles
from outside ZF may be necessary for proving equivalences of the form

E(¢m, ¢°). As will be shown in corollary

not provably arithmetical

2.22, it follows from this that E is

in ZF. In chapter I.4 the result is used in

the proof that Miub # M1.

In the remainder of this chapter ¢mwill stand for the modal formula
(C1: —>B CD) AIZl(Cp -+ L‘.IL‘_p)A (E]<>p —> 00p),

and

cpo for

the

formula

(Vy)(Rxy + (Vz)(Ryz + Rxz)) A (Vy)(Rxy + (Vu)(Ryu + (Vv)(Ruv + Ryv))) A

(3y)(Rxy A (Vz)(Ryz + z = y)).

Note that

Rxz)) [w ] does not imply transitivity

F F: (¥y)(Rxy + (Vz)(Ryz +

of R even on TC(F, w).

F = <IN, {<O, n>, <n, n+1> I n E IN}> and w = 0 provide

a counterexample:

<1, 2> E R and <2, 3> E R, but <1, 3> ¢ R. But in conjunction

F #: (Vy)(Rxy + (Vu)(Ryu + (Vv)(Ruv + Ryv))) [w ] this

that R is transitive

2.21

with

formula guarantees

on TC(F, w).

Lemma

(Ac) E(¢m» ¢°>
zr

|— E(¢.”‘,
uO

where AC

.

49°) —»Ac”°,
.

.

.

.

is the axiom of choice for unordered pairs.

Proof: It is provable without the axiom of choice that E(Cp + Cltm.
(V_y)(Rxy + (Vz)(Ryz + Rxz)))

and E(I.‘.I(Ijp-» E] Clp), (Vy)(Rxy + (Vu)(Ryu +

(Vv)(RHv+ Ryv)))). using the methods developed in chapter I.4.
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The following result follows from theorem 2 of II.2. On the transitive
frames E(L‘.l<>p+ 0 Up, (-3y)(Rxy A (Vz)(Ryz + z = y)))

These facts,
E(¢m, ¢°).

combined with the preceding remarks, prove that

If F |:

(pm[w ] , then

F |= (Vy)(Rxy —>(Vz)(Ryz

and F )= (Vy)(Rxy -> (Vu)(Pyu + (Vv)(Ruv —>Ryv))) [w],

transitive

on TC(F, w). By corollary

the result

from II.2,

—>Rxz)) [w]

hence R is

2.6, TC(F, w) )2 (pm[w]

and, by

TC(F, w) )= (3y)(Rxy A (Vz)(Ryz -> z = y)) [w ].

which implies

F r: (3y)(Rxy A (Vz)(Ryz + 2

F )= ¢O [w].

If,

on the other

and F]: L'J(Up->E]Dp) [w],

satisfying

holds.

y)) [w ]. It follows that

hand, F |= .1; [w],

then F )= EJp—>L'.lCJp[w]

and again TC(F, w) is a transitive

frame

TC(F, w) FIID <> p + <>l3p [w ]. Another application

of 2.6

yields F |= ¢m[w].
The proof of theorem 2 in II.2 depends on the axiom of choice. Our
second assertion

is a kind of weak converse.

Note that mZF f- ACuO, a s

is proved in Jech [10 ].
Let

{Ai | i e I} be a set of disjoint

unordered pairs. An appli

cation of E(¢m, ¢°) yields a set of representatives

for {A1 | i e I}.

Take some w outside

$Eé A1, and let

or,

x 6 A1 & y 6 Ai} and F = <%§{ A, U {w}, R>.

for

some i e I,

R = {<x, y> | (x = w & y E §E% A1)

F F: (Vy)(Rxy + (Vz)(Ryz—+ Rxz)) [w ] and F F: (¥y)(Rxy«+

(¥v)(Ruv -+ Ryv))) [w],

(Vu)(Ryu +

so F )= (Up —>EJEJp)AEl(Dp ->ElUp) [w].

Since mF F: (3y)(Rxy A (Vz)(Ryz + z = y)) [w ], mF F: ¢m [w ],

and this

only be the case because '\»F I: DO p -> <>Elp [w]. If V is any valuation
F for which <F, V> l:

r.'_1<)p[w]

<F, V> Fr ID<>‘1p[w ]),
exactly

and '\:<F, V> |:: O C] p [w]

then V(p) - {w} is the required

one member in commonwith each Ai.

set,

(i.e.,

having
QED.

can

on
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2.22 Corollarx
E is not provably arithmetical

Proof:

in ZF.

ZF + AC f’ E(¢m, ¢°) and ZF f‘ E(¢m, ¢°) + AC”0.

The latter

implies, by Jech's result,

that mzr r—I-:(¢”‘.¢°).

But then 5 Cannot be provably arithmetical

in ZF, since ZF+ACis conservative

over ZFwith respect to arithmetical statements. (If ¢ is arithmetical,
i.e..all
then,

quantifiers
since

in ¢ are relativized

zr |— (ZF)

the constructible

L

to w, and ZF + ACf‘ ¢,

L

and ZF l— (AC) , ZF r- ¢L, where L defines

universe. Noww is absolute and, therefore,

ZF k- e.)
QED.

A similar

argument shows that M1and M1are not provably arithmetical

ZF. E.g.,

for the case of H1, we use the fact that

in

(x) ZF r‘ em E Q1-+ COF,

where COFis the principle that any linear ordering without a last element
has a cofinal subset whose complement is also cofinal.

For countable

orderings, this principle is provable in ZF, but its general form is not,
(Cf. Jech [10 1, p. 96.) (x) is easily proved using the
Lowenheim-Skolemtheorem for single formulas (which is provable in ZF):
if COFhas a counterexample

F, then F t: ¢m; but om holds on no countable

linear ordering without a last element.
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1.3

_ﬂﬂ_ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF W1

This chapter begins with the results of 11.3, continues with a few

results about preservation of second-order sentences under ultraproducts
and ends up with a few topics

3.1

Lemma (R.I.

in modal model theory.

Goldblatt)

If {Fi I i E I} is a set of frames and U an ultrafilter

the ultraproduct
ultrapower

TTUFjis isomorphic to a generated subframe of the

TTU (:)

{F1 | 1 E I},

This lemmawas stated by Goldblatt in a private

communication to

the author.

3.2 Definition
fR§¢}

= {F I F F: o}

FR(1”) = Q,

on I, then

FR(¢)

3.3 Definition
A class of frames is

elementary, if it equals FR(¢), for some L0-sentence ¢

A-elementary, if it is an intersection of elementary classes
2-elementary, if it is a union of elementary classes
EA-elementary, if it is a union of A-elementary classes.
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This hierarchy does not extend beyond zA—elementaryclasses:

it

collapses, since a class of frames is 2A—elementaryiff it is closed
under LO-elementary equivalence.
3.4

Theorem

A EA-elementary class of frames closed under disjoint

unions and

generated subframes is closed under ultraproducts and is, therefore,
A-elementary.

A 2-elementary class of frames closed under disjoint

unions and

generated subframes is elementary.

Proof: A ZA-elementary class of frames is closed under elementary

equivalence and, therefore,

closed under ultrapowers and isomorphic

images. So, if it is also closed under disjoint unions and generated
subframes, lemma3.1 implies that it is closed under ultraproducts.
A class of frames closed under elementary equivalence and ultraproducts
is A-elementary.

A 2-elementary class is EA-elementary. So. if it is closed under

disjoint

unions and generated subframes, it is A-elementary. A class

of frames which is both 2-elementary and A-elementary is elementary.
QED.

3.5 Corollary
If P is a set of modal formulas, then
FR(r) is EA-elementary== FR(F) is A-elementary

FR(F) is

Z-elementary =-FR(F) is elementary.
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If ¢ is a modal formula, then

FR(¢) is EA-elementary== FR(¢) is elementary.

Proof: Modal formulas are preserved under disjoint

unions and generated

subframes, by 2.9 and 2.6. Moreover, if FR(¢) is A-elementary, it is

elementary. This follows from the observations on universal second-order
sentences

to be made below.

QED.

Standard compactness arguments show that, for all second-order

sentences¢

of the form (VX1)...(VXk)w, where X1,...,

variables and u is a first-order

Xk are predicate

sentence, the following two equivalences

hold:
FR(¢) is EA-elementary 9 FR(¢) is 2-elementary

FR(¢) is

A-elementary 9 FR(¢) is elementary.

Also, FR(¢) is elementary

¢ ¢ is preserved under ultraproducts,

follows from the fact that existential
preserved under ultraproducts.

which

second-order sentences are

For, clearly both FR(¢) and its complement

are closed under isomorphic images, so, if they are both closed under

ultraproducts, they will be elementary, by Keisler's characterization of
elementary classes.

Reformulating the above results the following characterization
'ﬁ1 is obtained.

3.6

Theorem

For any modal formula ¢ the following three statements are

equivalent:

of
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FR(¢) is elementary (i.e,

¢ 6 M1)

FR(¢) is closed under (L0-) elementary equivalence

FR(¢) is closed under ultrapowers.

For M1the following similar, but less elegant, characterization
may be proved using the same methods.

3.7

Theorem

A modal formula ¢ is in M1iff,

for all frams

that wi E N, for each i e I, and all ultrafilters
(V1’eI)F

F and sets I such

U on I,

F <b[w1-1 =>lTU F F ¢[(<W1->1-EI)U]

This theorem is used in the only proof we have been able to find

for

3.8

Lemma
If

CJ¢>E M1, then

45 6 M1.

Proof: If ¢ ¢ M1, then, by theorem 3.7, there are F = <w, R>, I.
{wj | i E I} and U with,
«JTTUF F: ¢ [(<wi>i€I)U

and let

for each i E I, F #: ¢ [wi ], but
]. Take some v outside

the domain of TTU F,

Fi be the frame <w u {v}, R U {<v, wi>}>. Since F #: ¢ [wi ],

F1.l:¢»[w1.]andF1.|=D¢[v].
we show that

n.T]'U F1. l: 13¢ [(<v>1.EI)U 1, thereby

proving

that

13¢ 93 M1.

For each i E I, F1 F= (Vx)(Rx1x 0 x = x2) [v, wi ] and, therefore,

by the theorem ofaros, TTh F, t: (Vx)(Rx1x 9 x = x2) [(<v>i€I)U,
(<w.>.
1 161)U ]. So, (<v>.1EI)U has exactly

one R-successor

in TTUF1, viz.
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(<w1.>.161 ) U . Clearly,

F'g F1. and therefore

TTU F'g TTU F1. This is an

instance of the following general fact used in the proof of lemma3.1:
If F1 g F1 for all i E I, and U is an ultrafilter

on I, then

Wu F13 Wu Fi”

(The proof of this is straightforward.)
on TTU F such that

QTTUF, V> t: 1¢ [(<w1>1EI)U ].

on TTh F1, and, by lemma 2.5,
implies

that

Nowlet V be any valuation
V is also a valuation

éffu F1, V> k: 1¢ [(<w1>1EI)U ]. This

<TTUF1, V> b 73¢

[ (<v>.1EI )U ].

QED.

The converse of lemma 3.8 is a part of lemma 4.2.

In order to put theorem 3.6 into perspective we mention a few

results without proof. Second-order sentences of the form
(¥P1)...(VPn)(Vx1)...(Vxk)¢,

where ¢ is constructed using atomic

formulas of the form P1xj for each i, j (1 g i g n, 1 5 j g k),

LO-formulas with free variables amongx1,...,

are preserved under ultraproducts.

xk, and Boolean operators,

Sentences of the form

(VP1)...(VPn)(3x1)...(3xk)¢, with ¢ as in the preceding sentence, are
preserved under ultrapowers. But not every sentence of this last form
is preserved under ultraproducts,

as is shownby the following sentence

w defining the finite irreflexive

linear orderings. Let X = x(R, =)

express that R is a discrete linear ordering with a first and a last
element.

Then take u = (VP)(x A ((Vx)(Vy)((Px

((3z)(7Cay)(Ryz

A 1Py) + Rxy) +

A 7P2) V C3z)(7(Sy)Rzy A P2) V (3z)(Pz

1(Ev)(Rzv A Rvu)))))).

A (3u)(1Pu A

Using the rules for obtaining a prenex normal

form w is easily brought into the form (VP)(Sx1)...C3x6)¢, where ¢ is
as above.
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The limitations
a, defining

of these results are shownby the following sentence

the natural numbers with <, which is clearly not preserved

under ultrapowers.
numbers with

Let B = B(R, =) axiomatize the LO-theory of the natural

<. Then take

on = (l/P)(B A ((3x)(‘l(3y)Ryx

A Px) —>

((Vx)(Vy)((Rxy A 7(3z)(Rxz A Rzy)) + (Px + Py)) + (Vx)Px))).

Again using

the rules for obtaining a prenex normal form a is easily brought into
either of the forms (VP)(Vx1)(Vx2)(3x3)(3x4)¢ or (VP)(Sx1)@3x2)(Vx3)(¥x4)¢,

where ¢ is as above. 30 allowing any other combination of first-order

quantifiers

than the two mentioned above leads to essentially

second

order sentences.

Treating modal formulas as second-order

here makes it interesting

formulas in the way we do

to study modal model theory as a first

step

towards the model theory for second-order logic, where results are so

regrettably scarce.A few topics will be mentioned here.

In 11.1 an uncountable frame F is presented,

such that

F k: C1<>p +-<> Em, but, for no countable elementary subframe F’ of F,

F'l: Bop + Oljp. This maybe interpreted as a failure of the
Lowenheim-Skolemproperty for modal formulas. But, defining more

purely modal notions like those in definition
following

3.9 below, we get the

problem.

3.9 Definition
If F is a frame and M a model, then the modal theory of F (Thm(F))
is

{¢ I ¢ is a modal formula

and F F: ¢}, and the modal theory

(Thm(M)) is {¢ I o is a modal formula

and M F3¢}.

of M
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Is there,

for any frame, a countable frame with the same modal

theory? For models the answer is affirmative,

as follows trivially

the Lowenheim-Skolemtheorem. For frames the answer is negative,

from
as is

shown by S.K. Thomason in "Reduction of tense logic to modal logic.

I”,

the Journal of Symbolic Logic 39:3 (1974), pp. 549-551.

In the statement of Thomason's result
consequence relation

in the introduction the

P: for modal formulas was not defined explicitly

in modal terminology. If this is done, as follows,

3.10 Definition
If F is a set of modal formulas and ¢ is a modal formula, then

fF=4>°(VF)(Fl==I"=’Fl=¢)
it becomesa matter of interest to determine the smallest cardinality
‘mfor which the following holds,
For all sets F of modal formulas and all modal formulas ¢, if

mt t: ¢, then, for some frame F of cardinality

smaller than_m,

F}:1"andmF';=¢.
Obviously, such andmexists,

as a Hanf-type argument shows.

There is a peculiar mixture of first

and second-order elements in

the behaviour of modal formulas promising an attractive

investigation.

area for

An example of this_concludes the present chapter.

It follows from the tree lemma (2.15) that any modal formula which

is not universally valid has a counterexample on a finite

frame. So, the
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set of universally valid modal formulas is recursive, in view of Post's
theorem and the fact that the set of universally valid modal formulas is
recursively

enumerable. (This follows from the usual modal completeness

theorems, or from the completeness theorem for L1 via the ST-translation
of 11.2.) On the other hand, the relation

F: is highly complex, even in

the form ¢ F= u, where ¢ and w are modal formulas.

formula and 5 #2 u}, where 5 is the particular

{u | w is a modal

modal formula used by

Thomasonin his translation (cf. the introduction), is not recursively

enumerable, since it is a reduction class for all universally valid
second-order sentences. The difference between universal validity and
logical consequence for modal formulas is also illustrated

following result,

by the

for which some auxiliary notation is needed.

3.11 Definition
n+1

Doa = ¢>;CJ
00¢

3.12

___¢; <>n+1¢ :O<>n¢.

Lemma

For all
then

¢=DE1n¢.

.

.

.

finite

3

2

F, if F ): ((Elp A ‘lL'.1 p) ->O(EJ2p A "HI! p)) A (Dp —>p),

F _%Up + ljzp.

It is not the case that
(OD -> P)

2

3

((EIp A ‘IE1 p) —>O(El2p A ‘ID p)) A

l= DD -+ £12.0

Proof:

Let F be a finite

O(CJ2p

A ‘I EJ3p)) A (Up —>p).

a contradiction.
<F, v> 1: E1p[w1]

frame such that
Suppose

For some valuation

that

(x) F )= ((l'_'lpA ‘1 Clzp) ->
«F )= Up -> D 2p:

we shall derive

V on F and some wl E w,

and m<F, v> 1: 132p [wl 1.
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B)’ (X). <F, V> )2 0 (02.0 A "ID3p) [wl1,
and <F, V> [= Clzp A 7 Cl3p[w21.

Obviously,

such that

Rwlwz

w2 75wl.

wn be elements of N such that Rwiwi+1’ for each i

Let w1,...,
(1

so w2E N exists

i g n-1) and wi # wj, for each i, j (1 § i#j g n) and

ll/\

i

i+1

.

.

<F,V>):ElpA‘ICl p[w1.],foreachi(l§i§n),hold.
This sequence can be extended to a sequence w1,...,

same properties,

wn, wn+1with the

using the general principle

For all modal formulas ¢ and w and all frames F, if F F: ¢, then

F p: [ A/p ]¢ for all proposition letters
This principle

p.

follows from a simple observation.

If V is a

valuation on F and V‘ is like V but for its p-value, which is
{wew

1 <F, v> ):¢[w]},

<F, V'> t: ¢ [w ].

then <F, v> p: [111/p]¢>[w] ¢>

(If this were an elementary text book we would

formulate the principle as the so-called "substitution lemma".)
The wn+1

principle

referred to above is found by noting that (X) and the above
2

imply that F |: (Dnp A ‘IEln+1p) ->O(Dn+1p A ‘IBM P)
1

(Substitute an’ p for p.) Therefore,
so a wn+1 exists

n+1

<F, V> f=O(l.‘.l

2

p A 7EJn+ p) [wn 1,

with <F, V> F:|Dn+1p A 1lDn+2p [wn+1 ].

For each i 5 n,

1

_

wn+1 # wi, because1an+ p +I3ip holds on F. (Use the fact that

F k: Em + p,

and apply the above principle several times.)

This construction shows that F is infinite,

which is our contra

diction.
The second assertion
Makinson

[14 ]. Consider

of the lemma is proved by an example taken from
the frame <IN, R>, with R = {<m, n> | m e IN,

n 6 IN, m g n orm = n+1}. R is not transitive,

and therefore

Dp —>D2p

does not hold on this frame, but it is easy to check that

(([]pA‘ID2p)+O(D2pA‘ICl3P))

A (EIp->p) holds on it.

QED.
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1.4

SYNTACTIC RESULTS ON M1

The first

five lemmasof this chapter list somesimple properties

of E and M1.

4.1

Lemma

For all modal formulas ¢ and u and all L0-formulas a and 3,
E(¢>. a)

& E(¢,

8)

=> E(¢

E(¢, a) & E(u, 3) :

proposition letters

A 11». a A B)

E(¢ V w, a V 8), provided

that

¢ and u have no

in common

E(¢. a) e E( [Tp/p ]¢, a), for all proposition letters p.

Proof:

For all

modal formulas

¢ and p, F F: ¢ A w [w ] iff

and F F: u [w ]. If ¢ and u have no proposition
F F= a V w [w ] iff

letters

F F: ¢ [w ]

in common,then

F F: ¢ [w ] or F F: u [w ]. This is easily

provable

using the fact that, if V1 and V2 agree on the proposition letters
occurring

in a, then <F, V1> F: ¢ [w ] iff

<F, V2> F: ¢ [w ]. Finally,

F F: ¢ [w ] iff F F: [Wp/p [a [w ], for all proposition

4.2

letters

Lemma

For all modal formulas ¢ and w,
(i)

¢ 6 M1 & u 6 M1 =-¢

A w e M1

(ii)

¢ 6 M1 & w E M1 = o V w G M1, provided

that

¢ and u have no

p.

QED.
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proposition letters

in common

(iii) ¢ 6 M19 [‘Ip/p]¢ 65M1, for all proposition letters
(iv)

¢€

M1¢>Elq>€ Ml.

f_r_~_g9_f_:
(i), (ii)

and (iii)

follow from lemma 4.1. One direction

is lemma 3.8, the other is proved as follows.

If <1»
G M1, then,

LO-formula w, E(¢, up), where 11»has one free variable,

variable

p

y not occurring

for all

for some

say x. For any

in up, E(Zl¢, (V_y)(Rxy—>[y/x]xp))

Elcp6 M1. This is so, because,

of (iv)

and so

frames F and w€ W, F 1: 13¢ [wl

iff(Vvew)(Rwv=>F)=d>[V]).

4.3

QED.

_L_e_mLn_a_

The following implications

do not hold for all modal formulas ¢ and w,

(i)

¢eM1

=>7¢€M1

(ii)

.195 M1

=>O¢e

M1

(iii) ¢€M].8ll.[)EM].=’(¢“*\())EM1
(iv)

d>€ M1

= Hp/q1¢€M1

(v)

¢A1p€Ml

=>cpEM1&1l2EM1.

f_r9_o_f_:In 11.1 the modal formula [Slop

This formula is equivalent

—>Ofilp

is shown to be outside

M1.

to ‘|(U<> p AEl<>'lp) and to O(Op + Up). On

the other hand the following formulas are in M1:E10 p, CJ<)‘|p, 0 Up
andOp

+ Up, with L0-equivalents

‘I(3y)Rx_y, ‘I(3y)Rx_y, (3y)(Rxy A ’|(3z)Ryz)

and (Vy)(Rxy+ (Vz)(Rxz + z = y)), respectively.

By this,

(i),

(ii) and

(iii) are obvious.
For (iv) consider ¢ = (Op A Oq) -> <>(p AQq)E(¢, (Vy)(Rxy —>(Vz)(Rxz + Ryz))).

we will

show that

¢ 5 M1: because
["1p/q M =
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(CD A <>‘lp)

—><}(p A O ‘lp) is not in M1.

Let F = (w, R> be the frame with

N = {-1, 0,1,
R = {<-1,

2, ...}

i>,<i,

1+1>, <1+1, 0> I i E IN}.

-1 .

F L: (QpAO‘lp)

—>O(pA<>1p) [-1].

valuation on F such that <F, V>

<F, V>l: p[i]

p A O ‘Ip [-1 ] . For some i, j E IN,

and <F, V>f: ’lp[j].

which case <F, V> [2 p A Q’Ip[i]

or <F, V> l: p[0],
the greatest

To see this, letV be a

Either <F, V>l:‘Ip[0],

and <F, V> |=O(p

in

A OTP) [-1],

in which case <F, V>|: pA<)‘1p[k],

where k is

number smaller than 3' such that <F, V> f: p [k ].

If our formula were in M1it would have to hold at -1 in proper

elementary extensions of F. Let F‘ be any proper elementary extension of
F (in which IN gets a ”tail"),

Then<F', V>|:Op

A Q‘Ip [-1],

for the only R- successors
(v) follows

E1(Dp+ Clap)

as

and set V(p) = IN.

but m<F', V>l:O(p

A07p)

[-1],

of n e IN remain 0 and n+1.

from the example

in lemma 2.21.

6 M1, by lemma 4.2(iv)

above,

Up -> l.'.lL‘.1p
6 M1, so

and (Up -> DClp) A D(Dp +

p) e M1. Also, (Dp + I:1EJp)A D(Dp -+CJElp) A (Bop

+ 0 Up) 6 M1. as

was shown in the proof of lemma 2.21.
But,

as noted

above,

DO p —>0 Up 95 M1.

QED.
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Recall our use of_L and T as signs

for formulas which are everywhere

false and everywheretrue, respectively. This notation greatly simplifies
the statement of the subsequent results in this chapter.

4.4 Definition
A closed formula

is a modal formula containing only occurrences of

1, T, Boolean operators and modal operators.

4.5 Definition
A modal formula ¢ is monotone in the proposition
all

models M = <w, R, V>, all w E N and all

valuations

letter

p if, for

V‘ such that

V'(p) 3 WP).

M|_-;¢[w]=~<w,R,V'>l-_:¢[w].
4.6 Definition
A modal formula ¢ is positive if it is constructed using only i, T,

proposition letters,

A, V,l3 and<> .

Anypositive formula is monotonein all its proposition letters.
we have a proof of the converse which is too complicated to be trusted,
so we omit it here.

4.7

Lemma

Any closed formula is in M1.
If a modal formula ¢ is monotone in p, then ¢ 6 M1 iff

Li/p ]¢ 6 M1.

Proof: Treating_L and T as primitives we add the clauses ST(l) =
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(Vx)1(Rxxe+ Rxx) and

ST(T) = (Vx)(Rxx-+ Rxx) to definition

ST(¢) will be an LO-formula for

The second assertion
formula

2.1. Then

any closed modal formula o.

is proved by observing that,

for any modal

¢ monotone in p, and any frame F and w<E W, F F‘ ¢ [w ] iff

F F= [1/p ]¢ [w ]. From left to right this is obvious, and from right
to left

it follows from the fact that {w<EN I F F= i_[w ]} = p and ¢'s

being monotone in p.

QED.

4.8 Definition
The degree d(¢) of a modal formula ¢ is defined inductively

according

to the clauses
dd)

= on) = o

d(p)

= O for a proposition letter

am)

= d(a)

d(a + 8) = max (0(a)a
d(Da)

= d(a)

p

d(B))

+ 1

Restricting the modal formulas to those in which no iterations

of

the modal operators occur, as described in Lewis [13 ], trivializes
problem of characterizing

4.9

the

Ml. This follows from the next lemma.

Lemma

If a modal formula ¢ has degree § 1, then ¢ 6 M1.

Proof: Case 1: d(¢) = 0. Then no modal operators

occur in ¢, it is a

propositional formula, and there are two possibilities.

Either ¢ is a

tautologya in which case E(¢, Rxx + Rxx), or ¢ is not a tautologya and
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E(¢, 7(Rxx+ Rxx)), since a falsifying valuation exists.
Case 2: d(¢) = 1.

The term “rewriting” will mean the following in this proof:

"taking equivalents using the universally
1 Clo +*<>‘Ia, 1-10; +>a,<>(a

valid formulas 70 ot++El‘la,

V 8) +> (<)a V08),

((o V B) + y) 9 ((a + y) A (8 + y)) for all

other propositional tautologies,

U(a A B) +> (Do A E18),

a, B and y, as well as

like the De Morganand distributive

laws.”

Replace each occurrence of i_in ¢ by (p A 7p) and each occurrence of

T by (p V 7p), where p is any proposition

letter.

Then rewrite o as a

conjunction of disjunctions TﬂT' ogi oij, where each ¢1j is either a
(negation of a) proposition letter:1or a (negation of a) formula of the

form-<>¢1j, where wij is a conjunction of (negations of) proposition
letters.
It will be shown that any jgl oij is in M1, whence, by lemma
4.2,

¢ is in M1.
"1

Only the most complex case n.for jgl oij will be treated,
cases being obvious.

7<>B1 V ...

Let ai = jg; ¢ij be a1 V ...

V 7<>B] V'C>vi V ...

proposition letters.

for some proposition letter

V ak V

V<>’Ym,with al,...,

First a few trivial

ak (negations

of)

cases have to be excluded. If,

p, p and 7p occur amonga1,...,

is universally valid, so, clearly,

degenerate

ak, then ¢i

it is in M1. If p and 7p occur as

conjuncts in some 81, then 81 is equivalent to 1, <)Bi is equivalent to
()1, which is equivalent to i, and so 7<>B1is equivalent to T and oi is
again universally

valid.

If p and 7p occur in some yj, then <>yj may be

replaced by i, for similar reasons, and therefore, dropped from the
disjunction.
<>y1 V ...

Rewrite ¢>1.as «$1;= (’l(a1 V
V‘<>ym. 7(a1 V ...

V ck) A081

V ck) may be rewritten

A

A081)

+

as a conjunction

like the 8's and y's. It maybe assumed that no proposition letter occurs
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twice in any of the conjunctions. If pl,...,
occurring in ¢%, then let P1,...,

pn are the proposition letters

P2n be the list of conjunctions specify

ing, for each pi, whether or not it "obtains".
..

.

.

.

1

.

(Comparethe well-known

.

5

1

1

state descriptions .) Rewrite oi as a conjunction T"T'¢ij,
where each dij
J=1

is of the form(P 1109
kl

A.../10?

)—»OP v...v<>P

11

1m

ml

.

mr

(This rewriting also uses the fact that any modal formula of the form
<>a H (<>(a A p) V<>(a A'1p)) is universally

valid.)

Using lemma4.2 again, it suffices to find L0-equivalents for formulas
of this form. Assumethat no repetitions

Pm,...,
1

occur among P] ,...,

P] or among

1

Pm.
The following possibilities
r

m

arise.
1

Case 1: Someli is amongthe mj's. Then oij is universally

therefore, trivially

valid and,

in M1.

Case 2: No 11 is among the mj's.

Subcase 2.1: k1 is among the mj's.

li's,

In this case k1 is not among the

and our formula is equivalent to

(Vy1)(Rxy1-*

+ (Vym)(Rxym+ (1<|m_<|m(x 2*y,- A y,- 2‘ yj) t RXX)---)

Subcase 2.2: k1 is not among the mj's.

Subcase 2.2.1: k1 is not amongthe li's.
"(3y1)(Rxy1

A

A (3ym)(R><ymA

Subcase 2.2.2:
7(3y1)(Rxy1 A ...

I

l

1§i#j§m

Then ¢%j is equivalent to

(x 2*y,- A y,- 1‘ yJ-))---)

k1 is among the 11's. ¢%j is now equivalent
A (3ym)(RxymA |

to

I yi # yj)...).

l§i#j§m
The proof that these equivalences hold is too tedious to be given

here. Going through an example will convince the reader.

Lemma4.9 may also be proved using the characterization

QED.

of M1ob

tained in theorem 3.7. The idea is to use the fact that, if the formula

in question can be falsified

in the ultraproduct, this is due to the
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existence of enough R—successors of (<wi>1€I)U. But this fact can be

transferred to F itself,

by the theoremof-tos.

Theorems 4.11 and 4.13 will now be proved using the method of

substitutions described briefly in the introduction. After that the class
Mlub of formulas for which this method works is introduced,

and shown to

be a proper subset of M1. This method is very useful in the actual

practice of "reading off" L0-equivalents for modal formulas. A few

examples will be given, but for more applications

the reader should

consult Van Benthem [1 ].

4.10 Definition
Roxy stands

for x = y

Rn+1xv stands for (3zn+1)(R"xzn+1 A Rzn+1y).

It is more convenient to consider R1xy not as (3z1)(x = 21 A Rzly),
but as Rxy.

Recall the notation Eli,(>i of definition 3.11.

4.11 Theorem

If the modal formula w is positive

and the modal formula ¢ is

constructed using Dip for proposition letters
A and~<7,

then

Proof: we first
mention of "v".

p and i E IN, i, T, V,

a + w 6 M1.

reduce the assertion to be proved to the case without
Use the equivalences mentioned in the proof of lemma

4.9 in order to rewrite ¢ as a disjunction of formulas constructed using
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formulas of the form Ujp,_i,

junction of implications,

T,A and <>. Then rewrite

¢ + u as a con

each of which has one of these disjuncts as

its antecedent formula.
Lemma4.7 helps in removing the proposition

letters

which occur in

¢ + v, but not both in ¢ and in v. (In a sense these do not contribute

anything vital to the formula.) Let p be such a proposition letter.

If

it occurs in W, then ¢ + Wis monotone in p, and i_may be substituted

for it. If it occurs in o, then T maybe substituted

for it. For, by

lemma 4.2,

of ¢ + w, and this

[Tb/p ](¢ + u) may be considered

formula is monotone in p. Substituting_i

same effect as substituting

instead

for p in [Wp/p ](¢ + W) has the

T for p in (o + w).

Consider some ¢ + w obtained through these manipulations.
ST(¢ * v) in such a way that no two quantifiers

variable.

write

have the same bound

In this way, there corresponds, to each occurrence of U and<>

in ¢ * v, a unique bound variable

in ST(¢ + v). From ST(¢ + v) LO

formulas CV(p, a) will be extracted for each proposition letter
which, on substitution

in a slightly

p,

modified form of ST(¢ + u), will

yield the required LO-equivalent.
Consider ST(o) occurring as the antecedent formula in ST(¢ + w).

Hoveall existential

quantifiers corresponding to occurrences of <> in

¢ to the front. This is possible by the operations that bring formulas
into a prenex normal form, because only occurrences

“crossed”. This yields (3y1)...(3yk)¢',

of A have to be

so ST(¢ + u) may nowbe written

as <vy1>...<vyk><¢' + sT<v)>.

Fix a variable

u not occurring in ST(¢ + w). Let 5 be an occurrence

of p in ¢. v(p) is the bound variable yi in ST(¢) corresponding to the
innermost occurrence of <> in ¢ the scope of which contains 5, or, if no
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such occurrence of <> exists,

v(p) = x. For the greatest

number j such

that 5 occurs within a subformuia of ¢ of the form Egp put CV(p, ¢) =

RJv(p)u. CV(p, a) is defined as

all occurrences cv(ﬁ, a).
p of p in ¢

Fina11y take aiphabetic variants, if necessary, to ensure that the
CV(p, ¢)'s and (Vy1)...(Vyk)(¢'

+ ST(¢)) have no bound variab1es in

common.

The LO-equivalent s(¢ + w) of ¢ + w is obtained by substituting,

for each proposition 1etter p and corresponding unary predicate constant
P, and each individuai

variab1e 2,

[2/u ]CV(p, o) for P2 in

<vy,>...<vyk><¢' + sT(¢>>.
A number of examples i11ustrating

the above procedure wi11 fo11ow

this proof, the remainder of which consists in showing that, for a11
frames

F and al1 w e w, F F: ¢ + w [w 1 iff

One direction

F F: s(¢ + w) [w 1.

is immediate. If F F: ¢ + w [w ], then, for the

proposition 1etters p1,...,

pn occurring in ¢ + w,

F #3 (VP1)...(VPn)ST(¢ + w) [w ], and so

F F: (VP1)...(VPn)(Vy1)..

..(Vyk)(¢' + ST(w)) [w 1. or F F: (Vy1)...(Vyk)(VP1)...(VPn)(¢'+ST(w))[w'].
s(¢ +-w) is an instantiation

of this formula, so F F: s(¢ + w) [w ].

(Compare the remark preceding theorem 4.16.)
For the converse, suppose that,

for some va1uation V, <F, V>F=¢p[w ],

<F.V>l: \p[w] is to be proved. C1ear1y,<F,V>L:(.’-.-ly1)..._(3yk,)¢'[w], and so, for

some w1,...,

wk 6 N, <F, V> F: ¢' [w, w1,...,

wk ], where wi is assigned

to yi for each i (1 g i g k). The vaiuation V’ is defined, for each
proposition

1etter

p, by V'(p) = {v E W I F k: CV(p, ¢) [w, w1,...,

where v is assigned to u }. It can now be shown that

V'(p) E_V(p) for a11 proposition 1etters p
<F, v'> F: a‘ [w, w1,...,

wk 1.

wk, v ],

A detailed proof of this wouldyield no additional insights. for these
two assertions are obvious consequences of the definition of the
CV(p. ¢>)'s

Substitute

the CV(p, ¢)'s for the P's in o‘: this gives o". Since

<F, V'> F: ¢' lw, w1,..., wk], F i: ¢"[w, w1,..., wk].
From F #= s(¢ + W) [w 1 it then follows

that

F F: W‘ [w, w1,...,

where W‘ is obtained from ST(¢) by the same substitution.
<F, V'> F= ST(w) [MI] and. therefore,

This amounts to

using the facts that

V'(p) S_V(p) for all proposition letters

all its proposition letters,

p, and that w is monotone in

it is seen that <F, V> k: ST(w)[w 1, i.e.,

<F,V>i=1lJ[w].

The following

QED.

seven examples are well-known modal axioms. The modal

logic involved is mentioned between parentheses in each case.

(1)010 -* p (T)
ST: (Vy)(Rxy + Py) + Px

CV(p, Up):

Rxu

s: (Vy)(Rxy+ Rxy) + Rxx, or, after simplification,
Rxx.

wk 1,
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(2) DP * 0 UP (54)

ST: (Vy)(Rxy + Py) + (Vz)(Rxz + (Vv)(Rzv + Rxv))
CV(p, Up): Rxu

s: after a similar simpiification,

(Vz)(Rxz+ (Vv)(Rzv+ Rxv)).

(3) P-*U°P (3)
ST: Px + (Vy)(Rxy + (EE)(Ryz A Pz))
CV(Pa

W3

X = U

s: x = x + (Vy)(Rxy + (E2)(Ryz A x = 2)), or, after simplification,

(Vy)(Rxy + W)

<4> 0 up +Dp <s5>

ST: (3y)(Rxy A (Vz)(Ryz + Pz)) + (¥v)(Rxv + Pv)
CV(p. <>C|P)= Ryu
S= (Vy)((R><y A (VZ)(RyZ + RyZ)) -> (VV):(RXV + R¥V))s

Or.

after simpiification,
(Vy)(Rxy + (Vv)(Rxv + Ryv)).

(5) 0 Up+ mop (54.2) is‘ treated sinmariy, yielding after

simpiification,
(Vy)(Rxy + (Vz)(Rxz + (3v)(Rzv A Ryv))).

(6) (Gap

A p) + Up (54.4)

ST: ((3y)(Rxy
CV(p, Oﬂp

s:

(Vy)((Rxy

A (Vz)(Ryz + Pz)) A Px) + (Vv)(Rxv + Pv)
A p):

Ryu V x = u

A (Vz)(Ryz + (Ryz V x = 2)) A (Ryx V X = x)) + (Vv)(Rxv +

(Ryv V x = v))),

or, simplified,

(Vy)(Rxy + (Vv)(Rxv + (Ryv V x = v))).
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(7) ‘3(Up + q) V D(C1q -+ P) (S4-3)

This formula has to be rewritten
and then,

using lemma 4.2,

first

to <>(Up A Wq) +l3(<>*7q V p),

to <>(Up A q) + D(<>q V p).

ST: (3y)(Rxy A (Vz)(Ryz + Pz) A Qy)+ (Vs)(Rxs + ((3t)(Rst
CV(p,O('3P

A Qt) V Ps)).

A <i))= R.vu

CV(qa<>(Up A q))=

S= (Vy)((RXy

y = u

A (VZ)(RyZ + Ryz) A y = Y) + (VS)(R><S ** ((3t)(RSt

A y = t)

V

Rys))), or, simplified,
(V3/)( Rxy + (Vs)(Rxs + (Rsy V Rys))).

A similar

procedure yields

forID(0Dp A p) + q) V D(Dq + p)

(Vy)(Rxy + (Vs)(Rxs + (Rsy V Rys V s = y))).

4.12 Definition
Positive and negative occurrences of a proposition letter p in a
modal formula are defined inductively according to the clauses

(i)

p occurs positively in p

(ii)

p does not occur in l_or T

(iii) a positive (negative) occurrence of p in a is a negative (positive)
occurrence of p in 7a.

(iv)

a positive (negative) occurrence of p in a is a negative (positive)
occurrence of p in a + B, but a positive (negative) occurrence of

pinB->oL.
(v)

a positive (negative) occurrence of p in a is a positive (negative)
occurrence of p inlﬂa.

Fromthis definition

(vi)

the following derived rule

maybe obtained,

a positive (negative) occurrence of p in a is a positive (negative)
occurrence

of p in a A B, B A oz, a V 3,

oz V B andOa.
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The next theorem is slightly

(Cf. Sahlqvist

more general than 4.11.

[16] .)

4.13 Theorem

If a modal formula cpis constructed using proposition letters

their negations,_L, T, A, V, E1and<>, and cpsatisfies,

and

for all proposition

letters p occurring in it, either
no positive occurrence of p is in a subformula of ¢ of one of the
forms a A B or Eh within

the scope of some <>,

or
no negative occurrence of p is in a subformula of ¢ of one of the
forms onA B or Lib:within
then

the scope of someo

,

¢ 6 M1.

Proof: If some proposition letter

p occurs only positively in ¢, then ¢ is

monotone in p, and, by lemma 4.7, we may consider

[ 1/p] ¢ instead.

If

a proposition letter p occurs only negatively in ¢, then it occurs only
positively

in [Wp/p ]¢, a formula which may be considered instead of ¢,

by lemma 4.2. Then we substitute

l_for

p. By using lemma 4.2 once more,

and contracting double negations, we make every remaining proposition

letter satisfy the second condition of the theorem.
Rewrite the negation of the formula just obtained as a formula w

constructed using (negations of)
Q,

by the interchange

proposition letters,

laws ‘loo: +>El ‘Ia, ‘I Do +><)‘la,

13 T, A, V, D and
de Morgan laws

and, again, double negation. Nowno positive occurrence of a proposition
letter

in w remains in a subformula of w of the form a V B or <>a in the

scope of some 0.
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A subformula Du of u is equivalent to a conjunction of formulas of

the form D1p and n-formulas, i.e.,

letter

occurs positively.

formulas in which no proposition

This is proved by induction on a. The cases

a = p, 7p,_L, T and a = a1 A a2 are trivial.

If a = a1 V a2 or a =<>'B,

then no proposition letter occurs positively in it, sincella satisfies
the same condition as w. Finally,

if a =1jB, use the induction hypothesis

and the law U(y A 6) 9 Uly AID6). Transform w into w‘ by replacing

occurrences of Eb which do not lie within the scope of another D.by

equivalents of the kind described here.
A second induction establishes

that

each subformula a of w‘ is

equivalent to a disjunction of formulas constructed using formulas of
the form Dip, n-formulas,
0:1 V a2 a.re trivial.

A and C). The cases a = p, 7p, l,

If on=08,

T and a =

then use the law _O(y V <5)++(Ov V06),

and if a = al A a2, use the propositional distributive laws. Finally, if
a =|DB, then, by the above, it is either an n-formula, or of the form
Dip. Applying this result to V‘ itself

a disjunction

v" = $1 V...V V”

is obtained, with the wi's constructed as indicated. w" is obtained by
rewriting 7¢, so ¢ 9 Wu“°'(7¢1

A ...

A Tun). In view of lemma 4.2, it

suffices to consider the 1wi's.
SW1 ) can be written in the form (3y1)...(3yk)w%, as in the proof
of theorem 4.11, but now only with respect to those occurrences of <>

with a positive occurrence of a proposition letter in their scope. For
each proposition letter

p CV(p, wi) may be defined as before, and then

substituted in (Vy1)...(Vyk)7¢%. This yields the required equivalent
s(ﬂwi), as may be shown in almost the same way as in the previous proof,
Again it is obvious that F F: Wwi[w ] implies F F? s(1wi) [w ].

For the converse, suppose that mF k: Wwi[w ]. Then, for some valuation
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V on F, <F, V> §: mi [w l and so <F, V> F1 V; [w, w1,...,

w1,...,

wk 1 for

some

wke: N. Defining V‘ using the CV(p, wi)'s as before yields

<F, V'> F V»;[w, w1,...,

wk]

V'(p) E_V(p) for all proposition letters p.
(The second assertion

is now needed in proving that n-formulas remain

true in the transition
From this

from V to V'.)

it follows that F #3 mg [w, w1,...,

the CV(p, wi)'s substituted
and, therefore,

for the P's.

wk ], where mg is w; with

But s(7wi) = (Vy1)...(Vyk)7¢$

wF F= s(7wi) [w ].

QED.

(>(p A EJ(>_lp) -> (Olllp V U D ‘Ip) is a formula which can be treated

using theorem 4.13, but not using theorem 4.11. It will be obvious from

previous arguments that

any modal formula is equivalent to one

constructed using proposition letters and their negations, 1, T, A, V,
D and<> . Applying the relevant laws here yields
cJ(‘ip v<> Dp) v 0

Up v :1 D_|p,

satisfying the second condition of the theorem. Rewriting its negation
yields

<)(p A I:1(>'ip) A D <>7p A O<> p, which is already

a V1. (The

only n-formula occurring in it isI3<)Vlp.)
ST(w1) = (3y)(Rxy

A Py A (Vz)(Ryz + (Ev)(Rzv A 1Pv)))

(3s)(Rws A 1Ps)) A (3t)(Rxt A (3r)(Rtr
CV(p.

A (Vw)(Rxw +

A Pr)).

w,—) = (.v = u V r = U)

ST(7wi) becomes, after simplification,
(Vy)(Rxy + (Vt)(Rxt + (Vr)(Rtr + ((Vz)(Ryz + (3v)(Rzv A v # y A v # r)) +
C3w)(RxwA (Vs)(Rws + (s = y V s = r))))))).
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The idea

in the previous proofs has been to consider the modal

formula ¢ = (VP1)...(VPn)v(P1,...,

y1,...,

Pn’ Rl,
a rewrite it, with parameters

yk in front, to get (VP1)...{VPn)(Vy1)...(Vyk)w', and then to

find L0~formulasal,...,

on with free variables amongx, y1,...,

yk to

be substituted for P1,...Pn. This yields an LO-formulas(¢) equivalent
to ¢. Here the direction from ¢ to s(¢) takes care of itself

instantiation

(a universal

has taken place), but the converse requires proof.

Assuming that <F, V> #2 7o [w ], it is shown that already <F, V'>#='7¢ [w],

where V‘ is a valuation defined by the a1's.Pushing the ai'S from the

valuation into Woyields a counterexample to $(¢).
From this point of view those modal formulas ¢ are of interest
which <F, V> I-'—‘
<1:[w]

where V1,...,

implies

<F, V1> I: <1»
[w]

Vmare L0-definable valuations.

or

for

or <F, Vm>|=¢>[w],

Most formulas in M1with

which we are acquainted fall into this category, also those not covered
by theorem 4.13 (like the ones mentioned in the third and fourth clause

of theorem 4.19). Further investigation of this had led to slight
extensions of theorem 4.13 with liberalized

of proposition letters,

conditions on the occurrences

but these are not stated here, because the gain

in generality is offset by an enormouscost in technical complications.
sub

The two definitions

below describe the class M1 of modal formulas

amenable to treatment by the method of substitutions.

4.14 Definition
If

c is an L1-formula of the form (Vy1)...(Vyk)n,

where n =

n(x, y1,..., yk, P1,..., P“) and x, y1,..., yk do not occur as bound
variables in n, then x is called a substitution instance of 5 if there
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are LO-formulas a1,...,

an and a variable s not occurring in C satisfying

the following three conditions for each i (1 5 i g n),

each free variable of ai is amongx, y1,...,
no bound variable

x = [a1/P1,...,

yk, s

of Q1 occurs in ;

an/Pn ]g, i.e.,

; with subformulas of the form P12

replaced by [z/s ]ai.
4.15 Definition
If ¢ is the modal formula (VP1)...(VPn)w(P1,...,

3(¢) = {x I x is a substitution

Pn9 R), then

instance of an L1-formula ; logically

equivalent to w].
sub
M1

{¢ I ¢ is a modal formula

and S(¢)

#: ¢}.

If X6 S(¢), then ¢ implies x. For, suppose that ¢ = (VP1)...(VPn)¢,

C0 w and x is a substitution

instance of c = (Vy1)...(Vyk)n.

Then (VP1)...(VPn)w implies (VP1)...(VPn)c = (VP1)...(VPn)(Vy1)...(¥yk)n

and, since this formula is equivalent to (vyl)...(Vyk)(¥P1)...(VPn)n.
it implies x.

4.16 Theorem

i7ﬁHT"'

M1

C M1.

sub'"

M1 is recursively
sub

M1

Proof:

enumerable.

# M1.

If S(¢) tr ¢, then, by the compactness theorem, for some finite

conjunction X of formulas in S(¢),
x F: o, and therefore

E(¢, X), using the above remark.

sub

The second assertion is proved by inspection of the definition of
sub

M1 . ¢ G M1

iff S(¢) kt ¢ iff,

for some x1,...,

xmE S(¢),

x1 A...A xmf: ¢. The two predicates used in the third equivalent are
recursively

enumerable: x #1 ¢ iff x F= (VP1)...(VPn)w

formula u) iff x F? u (since x is an L0-formula, i.e.,

(for some L1

without

occurrences of unary predicate symbols); and logical consequence in L1

is a recursively enumerable notion. Moreover, S(¢) is a recursively

enumerable set. XE S(¢) iff there are formulas a1,...,
in definition

an as described

4.14 and a formula ; with t: w 9 g (a recursively

rable predicate again) such that x = [a1/P1,...,
The example treated

sub
M1 ,+M1. Let am:
450 = (Vy)(RXy

an/Pn ]c.

in lemma 2.21 can be used to show that

(Dp—>DElp) A[j(Elp->ElDp)

‘* (VZ)(RyZ

enume

-* RXZ))

Ryv))) A (3y)(Rxy A (VZ)(Ryz -> y

A (|jOp—>Q

Up) and

A (VJ/)(RX.Y -* (VU)(RyU -* (VV)(RUV -*

2))

By theorem 4.11,
E039 '* D DP» (Vy)(Rxy -* (VZ)(Rvz -* Rxz)))

and, therefore,

by lemma4.2(iv),

E(‘3(l-‘JP-* 0 DP)» (Vy)(Rxy -> (Vu)(Ryu -> (Vv)(Ruv -> Ryv))))

These equivalences do not depend on the axiom of choice. In the proof
of lemma2.21 it was shown that E(¢m, ¢°), using the last two equiva

lences and theorem 2 of II.2,
so ¢m 6 M1. It was also

which depends on the axiom of choice;

shown that

ZF k- E(¢m, ¢°)-+

ACUO, where ACUOis

the axiom of choice for unordered pairs. Closer inspection of the proof
reveals that "a9 F: ¢m" is provable without the axiom of choice, and
that

in fact

(1) ZF |-

"cpm F cbo" -> ACUO.

sub

Suppose that ¢mG M1 . Then, for some x1,...,
«pmI: x = x1 A

easily that

xme S(¢),

A xm and X I: ¢m. The argument given

above shows
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<2)

2F

1- "¢»"“' F

Since X F: ¢m iff

X".

x F: 6?, where ¢T is ¢mwithout

its

second—order

quantifiers, it is also clear that
(3) ZF l’ "x F‘ dn“.

It follows, by the above, that
(4) ZF + AC 1- "X l: ¢°".

But then, by the argument used in the proof of corollary 2.22,
(5) ZF }- "x #2 ¢0"(since

logical consequence in L0 is arithmetical).

(2) and (5) imply that ZF 1- "om #= do", and this yields,

combination with (1), ZF f- ALUO,contradicting
U0
that

'~»ZF |— AC

. So the original

supposition

in

the result
is false:

in Jech [10 ]
m

sub

¢ ¢ M1 .

QED.

The next theorem shows that the various conditions on the

occurrences of proposition letters

in the statements of theorems 4.11

and 4.13 are necessary. As soon as combinations D(...<> ...)

D(... V ...)

or

are allowed in the antecedent formula, or proposition

letters occur negatively in the consequent formula, the resulting impli
cation may be outside of M1. This is shown by the first

The fifth

has been added, because it is of an unusual type not found in

ordinary modal logics.

4.17

four formulas.

_T_h_e_o_re_m_

(1')

D<>o+<>Elp¢F'«1.

(ii)

EJ(p V q) -><>(DP VUQ) ¢M1.

(iii)

D(C|p v p) ->0 (up A P) 93 M1.

(iv) (>9-><>(pAD‘lP)¢l'41.

(v) OD(Dp+p)¢M1.
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Proof:

Of these cases (iv) is proved in a conventional way, the others

are proved using a method introduced in 11.1. A frame F is given with an
uncountable

domain N and a w E N such that

F #2 ¢ [w ] for the modal

formula ¢ in question. It is then shown that, for no countable
elementary subframe F’ of F with a domain containing w and a countable

set of other elements of N (to be specified in each case), F‘ p: ¢'[w ].
It follows from the Lowenheim-Skolemtheorem that ¢ ¢:M1. If it can be

shown that F ): ¢, then it even follows that ¢ ﬁsﬁl.

(i) zcf. II.1.
(ii)

: Take N = {x, yno, ynl,

2f | n E IN, f: IN + {O, 1}}, and

R = {<x, ym.>, <ym., _ynJ.>, <x, zf>,
f: IN + {O, 1}}.

<zf, ynf(n)>

| n E IN; i, j E {0, 1};

‘V

(§¥nO

1°

ﬁg ynl

F F=I](p V q) +—(>(CmV Dq) [w 1, which may be seen as follows.

<F, V> t: D(p V q) [w ]. Then, either

Let

for some n E IN, <F, V> k: p [yni]

for each i E {0, 1}, in which case <F, V> kr Up [yno ] and so
<F, V> )=<>(EJp V Dq) {x 1, or,

for each n E IN there

is an i E {O, 1}

such that <F, V> F: q [yni ]. In this last case take f: IN + {O, 1} such
that

<F, V> ): q [ym¢(n) ] for all

so, in this case too, <F, V> [:0

n E IN. Then <F, V> f: Elq [zf]

(Up VDq) [x ].

and
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we shall now show that,

if F‘ is a countable elementary subframe

of F with a domain containing

x and yni for each n 6 IN and i e {O, 1},

then "vF' |= E(p V q) +<>(CJp Vljq)
{y ng(n ) | n E IN} and V(q)

= {yn(

[x ]. Let zge

1-g(n )) | n E IN} LJ{Zf | zf e w'}.

Then <F', V> #2 Exp V q) [x ], but, as will
~<F'» V> l=<>(I:n=Van)

m<F', V> krclq [yni]

differs

N-N‘, and set V(p) =

[X] - Clearly.

be shown presently,

~<F'. V> l=op

[ym-1

and

for each n e IN and i e {0, 1}. Any f with zf e w'

from g for at least one n E IN, so, for no zf e W‘,

<F', V> #=Dp [zf]

. Since F‘ is an elementary

2f 6 W‘ differs

subframe of F, any f with

from 1-g for at least one n E IN. (If 21-9 were in

N‘, then 29 would be, since it is L0-expressible that each zf has a
"complementary" element z1_f.)

Therefore, for no zf e N‘, <F', V> k:[]q [zfj .
(iii)

Take N = {x, yni,

zf I n e IN; i e {0, 1}; f: IN + £0, 1}}

and R : {<Xs yn0>s <.yn0s .yn1>: <Xs Z.f:>s <zfs Zf>: <Zfs .ynf(n)>
f:

I n E

IN + {O, 1}}.

we will show that F |: El(UpV p) +Q([jp

A p) [X]_

Let <F, V> ): U(Dp V p) [x ]. Then an f: IN + {0, 1} exists
for each n E IN, <F, V> k: p [ynf(n)

z9 E w, and therefore

such that,

]. Also <F, V> F: p [29 ] for all

<F, V> I’: up A p[zf},

so <F, V> |=O(up

A p) [X].

If F‘ is a countable elementary subframe of F, with a domain
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containing

x and yni for each n65 IN and i‘5 I0, 1}, then

'vF' [2 EJ(Dp V p) +4>(Up

A p) [ x] , as we will

show now. Let zg€

W-W‘,

and set V(p) = {yng (n)|

vie IN}‘J {zf | zf<E N'}. Clearly,
<F', V> F EJ¢Jp V p)[ x] , and it is also easy to see that
m<F', V> |:EJpA

p[_ynO] for each n6 IN, and~<F',

V> l‘-'ElpA p[zf]

for each zfe N‘.
The last formula shows how tricky this subject is. For the formula
Ejajp V p)-+ <>l]p, which seems to violate
in exactly

the conditions of theorem 4.11

the same way as EJ(Dp V p) —>O(Up A p),

frames F and w€ N, F ): D(EJpV p)-+ OEip[w]

is in M1! For all

<* F )=C|p+O

Up[w]

“’

F k: (3y)(Rxy A (Vz)(Ryz-+ Rx2)) [w ].

(iv) A better

known equivalent

of Op +0

(p AU ‘|p) is _L_i_5§_'_s_

formula D(Dp+ p) +IDp. (This "induction principle”

L6b's theorem for arithmetic.
A straightforward

m(3f: IN + w)(f(0)

a form of

Cf. Solovay [21 1.)

argument shows that,

F l: D(Up -> P) -* Up [w]

reflects

°=*F F

for all frames F and w<Ewe,

(Vy)(RXy + (VZ)(RyZ + RxZ)) [W1

= w & (Vn E IN)Rf(n)f(n+1)).

Of course, well~foundedness is not first-order

&

(Cf. Van Benthem [1 1.)

definable, so L6b's

formula is not in M1.
(v) Take N = {x, yn, yni,
f: IN + {1, 2}}

zf, zfn | n E IN; i E {1, 2, 3};

and R = {<x, yn>, <yn, yni>, <yn2, yn3>, <x, zf>,

<zf, zfn>, <zfn, ynf(n)> | n E IN; i E {1, 2}; f: IN + {1, 2}}.
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Z

0

fn

/_ ?\\\
‘

,

v
ynl

zfo

\

.y

y

.
2 ° "3
°
R/'3/n2

\, /1""
we wiII show that

F I: OE1(Dp —>
p) [x ]. Suppose that

<F, V> F: ID<>(CpA ‘p) [x ]: a contradiction

such that,

foIIows.

Take f: IN + {1, 2}

for aII n e IN, <F, V> ): ‘p [ynf(n) ].

Then <F, v> I: CIQ‘Ip [2, 1; but aIso <F, v> |:O(Elp

A “Ip) [21, 1, which

is a contradiction.
If F‘ is a countable eIementary subframe of F with a domain
containing

x, yn and yni, for each n E IN and i E {1, 2, 3}, then

'»F' )2: O D(Dp -> p) [x ], by the foIIowing
that

argument.

no 2gn E N’. Set V(p) = {yn3 | n 6 IN} U {ynh(n)

Let 2g 6 14-14‘. Note
| n 6 IN; h(n)

if g(n) = 2, h(n) = 2 if g(n) =1}. <F', V> |: |j¢([jp
easy to check,

so «.<F', V> |: Q

A‘|p) [X],

EJ(E|p—»p) [x ].

= 1

as is
QED.

4.18 Definition
A modaI reduction

principIe

where N and N are (possibIy

is a modaI formuIa of the form Np + Np,

empty) sequences of moda1 operators

Manyaxioms used in modaI Iogic are modaI reduction

the exampies after theorem 4.11 show.

u and<§».

principIes

as
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A combination of the method of substitutions

and the L6wenheim

Skolem type argument of the above proof leads to the following result,

4.19 Theorem

A modal reduction principle ﬁp + Np is in M1iff-it

has one of the

following forms:
(i)

O iEI‘jp—>
Np,

for some i, j e IN and arbitraryhl

(ii)

—h7|p
+ Eliojp,

for some i,_ j E IN and arbitrary

(iii)l3iﬁ1p

+ ﬁzﬁlp,

T7!

for some i E IN such that length (E2) = i and

arbitrary E1
.

(iv)

-> ->

-i-)

M2M1p+ <> Mlp,

.

-)

for some 1 E IN such that

length

.

(M2) = 1 and

->

arbitrary M1.
Proof: It is easy to prove that modal reduction principles of these forms
are in M1. (i) and (ii) follow from theorem 4.11 and (iii)
equivalent

and (iv) are

to closed formulas, which are in M1by lemma4.7. The proof

of the converse is quite complicated: the reader is referred to II.2. QED.

This theorem settles

a problem of Fitch

[6 ], as far as M1is

concerned.

It remains to be seen if modal reduction principles,

formulas with one proposition letter,

or indeed modal

are in any sense typical for modal

formulas in general.

4.20

Lemma

The modal formula

Cl((Clp A p) -> q) V D(EJq —>p)

(CF) is not equivalent

to any modal formula with only one proposition letter.
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/x,
\/

Proof: Consider the frames F1 and F2 with N1 = {O, 1, 2},
R1

{<0, 1>, <0, 2>, <1, 2>, <2, 2>}, wz = £0, 1, 2, 3} and

R2

{<0, 1>, <0, 2>, <0, 3>, <1, 2>, <3, 2>, <2, 2>}.

(:22:

By theorem 4.11,

‘5‘ 2

E(CF, (Vy)(Rxy + (Vz)(Rxz + (Ryz V Rzy V 2 = y)))),

so

CF holds in F1 but not in F2. But we will show that for any modal for

mula ¢ with only one proposition
which the lemma follows.

letter,

if F1 F? ¢, then F2 Fr ¢, from

f1={<0, O>, <1,1>, <3,1>, <2,2>},
f2 = {<0, O>, <1, 1>, <2, 2>, <3, 2>}
f

and

= {<0, O>, <1, 2>, <2, 2>, <3, 1>}

are p-morphisms from F2 onto F1. Let V'be any valuation

the p-values only, for some proposition letter
or both outside,

on F2. Consider

p. If 1 and 3 are both in,

V(p), then, by lemma2.11, for all modal formulas ¢ whose

only proposition letter is p, and i

o.1.2.3.<F2.v>l=¢n1~=>

«=1. v1> F c»[f1(1')

V(p) - {3}. If one of 1 and 3 is in

1. where v1<p>

V(p) and the other is not, then one of them is in V(p) iff 2 is. Say this

is 1 (the other case is clearly symmetric), then, by lemma2.11, for all
modal formulas ¢ whose only proposition letter
<F2, V> F’ ¢ [i ] a <F1, V2> F: ¢ [f3(i)

is p, and i

], where V2(p) = V(p) - {1, 3} if

1 e V(p) and V2(p)_= (V(p) - {31) u {1} if 1 ¢ V(p)..So,

containing only one proposition letter can be falsified
falsified

0, 1, 2, 3,

in F1, which proves the claim made above.

if a modal.formula

in F2, it can be
QED.
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1.5

RELATIVE CORRESPONDENCE

In lemma 2.20 the modal formula [100 Up -><>OEJ<)p was considered,

which is not in M1, but holds on all frames satisfying
similar

(Vx)(Ew)Rxy. A

example is provided by theorem 4.17. D(Em V p) +-<>(Em A p) is

not in M1, but it holds on all reflexive

with a reflexive

R and V is a valuation on F satisfying

<F, V> #1 D(Dp V p) [w ],
<F, V> 1: E1p[v ],

<F, V> ):()(Elp

frames. (If F = <w, R> is a frame

then either,

for some v e Wwith Rwv,

in which case <F, V> |==Up A p [v]

A p) [w],

and

or, for all v E w with Rwv, <F, V>}= p [v ],

in which case <F, V> 1: Up A p [w ], so again <F, V> f=()(Elp

These examples indicate that certain restrictive
binary relation

A p) [w ].)

conditions on the

R will change the behaviour of E and M1considerably.

In

this chapter the main restrictive condition to be studied is transitivity,
but the first

result is about a stronger restriction

which makes all modal

formulas first-order definable.
Lemma4.9 says that
In II.2

it

is shown that

any

modal formula with degree § 1 is in M1.

in FR(0L’.1p +>Elp) 0 FR(l:I Elp <+ Up) each modal

formula is equivalent to one of degree § 1. Theorem 4.11 enables us to

prove the following,
E(<> DP + Up. (Vy)(Rxy + (V2)(Rxz + Ryz)))
E(EIp -> 0

Up: (3y)(Rxy A (Vz)(Ry2 + Rxz)))

E(El Up -> Up. (Vy)(Rxy + (3Z)(RXz A R23/)))
5039 -> 13 UP: (V3/)(RXy -> (V?-)(RyZ + RXZ)))
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It is clear that the second of these relational

conditions maybe

contracted to f3y)Rxy,byr virtue of the fourth. Let u be their
conjunction;

5.1

we have proved:

Lemma

On FR((Vx)w) each modal formula has a (local)

L0-equivalent.

This result implies that each modal formula is first-order

definable

on the basis of S5; but it is even slightly stronger in that not each
frame satisfying
E.g.,

(Vx)¢ has a relation which is an equivalence relation.

<{0, 1}, {<O, 1>, <1, 1>}> E FR((VX)w).

The following two results

on modal reduction principles

are from

II.2, where their (long) proofs are found.

5.2

Theorem

On FR((Vx)(3y)Rxy) the modal reduction principles

with (local)

LO

equivalents are exactly those of the forms
Oitiljp + Nlp or

Np +»Di<>jp, where i, j E IN and N is a sequence of modal operators
+

Np + Np,

+

where M and N are sequences of modal operators

length, such that, for all ie
5.3

of the same

IN, if (l7l)1.=0 , then (N)1.=0.

Theorem

On the transitive

L0-equivalents.

frames all modal reduction principles have (local)
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Not all modal formulas have L0-equivalents on the transitive

E.g., EKDp+ p) +-Dp is still

frames.

equivalent to well-foundedness of the

converse relation of the binary relation R (cf. theorem 4.17). Another
example is the formula D(D(p +-Up) + p) + p, which has no LO-equivalent

even on the frames with a transitive,

reflexive and connected relation.

(Cf. Van Benthem [1 1.) This formula is of some interest

connection with intuitionistic

because of its

logic: it axiomatizes the strongest modal

logic for which G6del's embeddingof intuitionistic

logic into modal

logic works. we do not formulate this more precisely,

because it would

lead us away from our main theme, but note that a correspondence theory

for intuitionistic

formulas would provide an example of the situation

discussed in this chapter. (The class of frames would be restricted
the transitive

to

and reflexive ones and other conditions might have to be

added.)

The difference

transitivity,

between M1and M1 virtually

disappears modulo

as is apparent from the next two lemmas.

If a is a modal formula and w an LO-sentence such that E(¢, ¢) holds,
then u may be taken to be of the form (Vx)x, where X is an L0-formula with

only restricted

quantifiers.

the case of transitive

This will follow from theorem 6.21, but for

frames a more direct proof is given here.

5.4 Definition
For LO-formulas ¢ with no bound occurrences of the variable x,

ﬁxga) is defined inductively according to the clauses
§X(a) = a for atomic formulas a
iiX('la) = ‘IRx(a)
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RX(a + :3) = RX(a) + ms)

I'?x((Vy)ot)

5.5

§X( ix/y

la)

A (Vy)(Rxy -> §X(°=))

Lemma

If F is a transitive

frame <w, R>, w<E Wand w1,...,

then, for any LO-formula ¢ = ¢(x, y1,...,
of x,
TC(F, w) )2 cp[w, w1,...,

Proof: Use induction
TC(F,

w) is

wm<ETC(F, w),

ym) with no bound occurrences

wm] ¢>F f= §X(¢) [w_, w1,...,

w ].

on the compiexity of ¢, noting that the domain of

{w} U {v E N I Rwv}.

QED.

5.6 Coroiiarx
If ¢ is a modai formula and w an LO-sentence in which the variabie

x does not occur such that E(¢, u), then E(¢, (Vx)§X(w)).

Proof: If F k: a, then, by coroiiary

2.6,

(VwE w)(TC(F, w) #1 ¢), so

(VwE w)(TC(F, w) #2 w). From iemma 5.5 it then fo11ows that

(Vwe w)(Fp

ﬁxw) [w 1), i.e.

If F #: (Vx)§x(w),

F }= (vx)r'2x(¢).

then (VwE N)(F F: §X(w) [w ]),

(Vw E w)(TC(F, w) k: w) and, therefore,

(VwE w)(TC(F, M0 }= ¢ [w 1). By coroiiary
F t:

¢.

5.7

Lemma

so, by 1emma 5.5,

(Vw E w)(TC(F, w) k: ¢) and

2.6,

(VwE w)F t: ¢ [w ],

QED.

If u is an LO-sentence of the form (VX)Xswhere X contains

restricted

i.e.,

quantifiers,

only

and ¢ is a modai formu1a, then on the c1ass
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of transitive

frames the following equivalence holds for any variable y

not occurring in w,
E(<l>. w) *’ E(¢> A 51¢. x A (Vy)(R><y +

Proof:

=>: If F [I 49A Ck) [w ],

[y/x1x))

then TC(F, w) )2 ¢ and, therefore,

TC(F, w) I: 112,so TC(F, w) ): X [w]

and (Vv E w)(Rwv =>TC(F, w) I: X [v ]).

Since LO-formulaswith only restricted quantifiers are invariant for
generated
If

subframes,

F k: X [w ] and (Vv E w)(Rwv =-F #: X [v ]).

F F: x1‘» (V3/)(R><y+{3//x ]x)[w]

, then

[y/x ]X) [w ] (this formula is restricted),
It follows

that

trivially,

W) l’-= x A (V)/)(RXy ->

so TC(F, w) t: (Vx)X.

TC(F, w) t: ¢, so TC(F, w) #: ¢ A D¢ and

TC(F, w) h: ¢ A Do [w ], from which,

=: IfF

TC(F,

again

by 2.6,

)= 4;, then F ): ¢ AI:1¢, so (Vwew)(F

(VwE N)(F F: X [w ]),

i.e.,

)= ¢AEJ¢>[w])

and,

[y/x

so

F F: m.

If F tr A, then (Vw e w)(F F: X A (Vy)(Rxy +
(Vw E w)(F L: A A Do [w ]) whence,

F k: ¢ A Do [w ].

trivially,

]X) [w ]),

F |= 4;.

QED.

5.8 porollarx
If ¢ is a modal formula, then on the transitive

frames,

¢elVl1iff¢AL‘1¢€M1.
Proof: The direction

from left to right follows from lemmas5.6 and 5.7.

If ¢ A Da 6 M1, say E(¢ A D¢, u),where w has the one free variable
then E(¢, (Vx)¢).

x,
QED

The following list of questions ends this chapter.
(1) Is ¢ 6 M19-¢ 6 M1valid for all modal formulas ¢ on the transitive
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frames?

A class of finite

frames closed under isomorphic images is

2-elementary. (Use the L0-sentences describing the members up to
isomorphism.)

(2) Does every modal formula have a first-order

equivalent on the

finite frames?
The subject of intuitionism

intuitionistic

was mentioned in this chapter. Now

formulas behave better than modal formulas in someways.

Let us restrict

attention to transitive and reflexive frames F, and

valuations V on them satisfying,

for any proposition letter p,

(VwE N)(Vv E w)(Rwv 4 (w E V(p) ='v e V(p))).

Then results

like the

following hold (cf. Smorynski [20 ]):

For all frames F, valuations V and intuitionistic
(Vw E w)(Vv E w)(Rwv =-(<F,

V> #: ¢ [w ] = <F, V> #2 ¢ [v ])).

For all frames F, valuations V and intuitionistic
for some w E N, <F, V> F: ¢ [w ],

exists

formulas ¢,

then a finite

formulas ¢, if,

submodel M of <F, V>

such that M k: ¢ [w ].

The first

result does not hold for modal formulas in general. (E.g.,

negations of proposition letters

need not be preserved under R-successors.)

Inspection of Smorynski's proof shows that the second result does hold for
all modal formulas, given these frames and this kind of valuation.

sult does not hold for arbitrary

valuations,

<IN, §> is given by V(P) = {0, 2, 4,...},

however. E.g., if V on F =

then <F, v> [: mop

but this modal formula holds at 0 in no finite

sult does not hold for arbitrary transitive
<IN, <> satisfies

The re

Ao<> 1p [0],

submodel of <F, V>. The re

frames either. E.g., if V on F =

the above condition, then <F, V> [: DOT [0 ] , but this

modal formula holds at O in no finite

submodel of <F, V>.
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Because of these resuits we formulate as a final question

(3) Doesevery intuitionistic

formula have a first-order

equivalent?

we have no doubt that this question is known to peopie working on

intuitionistic

iogic or intermediate iogics.
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1.6

_MQDALDEFINABILITY

This chapter is concerned with the question which is complementary

to the one of chapter I.2, viz. which L0-formulas are modally definable?

6.1 Definition
.3; = {o | a is an LO-formula with one free variable

such that,

for some modal formula ¢, E(¢, a)}.
P1 = {a } m is an L0-sentence

such that,

for some modal formula

¢s E($s 3)}

The first

results of this chapter are about P1, but the main

emphasis will be on F1, for which an algebraic characterization

is

"almost" available.

6.2

Lemma

If a and B are L0-formulas with one and the same free variable

x,

then
(i)

if a 6 P1 and B 6 P1, then a A B 6 P1

(ii)

if a 6 P1 and 3 6 P1, then a V B 6 P1

(iii)

if a 6 Pl, then (Vy)(Rxy+ [y/x ]a) E P1, provided that y does
not occur in a.
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3599:: (i) follows from lemma4.1, and so does (ii).

(If E(¢, a) and

E(v, B) for modal formulas ¢ and u, then change the proposition

letters

in ¢ and u so that none occur in both ¢ and w. This amounts to a change

of bound variables

in an L2-formula. After such a change lemma4.1 is

directly applicable.)

6.3

(iii)

follows from lemma4.2(iv).

QED.

Lemma

P1 is not closed under 7.

P1 is not closed under restricted existential quantification.

_Ergo:: Rxx 6 P1, because of E(Up + p, Rxx), but 1Rxx ¢ P1.

For,<IN, <> tr ‘Rxx [O ] and f defined by f(n) = O for all

n e IN, is

a p-morphism from <IN, <> onto I = <{0}, {<0, O>}>, but ml F: 1Rxx [O ],

and corollary 2.12 can be applied.
An argument similar

to that proving (Vx)(3y)(Rxy A Ryy) to be out

side of 51 (cf. the example after

lemma2.18) shows that

(3y)(Rxy A Ryy) ¢ P1, from which the second assertion

follows.

QED.

An algebraic characterization result for L0-formulas modally
definable in the local sense could be extracted from the proof of theorem

6.15, but, since 51 is our main object of interest in this chapter, this
is omitted. Instead, a preservation result is given for the main semantic
notions of chapter

1.2. (Cf. the Lyndon homomorphism theorem in Chang &

Keisler [2 ], or the main result of Feferman [4 ].) In the statement and

the proof of this as well as later results of this chapter i_and T will
be abbreviations

for (Vx)1(Rxx + Rxx) and (Vx)(Rxx + Rxx), respectively.

Formal languages L will be used consisting

constants.

of L0 with added individual
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6.4 Definition
If L is a first—order language containing the binary predicate

constant R, then the restricted gpsitive formulas of L are the
L-formulas belonging to the smallest class RF1(L) containing_L and all
atomic formulas of the forms Rtltz and t1 = t2, where t1 and t2 are

variables or individual constants, which is closed under A, V, restricted

universal quantification of the form (Vy)(Rty+ and restricted
quantification

existential

of the form (3y)(Rty A , where t is a constant or a variable

distinct from y.

Formulas of RF1(LO)contain at least one free variable.

As soon as

individual constants are present this need no longer be the case.
The following definitions

and results up to and including theorem

6.7 are stated 11”~LO-formulaswith one free variable,

but are easily

extended to the case of an arbitrary numberof free variables.

6.5 Definition
An LO-formula¢ with one free variable is invariant forgenerated.
subframes if,

for all frames F1 (= <w1, R1>) and F2 such that F1 g F2

andallwew1,F1l=¢[w]~=>F2|:¢[w].
6.6 Definition
An L0—formula¢ with one free variable
if,

is_greserved

under p-morphisms

for all frames F1 (= <w1, R1>) and F2, all p-morphisms f from F1 onto

F2andallwew1,F1

;: ¢[w] =>F2|: ¢[f(w)].
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6.7

Theorgg

An L0 -formula with one free variable is invariant for generated
subframes and preserved under p-morphisms iff it is equivalent to a

restricted

positive LO-formulawith the same free variable.

Erogfg Any restricted

x1,...,

positive formula ¢ of L0 with the free variables

xk is invariant for generated subframes. Anyrestricted positive

formula ¢ of L0 with the free variables x1,...,
p-morphisms. Both of these results

xk is preserved under

are proved by a simple induction on

the complexity of ¢.
Nowlet the LO-formula ¢ with the one free variable x be invariant
for generated subframes and preserved under p-morphisms. An argument

rather analogous to the one used in the proof of theorem 1.9 shows that

¢ is equivalent to a restricted

positive

formula with the one free

variable x:
Let 1(¢) = {w | w E RFl(L0), w has the one free variable

o F: v}. It will be shown that 1(¢) #:

x, and

¢, from which the conclusion

follows by the compactness theorem. Let F% #: 1(¢) [w ]. After adding an

individual

constant_w to L0 to obtain L1 F1 is expanded to an L1

structure F1 by interpreting w.as w. In the remainder of this chapter
“L " will be used to denote this language or a similar one: the notational
convention of chapter 1.2 regarding the use of "L1" is hereby dropped.
Each finite

subset of { Lw/x ]¢} U {To | w is a sentence

and F1 [:: _hp} has a model. Otherwise,

some ¢1,...,

pm as described,

[_w/x ]¢ k: ‘I(‘Ixp1A

in RF1(L1)

A ‘I¢m) for

so [w/x ]¢ F: wl V ... V wm, contradicting

the fact that RF1(L1) is closed under V and F1 t: 1(¢1 V ...

V pm). It

follows that the above set has a model, say G1. (From now on the capital
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letter G, possibly with subscripts and/or superscripts, will also denote
frames.) This yields the following situation:

frames:

Fi, F1

G1,

languages:

L0, L1

where

G1 it

and

G1 - 1(L1) ~ F1, where "G - l(L) - F" abbreviates

sentences

[i._v_/x]¢

"for all

¢ in P.F1(L), if G f: (p, then F F cp".

Elementary chains F1, F2,...

and G1, G2,... will now be constructed

using the following general method. Let a language Ln and Ln-structures
F“ and G“ be given such that

is an individual

G” - 1(Ln) - F”. For each c and w, where c

constant in Ln, w is in the domain of G" and

Gn #: Rcx [w ], add a new constant

w_to Ln to obtain

Li. Expand G" to an

Lﬁ-structure Ga by interpreting each w_as w.
we claim that each finite subset of A {m | m is a sentence
RF1(L%) and G% F: m} has a model which is an expansion

¢1,...,

wk6 A, containing the constants wl,...,

are constants c1,...,

of Fn. For,

in
let

wl from La-Ln. There

c1 of Ln such that

1

G” F: Rclxl A ...

where x1,...,

A Rc]x] A [X1/wl,...,

X]/wJ ](¢1 A ... A wk) [w1,...,w]],

x] are variables not occurring in (¢1 A ... A wk). Therefore,

G” p: (3x1)(Rc1x1 A ...

A (3x])(Rc]x]

ATS RF1 Ln) -sentence
¢k)) ... ) an d so t?’

A [X1/w1,...,
.'

X]/E1 ](¢1 A ...

A

ho ld s in
' F; . From th' is th e c l aim
'

easily follows, and a standard model-theoretic argument will even establish
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there is a model Fa for A such that

Fa is an Li-structure
Fn«<(LnFa (i.e.,
1

1

F“ is an Ln-elementary substructure

of Fﬁ)

1

G“ - 1(Ln) ~ Fn.

Picture this as:

frames:

Fn

F“

1

languages:

G”,

G“

Ln,

Lg,

L%

For each c and w, where c is an individual
.

1

constant

1

the domain of F” and F“ F: Rcx [w 1, add a new constant
.

1

8

S W

kcw to Ln to

.

obtain Ln+1. Expand F” to an Ln+1-structure
kCW

in Lﬁ, w is in

1
.

Fn+1 by interpreting

each

.

Each finite

subset of r = { m | m is a sentence of RF1(Ln+1 ) and
.

.

Fn+1 F: Wm}u [Rckcw | kcw is a constant

Fn+1 F: Rckcw} has a model which is an expansion

let 1¢1,...,

(If 1¢1,...,
kC1w1,...,

1

in Ln+1-Ln such that

of G%. To see this,

Woke F and consider Rclkc1w1" .., Rc]kc]w]°
1
.
Wokcontain other constants from Ln+1-Ln besides
kC]w], then add the relevant

suppose that kC1w1,...,
0CCUY‘Y‘lng
in ‘W119-"3

not satisfiable

variables x1,...,

RckCw's. So one may as well

kC]w] are all the con-tants

I

from Ln+1 Ln

{1lP1s...9 —llPksRC1kC1w19..., RC-|kC]w.|}is

in an expansion of Gi, then, for any sequence of

x1 not occurring in 1¢1,..., ﬁwk,
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G; p (Vx)(Rc1x1-»

(Vx])(Rc]x1+ [A1/kc

X]/RCk
1W1

Vwk))...).

](w1V
1c]w]

Moreover, since this RF1(L%)-sentence (1) hoTds in Ga, it a1so holds in
F%, as G%- 1(L%) - F%. This contradicts

FY11
r: Rc1x1A...A Rc]x] A [X1/kc 1W1
Thpk)[w1,...,

the fact that

X1/kC]w]]('Tq;1A

A

w-I].

Two remarks shouTd be made at this

point.

As the reader wiTT no doubt

have noticed, there was a s1ight inexactness in the construction of Fa.
Constants wl,...,
c1,...,

wl were considered, occurring in (wl A ... A wk), and

C] such that

[x1[w1,....

G%#: (Rclxl A ...

A Rc1x1 A

X1/£1 ] (wl A ... A wk) [w1,...,

that G” #: (3x1)(Rc1x1 A ...

. A wk))...).

w1 ]. It was then concTuded

A (3x])(Rc]x1 A [x1[w1....,

But suppose that,

e.g.,

x]/wl ] (wl A

wl and w2 are the same e1ement,
1

i.e.,iw1 =_w2, but c1 and c2 are different. (In other words, (¢1)G" and
(c2)Gn have the R-successor wl in common.)'Huyithe above sentence should
start with (3x1)(Rc1x1 A Rczxl A ...
since the new sentence

serious.

. Here this inexactness is harmless,

is in RF1(Ln) as we11. But with Fn+1 this wou1d be

For {Rc1w, Rc2w,‘1¢(w)} the same construction
.

.

.

wouid Tead to

1

(Vy1)(Rc1y1 + (Rczyl + ¢(y1))) which is_ngt in RF1(Ln).

The kcw-compiication serves to avoid this in a simi1ar way as expiained

after the proof of theorem 1.9.

The second remark concerns 1, If no 1w1,...,

Twk are present in the

previous argument, then (Vx1)(Rc1x1+ ... (Vx])(Rc]x]'+ ij...)
considered. Here is, where we need_Lessentiaiiy.

is to be

(In fact, what is

needed is the existence of at Teast one sentence'¢ in RF1(Ln+1)such that
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Fn+1 FI‘hp._L is such a sentence,
one,

e.g.,

and in some cases it may be the only

if Fn+1 = <{O}, {<0, O>}>.)

Again a standard model-theoretic argument establishes the existence
of an Ln+1-structure Gn+1satisfying
1

Gn "<

1
Ln

Gn+1

-1(Ln+1) -F n+1‘
Picture this as:
1

frames:

Fn
.

Fn’ Fn+1
1

en’Gn
lan ua es‘

g

9

'

L

n’

L1

n’

Gn+1’
L1

n’

L

n+1’

It will be clear now how the two elementary chains F1, F2,...

and

G1, G2,... are constructed, together with the languages L1, L2,...
Several applications

of the fundamental theorem on elementary chains,

in combination with the initial

assumptions on ¢, will yield the required

conclusion. [w/x ]¢ holds in the limit G of the chain G1, G2,...

By the

invariance of ¢ for generated subframes, TC(G, wG) F= [w/x ]¢. This

generated subframe of G is exactly the substructure

consisting of the cG's, where c is a constant

of G with a domain

in K") Ln. For w = cG in

the domain of TC(G,.w§) put f(w) = cF, where F is the limit of the

chain F1, F2,...

TC(F,J).

we claim that f is a p-morphism from TC(G, w?) onto
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That f is well-defined follows from the fact that if C16=c2G, then,
for a suitably large n,c1e

Ln and cze Ln, G" F: cl = c2 and so, since

Gn - 1(Ln) - F“, F“ F= cl = c2 and, therefore,

F F: cl = c2. That f is

onto follows from the observation that TC(F, wF) consists exactly of the
interpretations

of the ‘H1 Ln-constants

in F. Rc1Gc2Gimplies Rc1Fc2F,

by an argument similar to the one showing f to be well-defined.

proves the first

This

condition in the definition of a p-morphism. For the

second one, if Rcl FV in TC(F, wf), then v = c2F for some \ﬁ’ Ln-constant
c2 (one of the kCw's will serve),

so V= f(c2 G).

¢ is preserved under p—morphismsand, therefore,

TC(F,wF)F: [w/x ]¢.

It follows from this, by the invariance of ¢ for generated subframes,

th_atF l: [3/x_i¢. and so F1#[w/x]¢,i.e.,F%t:

a [w].

QED.

6.8 Corollary
Each formula in P1 is equivalent to a restricted

positive formula

with the same free variable.

Proof: Each formula in P1 is invariant

for generated subframes and

preserved under p-morphisms, because its defining modal formula is.

(Cf. corollaries

The final

2.6 and 2.12.)

result

on P1 is a constructive

QED.

one, showing how modal

definitions maybe obtained for certain L0-formulas.

6.9 Definition
A V-formula is an LO-formula with one free variable,

the form Uw, where U is a (possibly empty) sequence of

which is of

restricted
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universal quantifiers
formulas,

and w is an LO-formula in which only atomic

A and V occur.

Manyrelational conditions occurring in the literature

form, e.g., reflexivity,

transitivity

are of this

and symmetry,but also the oft

mentioned property of having no more than a given number of

R-incomparable R-successors at any given point.

6.10

Lemma

Each V-formula is in P1, and its modal definition

can be obtained

constructively from it.

Proof: Let o be a V-formula Uw. Using the propositional

distributive

n

laws, write w as a conjunction T'{
1: mi of disjunctions
formulas.

mi of atomic

n

Since ¢ is equivalent to T_T'U¢1,
it suffices to consider the conjuncts
1=1
Uwj, by lemma 6.2. Rewrite Up, to a formula of the form "1-sequence of

restricted existential quantifiers-conjunction of negated atomic
formulas". Removerepetitions

from this conjunction, and also drop one

of each pair 1x = y, Ty = x in it. Take a different

bound variable for

each quantifier.
A tree Ty is constructed inductively for each variable y occurring
in mi. If no restricted

quantifiers

of the form (3z)(Ryz A

occur in

mi, then Ty consists of a single node y. If not, then TY is constructed

from T2 ,...,
1

(3z)(Ryz A

T , where zl,...,
Zm

z are the variables 2 such that
F"

occurs in mi, by joining their topnodes to a new topnode y.

For each node y in the tree TX, where x is the one free variable of
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pi, a modal formula (y) is defined inductively as the conjunction of

(>(z),

for each immediate descendant z of y,

Iipyz,

for each 7Ryz occurring in the propositional matrix of mi,

'1pZy,

for each 7Rzy occurring in the propositional matrix of pi,

qyz,

for each 7y=z occurring in the propositional matrix of pi,

Tqzy,
for each 7z=y occurring in the propositional
(or T, if the conjunction is empty).

matrix of mi

7(x) is the modal formula defining Uwi. This is easily shown by
noting

iff,

that,

for all

frames F = <w, R> and each w E N, F F=‘1U¢i [w ]

for some valuation

V on F, <F, V> F= (x) [w ].

QED.

(Vy)(Rxy + (Vu)(Rxu + (Vv)(Ruv + Ryv))) will serve as an example.

Rewriting it as 7(3y)(Rxy A (3u)(Rxu A (3v)(Ruv A 7Ryv))) yields
tree TX:

(

)

(

)

_|pyv

(U) =O‘|pyV
(x) =0 Upyv A<><>‘IpyV.

7(x) is equivalent to <>i3pyv +-U Dpyv.

the
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The second part of this chapter is devoted to F1 and to LO-sentences

in general.

6.11

Lemma

F1 is closed under conjunctions, but not under disjunctions or

negations.

(Note that there is no natural formulation for clauses involving restricted
quantification

in 51. Comparethe difficulty

terms of F I: ¢: F

E1¢iff(VwE

in explaining F'F= D¢ in

N) F|= L‘.Iq>[w}iff

(Vw<Ew)(Vv E w)(Rwv = F k: ¢ [v ]),

but this

does not help.)

Proof of lemma 6.11: If a and B are L0-sentences
modal formulas

in 51, then, for some

¢ and w, E(¢, a) and E(w, 8); Then also

for F #2 a A w iff

F #= o and F k: w. The corresponding

F(¢ A w, a A B),

result

for

disjunction does not hold, even if ¢ and u have no proposition letters
in common. (Vx)Rxx 6 P1 (E(Dp + p, (Vx)Rxx)) and (Vx)(Vy)(Rxy + Ryx) 6 F1
(5(<>Dp

+ P: (V><)(Vy)(Rxy + Ryx))» but (Vx)RXx V (Vx)(Vy)(Rxy + Ryx) 66 F1.

for this sentence is not preserved under disjoint unions. E.g., it holds
in both <{0}, ¢> and <{0, 1}, {<0, 0>, <0, 1>, <1, 1>}>, but not in their

disjoint

union. Finally,

(Vx)Rxx6 51, but 7(Vx)Rxx¢ 51, since it is not

preserved under generated subframes. E.g., it holds in <{O, 1}, {<0,0>}>,
but not in <{O}, {<0, O>}>.

A very general result

QED.

is found in Goldblatt & Thomason[9 ], which

gives an algebraic characterization of the classes of frames definable
by a set of modal formulas (i.e.,

as FR(P) for a set F of modal formulas).
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If only zA—elementaryclasses of frames are considered their result assumes

a particularly elegant form as stated below. This last result is proved
here in a non-algebraic fashion. This does not yield a complete characte

rization for 51, though, since the L0-sentences characterized by it are
exactly those which are definable by a class of modal formulas, rather

than by a single one. Such difficulties

were not encountered in chapter

1.3, because modal formulas defined by a class of L0-sentences are

definable by a single L0-sentence already, as a simple argument showed.

The analogous question for the present case is still

open. Theorem20.10

in Goldblatt [8 } does characterize F1 algebraically,

but the additional

notion involved ("completed ultraproduct")

is not as (elegant and)

natural as the ones occurring in theorem 6.15 below.

6.12 Definition
If F = <w, R> is a frame, then the ultrafilter

extension F* of F is

the frame <w*, R*>with the set w* of all ultrafilters
and the relation

R*U1U2between ultrafilters

on N as its domain

U1 and U2 defined by

(vx g w)(x e U2 = {w e w | (Ev e w)(Rwv 8. v e x)} e U1).

6.13 Definition
If M = <w, R, V> is a model and ¢ a modal formula,
V§¢l

then

= {w E W I M #: ¢ [w ]l.

Recall definition

3.9: for a model M, Thm(M) = {¢ i ¢ is a modal

formula such that M k: ¢}, and Thm(F) is defined similarly.

extension to a class 4< of frames is:
Tnm(«|() = FQK Thm(F).

The obvious
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6.14 Lemma (R.I.

Goldblatt

& S.K. Thomason)

If F‘ is the ultrafilter

extension of F. then Thm(F*IE Thm(F).

Proof: This is shown by an argument much like the standard completeness
proofs in modal logic.

Suppose that,

for some valuation

V on F and some

modal formula ¢, <F, V> I: 1¢ [w ], where w E N. It will be proved that,

for some valuation

V‘ on F* and some ultrafilter

U, <F*, V*> k:‘1¢ [U ].

Define V* by V*(p) = {U I U is an ultrafilter

It follows that,

for all modal fornulas

on Wand V(p) E U}.

¢, V*(¢) = {U I V(¢) E U}. This

is proved by induction on the complexity of ¢, where the cases o is a

proposition letter,
4>=()i».

¢ = Wuand ¢ = w + x are trivial.

If u e v*(<>u»), then,

Consider the case

for some U‘ with R*UU‘, U‘ e v*(ip), so, by

the induction hypothesis, v(w) E U‘ and, therefore,

by the definition of

R*, {w e w I (av e w)(Rwv & v e v(¢))} e u. v(<>¢) is exactly

this

set,

so it belongs to U. The converse is the only serious step. Let V(<>w)e U,
i.e.,

{w E N I (Ev E w)(Rwv & v E V(w))} E U. It is to be shown that,

for some U‘ with R*UU‘, V(w) E U‘. Such a U‘ is found by noting
{X ggw I {w E W I (Vv 6 w)(Rwv =-v E X)} e U} U {V(w)} has the

intersection
ters

for

that
finite

property, and then applying the basic theorem On UltFafil

to this set, yielding a U‘ with V(w) E U‘ and R*UU‘.That the finite

intersection
X1,...,
X1 Q

property holds is shownas follows. Suppose that, for

Xk as described,
. 0 Xk g_w-V(w).

ﬂ{w

X1 0 ... 0 Xkn V(w) = d, i.e.,
Then {w e w I (Vv E w)(Rwv =»v 6 X1 n ...

n Xk)} =

E W I (W E w)(Rwv = v e X1.)}g {w e w I (W e w)(Rwv =>v eé V(¢))}.

But=the first
the assumption

set is in U and therefore the second would be, contradicting
that

So, starting

{w e N I (3v 6 w)(Rwv & v e V(¢))} e U.

with <F, V> I: ‘IQ [w ] , i.e.,

with we V(‘I4>),{V("|¢)}
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is extended to an ultrafilter

U, and then, by the above, UE V*(7¢), so

<F*, v*> I: 14» [U 1.

QED.

6.15 Theorem (R.I. Goldblatt

& S.K. Thomason)

A class of frames closed under elementary equivalence is of the form

FR(r) for a set r of modal formulas iff it is closed under generated sub
frames, disjoint

unions, p-morphisms and its complement is closed under

ultrafilter extensions.
Proof: The original proof used algebraic notions, which made it possible

to apply Birkhoff's theorem on equational classes of algebras. Here the
argument is purely modal.
A class of frames of the form FR(F) for a set F of modal formulas

satisfies

corollaries

the four closure properties mentioned above because of

2.6, 2.9, 2.12 and lemma6.14, respectively.

Nowlet §( be a class of frames closed under elementary equivalence,

generated subframes, disjoint

is closed under ultrafilter

unions and p-morphisms, while its complement

extensions. The first three closure properties

imply that §( is A-elementary, by theorem 3.4. So, for some set 2 of L0

sentences, g( = FR(z).
For an arbitrary

frame F with F F: Thm(§() it will be shown that

F 6 §(, and, therefore, since, quite trivially,

each F e §( satisfies

Thm(<)(), X = F'R(Thm(<)()), which proves the above assertion.

For each X g_w take a proposition
obtain

letter

px and set V(pX) = X to

a model M(F) = <F, V>. For each modal formula ¢ such that

¢ ¢ Thm(M(F)ga frame F¢ , w¢ E w¢ and a valuation

satisfying

V¢ on F¢ exist

<F¢, V¢> F: Thm(M(F)) [w¢ ], but «Kg , V¢> F: ¢ [w¢ ].
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This is so, because otherwise,

for some ¢ ¢ Thm(M(F)),

2 U ST(Thm(M(F))) F: ST(¢), whence, by compactness,

for some w E Thm(M(F)). It follows
u» -+ q»e Thm(«)(),

F l:

ll! + 4;, M(F)

M(F) F? ¢, contradicting

that

2 F: ST(w) + ST(¢), so

Fl!) -» ¢ , and,

the original

2 u {ST(w)} F2 ST(¢)

since

M(F) l:

ll),

assumption about ¢. By confining

attention to TC(F¢, w¢) (a frame in§(, because‘+< is closed under
generated subframes) and noting that, for all modal formulas a in
Thm( M(F)), Do 6 Thm(M(F)). it may be supposed without loss of generality
that
joint

<F¢, Vé

F=‘Thm(M(F)) and m<F¢, V¢> kr ¢ (use lemma 2.5).

The dis

union of [<F¢, V¢> I ¢ ¢ Thm(M(F))} is a model M1 (= <F1, V1>)

such that F1 6 §< (§(is.closed
is obvious how a disjoint
analogous fashion)

under disjoint unions of frames and it

union of models is defined in a completely

and Thm(Ml) = Tqn(M(F)).

Starting from this frame F1 e §< with a valuation V1 such that the

resulting

model has the same modal theory as M(F), a series of further

models is constructed:

6.16 Definition

(Fine [5 ])

A model M = <w, R, V> is l—saturated

formulas such that for each finite
M F: To [w ],

there

for all

F of modal

is a w e N with M F: P [w ].

if,

for all

and all w e N such that for each finite

v E W exists

sets

subset P0 of P a w E N exists with

A model M = <w, R, V> is 2-saturated

formulas

if,

with Rwv and M #= P0 [v ],

there

sets F of modal

subset P0 of P a

is a v e Wwith Rwv and

M|:1‘[v].
Familiar mudel—theoretic arguments will give a 1- and 2-saturated
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elementary extension for M1, say M2 (= <F2, V2>). (Note that the

continuum hypothesis is not needed in this case, because M2need not be

saturated in the full model-theoretic sense of the term.) F2 6 X , because
§{ is closed under elementary equivalence,

and Thm(M2)= Thm(M1), since

M2may be taken to be an L1 (in the sense of chapter 1.2) -elementary

extension of M1.
The following
let

defines

a p-morphism h from F2 onto F*. For w 6 W2,

h(w) = {V(¢) I ¢ is a modal formula such that

M2 F: ¢ [w ]}, where V

was the valuation of M(F). It will be shown that
(1)

h(w) e w*

(ii)

h is onto

(111)

(Vw e w2)(Vv e w2)(R2wv ==»R*h(w)h(v))

(iv)

(Vw <—:
M2)(Vv e w*)(R*h(w)v

=> (’_-‘Iu
e N2)(R2wu

2. h(u)

= v)).

(i): Clearly, each V(¢) is a subset of N. h(w) is a filter
V(¢1) and V(¢2) E h(w),

then so is V(¢1) n V(¢2) (= V(¢1 A ¢2)),

if V(¢) E h(w) and V(¢) E Y, then
(Thm(M2) = Thm(Ml) = Thm(M(F)))

M(F) F: ¢ + pY, so M2 h

and M2 F: ¢ +pY [w ].

e h(w). h(w) is also an ultrafilter,
M2 F: pY [w 1, or M2 F: pw_Y [w ],

either

V(pY) = Y E h(w),

(ii):

subset

¢ —>pY

Then V(pY) = Y

because for each Yg_w, either
since

Wpy H-pw_Y e Thm(M(F)).

So,

on N and consider F = {px | X e U}.

P0 of F, M2 F: To [w ] for some w 6 N2, because

otherwise MZF:WHFO,so M(F) F:'1Hr0, contradicting

the finite

section property for U. By 1—saturatedness a w'e W2exists
M2 F: P [w J, and clearly

(iii):

and

or V(pw_Y) = W-YE h(w).

Let U be an ultrafilter

For each finite

on MLfor, if

inter

such that

h(w) = U.

If w and v 6 W2with Rzwv, and X e h(v),

then M2 F: ¢ [v ]

for some modal formula ¢ such that V(¢) = X. It follows that M2F:<> ¢ [w ],
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so V(<)¢.) = {we H [(3ve

w')(Rwv& ve

V(¢) (= X))} E h(w). By definition

6.12, this shows that R*h(w)h(v).
(iv):

If, for some we; N2 and Ues w‘. R*h(w)U, then consider A =

{¢ | a is a modal formula such that V(¢)<s U}. If A0 is a finite
of A, then V(llA0) = GQA
V(5)e
o

e h(w), by the definition
By 2-saturatedness,

Clearly,

U, so {we

w|

(ave

subset

w)(Rwv & ve

V(IIAO))}

of R‘. This set is V(()IIAO), so M2 f=()IIA0 [ w] .

a v 6 N2 exists

such that Rzwvand M2 l: 1“[v]

.

h(v) = U.

Since §< is closed under p-morphisms, we have proved that F*:e §<,

so, since the complementof §( is closed under ultrafilter

extensions,

Fax.

QED.
As an example consider purely existential

preserved under ultrafilter
f, defined

L0-sentences. These are

extensions, because it is easy to see that

for each we: N by f(w) = {X g_w | we: X}, is an isomorphism

between F and a subframe of F*. (e.g.,

R*f(w)f(v) iff

VIE {u e N | (35 e w)(Rus & s e X)}) iff Rwv.) we shall

(VXg_N)(v e X =
return

to this

.subject at the end of this chapter. Nowlet ¢ be an LO-sentence of the

form (Vx)¢, where w is a V-formula (as described in definition

is easy to see that FR(¢) satisfies
¢ is modally definable.

6.9). It

the conditions of theorem 6.15, so

This proves a version of lemma6.10, but for the

global correspondence only, and a little

less constructive.

we conclude with a series of preservation results for the semantic
notions of theorem 6.15.
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6.17 Definition
If L is a first-order

language obtained from L0 by adding a (possibly

empty) set of individual constants, then
Bfgigl is the class of L~formulas constructed using atomic formulas

with variables and/or constants, L, A, V, V, 3 and restricted
quantifiers

universal

of the form (Vy)(Rty + , where t is an individual constant

or a variable distinct from y,
_§[§LL1is the class of L—formulasconstructed

with variables and/or constants,

restricted existential

using atomic formulas

negations of such formulas, A, V, V and

quantifiers of the form (3y)(Rty A , where t is

an individual constant or a variable distinct from y,
EEQLLLis the class of L-formulas constructed using atomic formulas

with variables and/or constants, negations of such formulas, A, V,3 and
restricted

quantifiers

of the forms (Vy)(Rty + and (Vy)(Ryt + , where t

is an individual constant or a variable distinct from y.

The task

of finding more appropriate names for these classes is

left to the imaginative reader.
For convenience, we restate definitions 6.5 and 6.6 for the case
of L0-sentences and add a new notion.

6.18 Definition
An L0-sentence ¢ is preserved under p-morphisms if, for all frames
F1 and F2, and all

p-morphisms f from F1 onto F2, F1 tr ¢ only if FZF: ¢.

An L0-sentence ¢ is preserved under generated subframes if, for all
frames F1 and F2 such that

F2 g F1, F1 #: ¢ only if F2 F: ¢.

An LO-sentence ¢ is preserved under disjoint
of frames {F1 I i E I} with F1 t: ¢ for all

unions if, for all sets

i e I, (:){Fi

| i E I} k: a.
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6.19 Theorem (R.l. Goldblatt)

An L0-sentence is preserved under p-morphisms iff it is equivalent
to a sentence in RF2(L0).

frogfz This proof will be similar to that of theorem 6.7, and therefore
details will be omitted, wherever possible. The same holds for the

remaining proofs in this chapter.
Formulas in RF2(LO) are preserved under p-morphisms, as an easy

induction on the complexity of formulas shows. More precisely,

a formula in RF2(LO)with the free variables x1,...,
morphism from F1 onto F2, then, for all w1,...,

F1}: ¢ [w1,...,

wk] =»F2 }= q;[f(w1),...,

Let ¢ be preserved

sentence

if ¢ is

xk, and f is a p

wk<EW1,

f(wk) ] .

under p-morphisms. Define 2(¢) = {w I w is a

in RF2(L0) and a p: m}. we will show that 2(¢) #= ¢, and again

the conclusion follows by compactness, for RF2(L0) is closed under A.

Starting with F0 such that F0 F: 2(¢), elementary chains F0, F1,

F2,... and G0, G1, G2,... are constructed. The only salient points are

the construction principle and the final reasoning.
First,

each finite

subset of {¢} U {Tu I w is a sentence in

RF2(L0) and F0 F='1¢} has a model, as a by now familiar

Let Go be a model for this set. The starting

is

frames:

F

argument shows.

point for the construction
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languages:

LO,

where F0 and G0 are LO~structures

G0 - 2(LO) - F0, i.e.,

for

and

any sentence

cbin RF2(LO), if

G0 p: ¢, then F0 t: ¢. (The general notion G - 2(L) - F is defined in
the same way.)

Nowlet F”, G“ and Ln be given such that F" and G” are Ln-structures

satisfying

Gn - 2(Ln) - Fn. Add new constants

w, for each w in the

domain of C“, to obtain the language L%. Expand G" to an La-structure
G; by interpreting

each w_as w. Then each finite

subset of P = {w | w

1

is a sentence in RF2(Ln) and Ga #: w} has a model which is an expansion

of F“. (To see this, let w1,...,
Then, for any x1,...,

G” F: (axl) ...

wk6 F contain wl,...,

w] from Lg-Ln.

X] not occurring in (ml A ... A wk),

C3x]) [x1/wl,...,

X]/E1 ](¢1 A ... A wk), so this

sentence, being in RF2(Ln), holds in Fn.) It follows that P has a model
1

.

.

.

.

1

1

1

Fn, which is an Ln-elementary extension of F”, with G" - 2(Ln) - F“.
The situation is now:

frames:

Fn -<®

Frl],

TC?)/@
1

G”,

languages:

Gn

L

For each c and w, where c is a constant
of F% and Fa F: Rcx [w ],

add a new constant

in La, w is in the domain
kcw to La. Also add a new

constant w_for each w in the domain of Fﬁ. These additions yield a language
1

.

Ln+1, and F“ is expanded to an Ln+1 -structure

.

Fn+1 by
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interpreting

each kcw as w and each w_as w. Each finite

{To | w is a sentence

subset of A =

in RF2(L n+1 ) and Fn+1 #2 Ww} U {Rckcw I kcw 6

1

.

.

.

Ln+1-Ln and Fn+1 ﬁr Rckcw} has a modei which is an expansion

For, consider 7¢1,...,

1

of G“.

TwkE A, as weii as Rc1kC1w1,..., Rc1kC1w].

By adding RckCw's it may be supposed that a11 constants
kcw beionging to Ln+1 -L% which occur in 7w1,...,

of the form

Wok are among

.

kC1w1,..., kC1w1.Let 1¢1,...,
If Wwl A ...

A Top A Rclk

1

Woka1so contain wl,...,

°1W1

A ...

wmfrom Ln+1-Ln.

A Rc1kC W were not satisfiabie
i i

an expansion of 3%, then, for somevariables x1,...,
occurring in this formuia,

xm, y1,...,

in

y1 not

1

Gn F? (Vx1)...(Vxm)(Vy1)(Rc1y1 + ...

[x1/wl,...,

(Vy1)(Rc]y1 +

xm/wm,yl/kC1w1,..., y]/kC1w1](¢1 V ... V ¢k))...).

But then this RF2(L%)-sentence (1) wou1d be true in Fi, which contradicts
the definition

of A. It fo11ows that A has a mode] Gn+1 which is an Li
.

1

.

.

eiementary extension of G“ satisfying
The situation is now:

frames: Fn

T»
G“,

ianguages:

F2.

Gn+1 - 2(Ln+1) - Fn+1.

’ Fn+1

1

Gn

Lp, Ll,
n

n+1’

Ln’

L

n+1’

Once the elementary chains are constructed,
taken.

Since GO F: ¢, G #2 ¢. f defined

as before

the iimits F and G are
is a p—morphismfrom

G onto F this time. (Each eiement of F and G is the interpretation

of
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some constant of

[_}LTr.Notehow the second clause in the definition

a p-morphism holds because of the kCw's used in the construction.)
assumption

on ¢,

of

n

F |:= q; and,

therefore,

By the

F0 {= ¢>.

QED.

6.20 Theorem (R.I. Goldblatt)

An L0-sentence is preserved under generated subframes iff it is
equivalent to a sentence in RF3(L0).

3399:: The argument is similar to the preceding one. The three main

differences are:
In the construction of Fa constants w_are added for each vzin the
domain of Gn such that G“ F: Rcx [w ] for some Ln-constant

c. This is

because only restricted existential quantifiers are available now, so it
is impossible to take a w_for each w in the domain of G“.

In the construction of Gn+1it suffices to take constants w_for each
w in the domain of F%. One then considers

sentence

in RF3(Ln+1) and Fn+1 F:'1¢} u {Rcw_| c is a constant

F% F: Rcx [w 1}

1¢1,...,

the set A = {Wu | w is a

For ‘m1,...,

‘wk e A and Rc1wl,...,

Wokcontain no additional

A Tmk A Rclwl A ...

Rc]wJ E A, where

(Ln+1 -L%)-constants (this may be

ensured by adding Rcwfs) the argument goes as follows.
WmlA ...

in L; and

A Rc1wJ is not satisfiable

Suppose that
in an expansion

of G%.Let x1,...,

x] be variables not occurring in this formula. Then,

forr§l,G1(Vx
n

1

[x1/wl,...,

)...(Vxr)(7Rc1x1

V ...

V ‘Rcrxr V a V

xr/wr ](w1 V ... V pmll, where in this RF3(L%)—sentencer

may be smaller than l, because of the following.

In case wl = wz and

Rclwl and Rczwz occur, just take one X1, write 7Rc1x1 in front and put

7Rc2x1 in the disjunction a. Etc.
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The final reasoning concerns the limits G and F of the chains obtained
in this fashion.

G0 F? ¢ and, therefore,

with the interpretations

G F= o. The substructure

G1 of G

of the {H}Ln—constants in G as its domain is a

generated subframe of G, by the manner of choosing constants in the con
struction

of F%. So G1 F= o. The function f defined as before is an iso

morphism now from G1 onto F. (RF3(Ln) contains

las as well, so f becomes a 1-1 p-morphism, i.e.

SOF l=¢and

negations

of atomic formu

an isomorphism.)

FD}=¢.

In order to deal with disjoint

QED.

unions it becomesnecessary to

complicate these proofs by constructing systems of elementary chains
simultaneously.

This method proves theorems 6.23 and 6.28, but it has

not led to a proof of the expected result:

An L0-sentence is preserved under disjoint unions iff it is equiva
lent to a sentence of the form (Vx)¢, where ¢ is in RF4(LO).

(Note that a double universal quantifier cannot be allowed. E.g.,
(Vx)(Ew)Rxyis preserved under disjoint

unions, as is (Vx)(3y)Ryx, but

(Vx)(Vy)Rxy is not.)

The next theorem is the main result

about 51, comparable to theorem

6.7 for P1.

6.21 Theorem

An LO -sentence is preserved under p-morphisms, generated subframes

and disjoint unions iff it is equivalent to a sentence of the form (Vx)¢,
where ¢ is in RF1(L0).
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Proof: Onedirection follows directly from previous observations. For the
other, suppose that the L0-sentence ¢ is preserved under p-morphisms,
generated subframes and disjoint

unions. It will be shown that T(¢) =

{(Vx)¢ | w is a formula in RF1(LO) with the one free variable
¢ F: (Vx)¢} #1 a

Then, by the compactness

(Vx)(a A 8) e (VX)a A (Vx)B, the conclusion

x and

theorem and the law

follows.

Let Fé #2 19¢). Take constants w_for each vlin the domain of Fé.
For each w, Lw = def LOU lgﬁ.

Expand F5 to F0 by interpreting

w. For each w: F0 is an Lw-structure.
{Wu | o is a sentence

for W¢1,...,
o #3 pl V ...

Each finite

each w_as

subset of Fw={¢} U

in Ef1(Lw) and F0 k:‘Ww} has a model. If not,

Wok6 PW, {¢, W¢1,...,

then,

Wok} has no model, i.e.

V wk, and so ¢ #: (Vx) [x/w_](w1

V ...

V wk). (Minor

troubles with bound variables may always be avoided by taking suitable

alphabetic variants,

so they will not be mentioned.) But then

Fé F: (vx) [x/w_J(¢1 V ...
F3) g: [x/w_] Ulla’:A

V wk), contradicting

A W1pk)[w 1. So rw has a model ow. Defining

as Lw and GO as {Gw | w_and Gw as described

tion_is reached:

'—

above} the following

L0(Gw)

situa



For each G E G0, G-1(LO(G))-F0, where G—1(L)-Fwas defined

in the

proof of theorem 6.7
For each G 6 G0, E0 is an LO(G)-structure

For different

G's e_GO, the languages LO(G)have disjoint

sets of

individual constants.
Again elementary chains will be constructed, according to the

following principle.
Let G“, Fn and, for each G E —n
G , Ln(G) be given such that,

for

each G €_§n, Fn is an Ln(G)-structure and G-1(Ln(G))-Fn, while different
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languages Ln(G) have disjoint

sets of individual constants. Consider any

G E39“ and add, for each w in the domain of G such that,
c in Ln(G), G #: Rcx [w] , a new constant

w_ to obtain

expanded to an L%(G)-structure G1 by interpreting
set oflAn(G) = {G | w is a sentence

contain the (L%(G)-Ln(G))-constants wl,...,

x1,...,

L%(G). G is then

each w_as w. Each finite

of RF1(L%(G)) such that

model which is an expansion of F”. To prove this,

for each i (1 ; i 3 l), where c1,...,

for some constant

let w1,...,

G1 #3 w} has a

wk‘? An(G)

wJ such that G F: Rc1xi[.wil

C] are Ln(G)-constants. For variables

x1 not occurring in w1,..., wk,

G l: (ax1)(Rc1x,. A

ok))...).

A (Elx1)(Rc]x] A [x1/_v_v_1,...,x1/w]]

(ip1A

A

This is a sentence in RF1(Ln(G)), so it holds in F“, since

G-l(Ln(G))-Fn.

A similar argument establishes

that each finite

subset of égén An(G)

has a model which is an expansion of F".

(The above argument can be given for finitely



many G's at the same time,

because the languages Ln(G) involved have disjoint
constants.)

sets of individual

So l_J An(G) has a model Fa satisfying

deg“

for each G E G

‘“’

F% is an L%(G)-structure
1

Fn “< Ln(G) Fn
G1—1(L%(G))—F;.

Nowfor the other direction:
Consider any L%(G). Add, for each c and w such that c is a constant
in L%(G), w is in the domain of Fﬁ and F% F: Rcx [w ],

a new constant

kcw

to obtain L§(G). Note that different Lﬁ(G)'s get disjoint sets of indivi
dual constants.

F%is expanded to Fﬁ by interpreting

Lﬁ(G) as w. In this way F3 becomes an Lﬁ(G)-structure

each kcw from each
for each G E G“.

sub
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Each finite
that

subset of zr(G) = two i U is a sentence in RF1(Ln(G)) such

Fﬁ F:'7¢}lJ

{Rckcw [ kcwes L§(G)—L%(G)}has a model which is an
1

expansion of G‘. The argument showing this is the same as in previous
proofs. So zn(G) has a model G2 satisfying
1
G

<

and
2

1

A2
K7.

L,,(o>
2

2

G -1(Ln(G))-F”.
Next, take new constants

w_for elements w in the domain of Fﬁ not
\

named by any constant

ir any Lﬁ(G;. Expand F? to Fn+1 by interpreting

each w_as w. Since, by our construction,

Fn+1 F: 1(a), the procedure

followed in the construction of go may be repeated with respect to these
constants

to obtain models Gwwith corresponring

languages Ln+1(Gw)=

LOU
Defining §n+1 as {G2 | Ge: §n}lJ {Gw | Gwconstructed
ceding paragraph} and Ln+1(G2) as Lﬁ(G),—theoriginal

again. For each Gas §n+1, Fn+1 is an Ln+1(G)-structure

in the pre

situation

applies

and G-1(Ln+1(G))

Fn+1’ while different Ln+1(G)'s have disjoint sets of individual constants.‘
This construction yields a set of elementary chains, each beginning
with a member G of some Q“, as well as the chain F0, F1, F2,...

limit of the Tast chain F and that of a chain starting
C(G) F: ¢, since G t: ¢. As in previous proofs,

Call the

with G, C(G). Then

define a p-morphism fG from

the generated subframe of C(G) consisting of the interpretations

of the

constants in the language of C(G), onto a generated subframe of F. (It should

be cTear from the construction that this is possible.) If C is the dis
joint union of the C(G)'s, then C F: ¢,

for ¢ is preserved under disjoint

unions. The union of the p-morphisms fG is a p-morphism from a generated

subframe C‘ of C onto F. ¢ is preserved under generated subframes, so
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(3 ' l: ¢ , and ¢ is preserved

F0[:¢,

under p-.-morphisms, so F L‘: «p. It follows

and F(1)p¢.

that

QED.

In the preservation result involving disjoint unions restricted
quantifiers

of the form (Vy)(Ryt-+ were mentioned. This motivates the

formulation of a numberof similar results for tense-logical

formulas,

i.e., modalformulas with restricted quantifiers of this kind as well.
6.22 Definition
If F = <N, R> is a frame and w€E N, then TC{F, w} is the smallest

subframe <w1, R1> of F with a domain satisfying
(Vwe W1)(Vve

'w')((Rwv V Rvw)=> ve

MIG N1 and

W1).

It is easy to see that any frame F is (isomorphic to) a disjoint
union of subframes of the form TC§F, w}, called the components of F.

6.23 Definition

An L0-sentence ¢ is invariant for disjoint unions if, for all sets
{F1} ie

1} of frames, @'{F1. | ie

1} }: .1,iff (Vi e I)F1. l: a.

6.24 Definition
A p-morphism from a frame F1 onto a frame F2 is a p-morphism from F1

onto F2 satisfying the additional property
(VwE w1)(Vv E H2)(R2vf(w) ”'(3u

5 W1)(Ruw & f(u)

= v)).
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6.25 Definition
An LO-sentence a is preserved underﬁﬁjmorphisms if, for all
E—morphisms f from a frame F1 onto a frame F2, F1 F? ¢ only if F2 F3 ¢.

6.26 Definition

§ stands for a restricted

universal quantifier of the form (Vy)(Rty-+.

<
V

stands for a restricted

universal quantifier of the form (Vy)(Ryt-+.

g stands for a restricted existential

quantifier of the form ¢3y)(Rty A.

,§ stands for a restricted

quantifier of the form €3y)(Ryt A.

existential

Reviewing our previous results

concerning LO-sentences now using this

notation yields:

(preserved under)

(syntactic form)

p-morphisms

atomic formulas,_L,

generated subframes

(negations of) atomic formulas,

A, V, V, 3, V

A, v, v,§

?

Vx: (negations of) atomic formulas,
(

A, v, 3, V, v.

p-morphisms and generated subframes

and disjoint

unions

we will now add to these:

Vx: atomic formulas, L, A, V,§, 3.
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p-morphisms

atomic formulas, L, A, V, V, 3, V, V.

(invariant for) disjoint
unions

Vx: atomic formulas, 7, A, V, V, V, §,;§.

p—morphismsand (invariant

for) disjoint

unions

Vx: atomic formulas, 1, A, V, V, V, 5,

UH‘

More precisely,

6.27 Definition
If L is a first-order language obtained from L0 by adding a (possibly
empty) set of individual constants, then
_E[§L£lis the set of formulas constructed from atomic formulas using
7, A, V, V, V,.§ and E,

'

BEQLLLis the set of formulas constructed

from atomic formulas and 1,

using A, V, V, 3, V and V,

ﬁfzitj
_

is the set of formulas constructed from atomic formulas and_L,
->

<—

->

(

using A, V, V, V,.E and 3.

6.28 Theorem

An LO-sentenceis invariant for disjoint unions iff it is equivalent
to a sentence of the form (Vx)¢, where ¢ is in RF5(L0)

An LO-sentence is preserved under p-morphisms iff it is equivalent
to a sentence in RF6(L0)

An L0—sentenceis invariant for disjoint

unions and preserved under

p-morphisms iff it is equivalent to a sentence of the form (Vx)¢, where
a is in RF7(L0).
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Proof: Only a sketch of a proof will be given, and that for the first
assertion

only. The second one is proved almost like theorem 6.19 and

the third follows by a combination of the arguments for the first
One direction

two.

is easy, so consider the other one, and let ¢ be an

LO—sentence invariant

for disjoint

with the one free variable

unions.

Let §(¢) = {(Vx)w I w E RF5(LO)

x and ¢ [: (Vx)ip}. we shall

show that §(¢)l:

«:5,

which yields the required conclusion.
Let F3 kt §(¢). write F5 as a disjoint
some way. E.g.,

Fa = (:)

union of its components in

{Féw I w E I}, where each Féw is of the form

'TC(F6, w) for a w in the domain of F6. Consider any Féw. Add a constant
w_to L0 to obtain

Lw and expand Fgw to FOWby interpreting

w_as w. Doing

this for all we I yields F0 = Q) {FOWI we 1}. Each finite
{w [ w is a sentence

in RF5(Lw) such that

subset of

F0 #: w} U {¢} has a model, and

so the whole set has a model Gw. Defining go as the set of all Gw's

obtained in this way and LO(Gw)as Lw, the following situation
For each G E Q0, G-5(L0(G))-F0

arises:

(where G-5§L)-F has the by now

familiar meaning),
For different G's in go, the languages L0(G) have disjoint

sets of

individual constants,
All constants from L0(G) are interpreted

which no interpretations
occur.

in one component of F0, in

of constants from different languages L0(G')

The general construction starts from this situation,

but nowwith

subscripts n instead of 0.
For each G E Q“, add constants
of G which satisfy

yields

w_to Ln(G)_for those

‘w's in the domain

G F= Rcx V Rxc [w 1 for some Ln(G)-constant

c. This

L%(G)and G is expanded to an L%(G)-structure G1 by interpreting
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each w.as w.(lake different wls for elements from different G‘s, so as
to keep the languages disjoint.)Each
sentence

finite

subset of gag {¢ [ m is a
—n

in RF5(Lﬁ(G)) such that G1 t: m} has a model which is an

expansion of F”, so the whole set has a model Fﬁ satisfying,for

each

oegm
Fn‘<Ln(e)

FF»

1

1

Gn—5(L%(G))—Fn

all constants of L%(G)are interpreted

in one component of Fa, viz.

that where those of Ln(G) were interpreted.

For the other direction,take
the domain of F% which satisfy

constants w_for those elements w in

F; F= Rcx V Rxc [w l for some L%(G)

constant c, to obtain Lﬁ(G). Also take, for each component of Fa in

which no interpretation

of any constant occurs as yet, an element w in

that component and a corresponding constant w_to obtain new languages LW
= LOU {w}. Expand F% to Fn+1 by interpreting

each w_as w. Repeat the

procedure of the beginning of this proof with respect to the last
mentioned wfs. For the first-mentioned,

consider {w | w is a sentence in

RF5(Lﬁ(G)) such that Fn+1 F: m}. Each finite

subset of this set has a

1

model which is an expansion of G , and therefore

the whole set has a

model G2 satisfying
1
G

2
<(

1

W

o

L,,<e>
2

Finally,

Z

2

_

2

define En +1 as the union of {G2 [ G e gn} and the set of Gw‘s

obtained for the new languages Lw.

This procedure yields elementary chains starting
gn, with chain limits C(G). The constants interpreted

from G's in some
in C(G) form a
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component C'(G) of it. From the construction

disjoint

it can be seen that the

union 0* of these components is isomorphic to the limit F of

the chain F0, F1, F2,...

Now G F? o, for each G in each _e_n, and so

C(G) F: o. C'(G) F: ¢, by the invariance of o for disjoint
for the same reason,

G‘ t: 4;. It follows

that

unions, and,

F I: <1»and Fg I: do. QED.

Tense-logical formulas are invariant for disjoint unions and pre
served under p-morphisms, so theorem 6.28 is applicable to L0-sentences

defined by tense-logical formulas.

No preservation

result has been given for disjoint

unions, so an

obvious open question remains. The same question is open for ultrafilter
extensions. This chapter ends with the few results we have on this

subject.
First recall that a frame F is isomorphic to a subframe of its
ultrafilter

extension F*. The reason is that for w* = {X E_w | w E X}
x

and v* = {X E Ml] v E X}, where w and v e w, R*w*v* iff

iff w = v. (The second assertion is trivial
using the definition

Rwv and w* = v

and the first follows easily

of R*.) So, for all practical

purposes, we may

consider F as a subframe of F*. This implies that existential

are preserved under ultrafilter
exciting.

A little

LO-sentences

extensions, but such a result is hardly

more information is provided by lemma6.30 below.

6.29 Definitl'g_n_

For a fixed variable u, the r(u)-formulas
obtained by starting

are the LO—formulas

with atomic formulas of the forms Rux, Rxu, u = x

and x = u, where x is a variable

different

from u, and applying 1, A and
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two kinds of restricted existential

quantification,forming (3y)(RuyA

[y/u 1¢) or (ay)(Ryu A [y/u 1¢) from ¢. if y does not occur in ¢.

E.g., for a variable x different

from u and i e IN, the formula

Riux is an r(u)-formula (cf. definition 4.10).

5-30 £2993

If ¢ = ¢(u, x1,...,

xk) is an r(u)—formula, then, for any frame F =

(w, R>, any w1,...,

wk e N and U e w*,

F* t: ¢ [U, w§,...,

wt 1 9 {v e W | F t: ¢ [v, w1,...,

wk ]} e U.

Proof: we argue by induction on the complexity of ¢.
x

¢ is Rux: F‘ p: Rux [u,

an easy deduction)

iff

w: 1 iff

R*uw1 iff

{v e w | Rvwl} e u (by

{V e N | F p: Rux [v, wl 1} e U.

‘U iff
¢ is Rxu: this is proved analogously, using the fact that R*w1
{v e W | Rwlv} E U.

¢ is u

x: F* F: u

{v E W i F F: u = x [v,

¢ is x

x [u, w: 1 iff

u = w*1 iff

{w} e U iff

wl ]} e U.

u: this is proved analogously.

¢ is 1o or ¢1 A ¢2: these cases follow by standard arguments, using

the characteristic properties of ultrafilters.
¢ is (aw)(Ruy A [y/u 1¢)= F* F= (ay)(Ruy A [y/U 1¢) (U. wf.---s

iff,

for some v e w*, R*uv and F* p: ¢ [v, w§,...,

induction

hypothesis),

wﬁ 1

wt 1 iff (by the

for some V e N*, R*UVand

{v e W [ F t: ¢ [v, w1,...,

wk 1} e V. Nowapply the following general

principle:
If ¢ = ¢(y, y1,...,

yk), then, for any w1,...,

wk E N and any U E w*

3
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{v E w | (32.6 w)(Rvz & F F= ¢ [2,

R*UVand{ve

w [ F l= <1>[v, w1,...,

wl,...,

wk 1)} E U 9 for some V65 w*,

wk]}€

V.

(The standard deduction leading to this principle is omitted. Use

the fundamental theorem on ultrafilters.)
The list of equivalences continues with
{v e w | (32 E w)(Rvz & F #: ¢ [2, w1,...,

wk ])} E U, i.e.,

{v E N | F F: (3y)(Ruy A [y/u ]¢) [v, w1,...,

wk ]} E U.

¢ is (3y)(Ryu A [y/u ]¢): this is proved analogously, but now using

the principle:
If ¢ = ¢(y, y1,...,

yk), then, for any w1,...,

{V E W | (32 E w)(Rzv & F F: ¢ [2,
R*VU and {v E w | F #2 ¢ [v,

w1,...,

w1,...,

wk6 N and any UE N*,

wk ])} E U 6 for

some V E w*,

wk ]} E V.

QED.

6.31 gorollagy
If ¢ = ¢(u, x1,...,
<w, R> and any w, w1,...,

F‘ k: a [w*, wT,...,

xk) is an r(u)-formula,
wk E w,

wt ] e F k: ¢ [w, w1,...,

Proof: By lemma6.30, F* t: ¢ [w*, wf,...,

{vew | F T: ¢[v,w1,...,

then, for any frame F =

wk] .

wt ] iff

wk]}e V?‘iff

w E {v E N | F k: ¢ [v, w1,...,

wk ]} iff

F F: ¢ [w, w1,...,

wk ].

QED.

The corollary implies that any sentence obtained from an r(u)-formula

by existential quantification is preserved under ultrafilter
which extends our result about existential

extensions,

formulas. Yet this result does

not exhaust the class of sentences preserved under ultrafilter

extensions.
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E.g., (Vx)Rxxand (Vx)(¥y)Rxy have this property as well (although

(Vx)7Rxxdoes not), Let us treat the first

and the third formuia.

If F F= (¥x)Rxx, U E w* and X is any set

in U, then

{w'€ W | (Ev E w)(Rwv & v E X)} E U, for

it contains

But although
ultrafilter

X; and so R*UU.

<IN,< > F: (Vx)7Rxx, ~<IN,< >* t: (Vx)1Rxx. For any free
U on IN and X E U, {w E IN | (Ev 65 IN)(w < v & v €X)}=

since X is infinite,

and, since IN 6 U, R*UU.

IN,
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1.9
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Il.l:A

NOTE ON MODAL PORMULAE AND RELATIONAL PROPERTIES

Consider modal propositional formulae, constructed using proposition
letters, connectives and the modal operatorslﬂ and <> . The semantic
structures

are frames, i.e.,

pairs <w, R> with R.E_W2.Let F, V be

variables ranging respectively over frames and functions from the
set of proposition—letters into the powerset of W. Then the relation
w F: a(in

<F, V>), w E W,

may be defined, for arbitrary formulae a, following the Kripke
truth~definition. From this we mayfurther define
F f: a [w]

¢> (VV)(w f: oL(in <F, v>)),

Fi:a¢’(Vw)wEW(FF a[w]).
Now, to every modal formula a there corresponds some property Pa of R.

A particular example is obtained by considering the well-known trans
lation of modal formulae into formulae of monadic second-order logic

with a single binary first-order predicate. For these particular Pa
we have
F F: a [W ] ° F #2 Pa

[w ]

for all F and w E W. These formulae Pa are, however, rather intractable
and more convenient ones can often be found. An especially interesting
case occurs when Pa may be taken to be some first-order
example, it can be seen that
F i: (Dp—» EHJp)[w1~=>F

formula. For

|= <vy>(Rxy—><vz><Ryz-> Rxz)){w1

for all F and w E W. It is customary to talk about a related
dence, namely when for all F we have

Ft:a<>F}: Pa.

correspon~
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Note that this correspondence holds whenever the first
The main purpose of this note is to prove
Theorem

one above holds.

1

There is no first-order

formula

cI>such that

F I: <1)<>F I:

C]Op -> 0 Up

for all F.
Proof:
Suppose such a formula ¢ does exist: we shall deduce a contradiction.
Consider

the frame F = <W, R> where

W = {q} U {qn

R = {<q,

I n E m} U {qn i

qn> I 3 E M} U {<q,

U

.,

{<qn,1

.

E

qa,1>

I n

I n E w, i E 2 = {0,

rf>
,

I f E 2”} U {<qn,

' E 2

w 1

1}} U {rf

qn 9 i>

I f E 2w},

I n E w, i E 2}

U

E

}

EEEL {<rf’

qn,f(n)>

I n

.

w}

Lemma A

F F3 U<)p+

0511».

Proof:
It is easy to see that F I: (Bop -+ Oﬂp) [w] for all w E W- {q};
this hinges on the fact that for all n E w, i E 2:

qn,i I: P°qn,j_ |‘=<>p‘*’qn,iI-'-F
Now, suppose that

f E 2“) such that

qI:OL:1p.

q I'—' Do p (in <F, V>) for some V. Then there

qn,f(n ) I: p for all

n E w. But then rf

is an

I= Up and so

QED.

It follows imediately
from lemma A that F F? ¢. Hence, by the L3wenheim
Skolem theorem there is a countable elementary substructure F’ = <W', R'>
of F such that

q E W‘ and qn, qn O, qn 1 E W' for all

Lemma B

F',I{(U<>p+ <>Up)[q].

9

9

n E w.
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Proof:
Since Wis uncountable and W‘ is countable,

we can pick an element rg

of W - W‘. Define

V(p) = {qn,g(n)

|

n E w}.

First, we claim that q f:UOp (in <F', V>). It is easy to see that
qn F Op. In order to show that rf fl 0 p, proceed as follows. For any
£ 6 2”, define %f(n) = 1 - f(n) for all n E w. Then if rf E w' it follows
that rmf E W’. (This may be seen by exhibiting a first-order formula
which forces it to be true (in F and so in F‘). For example, let A](x)
express: Rqx and x has exactly two R-successors; A2(x) express: Rqx
and not A1(x). Then take
(VX)(A2(X) ‘* (3‘Y)(A2(Y) 8: (Vz)(A](z)

'* (Vu)((Rzu

& Rxu) '* _'RYu))))-)

Hence, if rf E W‘ then f # Wg because “mg = g and r

¢ W‘. Therefore,

f(k) = g(k) for some k and so rf F5<>p because Rffqk,f(k).

pletes the proof of our first claim.

This com

Secondly, we claim that qA){ C>Cb (in <F', V>). For, Rqnqn,mg(n) and
so qn F: <> 7p, for all n E w. Also, if rf E W‘ then f # g and so f(k)
# g(k) for some k E w. Since Rrfqk,f(k) we deduce that rf #1 <> 7p.
This completes the proof of the second claim and hence the lemma. QED.

Finally, it follows immediately from the second lemmathat F'/*{ ¢.
This contradiction proves the theorem.
QED.
In order to place the main theorem above in perspective, we conclude.
the paper with a positive result which we state without proof.
Let Clop = Cop = p and Elnﬂp = ClDnp, <)n-Hp =OOnp

for all

n E to.

Theorem 2

For every modal formula ¢ of the form
<}k Ulp + M]. ..Mnp,

k, l, n E w,

where M],..., Mnare modal operators (i.e., Clor <> ), there exists a
first-order formula ¢x (in R and =) such that

for allFand

Ff=<1>*[w]°F1=<t>[w1
w€ W.
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(Our convention is that if n = 0 then <M ,. ..,Mn> is empty.)

Although we shall not prove this result we shall describe how to
obtain ¢x from ¢. To do this,

we need some more notation.

Let Q(Q) = 3, Q(E:) = V, c(<)) = 3., c(E1)= +. If u = <u],...,

is an n-tuple of variables,
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

u >

define Q(M1...Mn, u, v) to be

empty if <M],..., Mn>is empty,
(Q(M])u1)(RvulC(M]) if n = 1 and
(Q(M])u])(Rvu1C(M]) ...(Q(Mn)un)(Run_1unC(Mn)

Also define

Roxy = 'x = y';

Nowlet y = <yl,...,

if n > 1.
Rlxy = Rxy; Rzxy = (3z)(Rxz & Rzy), etc.

yk>; z = <z1,...,

Let v be x if k = O and yk otherwise;

empty and zn otherwise. Finally,

zn>.
let w be x if <M1,...,

Mn>is

define

¢x = Q(C%, y, x)Q ( M]...Mn, z, x)R1vw)...).
Remark

Following a suggestion from the referee we have discovered that a more
general result than theorem 2 is contained in a paper.by H. Sahlqvist:
'Completeness and correspondence in the first and second order semantics
for modal logic’, which is to appear in the Proceedings 0f’the Third
Scandinavian Logic Symposium, Uppsala 1973, North-Holland, Amsterdam.
Remarks (added in proof, July 1974)

1. In the proof of theorem 1 it is actually sufficient to take any countably
infinite elementary substructure of F. For every such structure will contain
q and infinitely
many qn's. A counterexample for U0 p --’~0 Up can be found
as before. So we have shown the Lowenheimrskolem theorem fails for modal

logic in the following sense: There exists an uncountable frame with no
countably infinite elementary subframe satisfying the same modal formulas.
Of course we were using a hybrid formulation since 'elementary substructure‘
was taken in its predicate-logical sense. If we try to define more purely
modal notions, however, the situation becomesrather trivial. E.g.,
(F

= <w

R >,

F

= <W
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Define F; :m F2 by

(i) W]'E N2; (ii)

R] = R2 0 (N1 x WI); (iii)

for

all modal «p,w 6 wl, valuations v(v] = v rwl): <Fl, v]> f: ¢{w J itf
<F2, V>F= ¢ [w ]. It turns out that F] gm F2 iff (i) F1 E_F2 and
(ii)

for all

w E W], v 6 W2, Rzwvz v 6 W1.

It is obvious now how the Lowenheim-Skolemproperty fails

with

respect to this notion of elementary substructure.
2. Yet another modification of the proof of theorem 1 enables us to
prove that Cl{;p +- <) Eb has no first-order equivalent on countable
frames. For this one needs a set S of first-order formulas describing
a point like q with R-successors of two kinds. (Those of the first
kind have exactly two R-successors, those of the second kind share

exactly one R-successor with every point of the first kind; also
some additional requirements should be included.) Add formulas re
quiring the existence of n different points of the first kind for
every n. Also add the purported first-order equivalent. It is clear

that S is finitely satisfiable,

so it should be satisfiable in a

countably infinite domain. But a contradiction can be obtained through
a counterexample like before.
On the other hand it is easy to see that for all transitive frames F,

wewzfk

m<>p»omp1w1+»M=

<3y><RxyA<vz><Ryz—>z=y>>{w1.
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II. 2:

MODAL REDUCTION PRII\ICLPLLiS

1.

INTRODUCTION

Modal reduction principles (MRPS)are modal formulas of the following
form: ﬁp - ﬁp, where ﬁg § are (possibly empty) sequences of modal ope

rators (i.e.lD or <> ). Short-hand notation: ﬁg ﬁl Westudy a certain
semantic correspondence between modal formulas and relational proper
ties and obtain two main results.

(1) On transitive

semantic structures

every MRPcorresponds to a first

order relational property.
(2) For the general case a syntactic criterion exists for distinguishing
modal formulas with corresponding first-order properties from the others.
The first reference to a problem like this we found in [3 ], where it
is shown that MRPSof the form ()1, ﬁior ﬁ,JD1 have corresponding first
1
‘+1
'
=<><>1.
order properties.
(<>° =
the empty sequence. <> =0. ()1
31: similarly.) An extension to the case (>1 C9, N was given in [1 ],
°

'

~

c

.

.

.->

.9

a

as well as a proof that U0, 0 D has no corresponding first-order
perty. The methods of the latter paper are used extensively here.

pro
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2. PRELIMINARIES

Twoformal languages are used: one for modal propositional

logic,

the

other for predicatc~logic. Primitive signs for the first: 7 (not), +
(if...then), l_(falsum),[3 (necessarily) - and A (and), V (or), <>
(possibly), T (verum) etc. are defined in the usual manner; for the
second: 7, +,_i, V (for all) - and 3 etc. defined in the usual way.
Lower case Greek letters are used for formulas. The modal semantic
structures are frames: ordered couples <W,R>with R a binary relation
on W. (These may also be regarded as semantic structures for a predi

cate-logic with a single binary predicate-letter
frames:

F (= <w, R>). Ordered couples

R.) Notation for

<F, V> with F a frame and V a

valuation, i.e. a function from the set of proposition-letters

into

the power-set of W, are called models. Notation for models: M
(= <W,R, V>). The well-known Kripke truth-definition
defines the
notion

M F3 a [V J, for a model M, w E W, a a modal formula.

a second notion:

F F= a [w ] by means of:

for all

We define

V: <F, V> #1 a [w ].

F [= Otis defined by: for allw€W: F [:1 ot[w].
The correspondence we consider is the following:
For all

F, w: P F1 ¢m [w ] ”’F #1 ¢r [w ], where ¢m is a modal formula,

¢r any formula (but mostly first-order) expressing a relational property
of R. (¢r has exactly one free variable.) Results about this correspondence
are given in [2 ]. Westate a few for future reference.
To every ¢mthere corresponds a first-order relational property in the
following sense. Let ST(¢m)be the standard first-order translation of
¢

(§T(p)

= Px, P a one-place predicate-letter

ST(i)

= Px A ’11>x

ST(7a)

= 7ST(c)

ST(a * B) = ST(a) * ST(B)

ST(Ch)

= (Vy)(Rxy + [y/x ] ST(a)), where y does not occur in ST(a).

The only free variable in ST(a) is x.)
Let Mbe a model, Mr the predicate-logical
in the obvious way. Then: M [3 ¢m [w]

structure

corresponding to M

9 Mr F ST(¢m) [w].
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This gives us, for a ¢mwith proposition-letters
(M= <F, v:>): F ;-.- ¢m [wl

<=-F ,E (VP1)...(VPn)

pl,...,

pm,

ST(¢>m) [w].

The or obtained in this way is second-order. Very often a first-order
¢r exists, however. The main (and open) problem is to characterize
the class M] of modal formulas with corresponding first-order proper
ties. Not much is known about M1. [2 ] contains, amongst others,
some closure-conditions
(M1is closed under A,l3, not under 7, V, +,

<>), but the main result seems to be essentially the following
theorem (based directly on a theorem of Sahlqvist's. Cf. [4 ]).
Theorem

1

Every modal formula ¢m of the form a + 8, with:

(1) o is constructed from i) T, p's and 7p's using A, V,<> ,I].
(2) no unnegated p occurs in o inside the scope of some0 which is
itself inside the scope of somelD.
(3) no unnegated p occurs in a in a subformula Y V 6 which is inside
the scope of some U.

(4) a(8) is monotoneor antitone in its proposition-letters

that do

not occur in B(%).

(5) B is monotonein all its proposition-letters
as well.

has a first-order

that occur in a

corresponding ¢r, obtainable from it in a constructive

manne T.

The limits of this theorem are given by the following three formulas:
BOP

+ CUP;

UCUPV p) +<>(‘3p A p); 13(1)V q) + (01319 V(>‘3q).

do not have corresponding first-order

They

properties.

For our special formulas, the MRPS,we obtain a full solution of the
characterization problem. Weneed a special case of theorem 1 for that.
All MRPSof the form 0 1 DJ, have corresponding first-order proper
ties. This implies the same fact for those of the form ‘ﬁ,lD1<)J by
virtue of the inversion-principle

F '3 ﬁl...ﬁm p -*

IP: F F3 M]...Mk p + N1...Nm p [w ] °

p [w ], whereU= O and 6 = D.
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3.

MRPS ON TRANSITLVE

Werestrict

attention

FRAMES

to frames with transitive

R. On these frames the

following formulas hold:
(i) 00013 *’GOP
(and so. by IP, 00 Up *’ 0019)
(ii) C|O'ElOp +*UOp (and so, by IP, QC} 0 Up ** Oﬂp).
Proof: E.g. (ii):

Let <F, V> |= Cl0C10p [w].

<F, V> #1 GU01) [y ]. So there

R transitive:

is a z with Ryz and <F, V> I: Clop [2 ].

Rwz, so <F, V> ,5 OC|Op [z ]. Therefore there is a u with

Rzt and so <F, V> #=<>;)[L1],
R transitive:

Consider any y with Rwy.

and finally

a v with Ruv and <F, V> F3 p [v ].

Ryv, so <F, V> F O p [y ]. So <F, V> |'—'UOp [w].

Conversely, let <F, V> F=[]()p [w] . Consider any y with Rwy.
<F, V> F Op [y} and, by the transitivity
of R, <F, V> }= Clop [y].
So there is a z with Ryz and, again by transitivity,
<F, V> #:|D<>p [2 ].
In other words: <F, V> I: U0iUOp

[w ].

QED.

Remark: Although our methods are purely semantic, facts like the above
could be proved syntactically as well, using the minimal modal system
with Up -+ D Up added.

The above allows us to restrict -attention to sequences of modal operators
of the following types: Oi, Oi E], Oi C10, Di, Clio , Clio U.
The only relevant MRPSthen (excluding those that have first-order
equivalents by virtue of section 2) are:

n.<>“oo, 01:3
2.o“D<>,

<>1o<>

3.o“o<>,o1<>o
4.Dk(>,()1l.'.l

5. t1“o,<>1oo
D“<>.U1 on

DkOEI,0lC.'
6. ok<>o,<>1c<>
t1“<>o, 1310::

< type I, by IP)
/\

II

type 5, by IP)

( type 2, by IP)
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Theorem 2

On transitive

frames all MRPShave first-order

equivalents.

Proof: Wewill exhibit first-order equivalents for each of the six
types in the above list. Twopreliminary results:
(a): If ¢mhas no proposition-letters
may occur)

(so only_L, T and operators

then F F1 ¢m [w ] ° F #1 ST(¢m) [w ].

ST(¢m) is a first-order

For these

¢m's

formula in R. So giving, for some ¢m, an

equivalent formula of this kind is as good as giving a first-order
corresponding property.
(b):
(AC)

Lemma

1

Let R be a transitive binary relation on a set X. If for all x E X
there exists a y E X with y # x and Rxy then two disjoint cofinal
subsets of X exist.
(Y cofinal in X means: for all x E X there
exists

a y E Y such that Rxy.)

Proof: EnumerateX as {xO,..., xY,...} using some initial
number. Consider the set C of pairs

ordinal

<Y, Z> with (i) Y N Z = ¢,

(ii) Y, Z EIX, (iii) Vy E Y 32 E Z: Ryz; V2 6 Z 3y 6 Y: Rzy, (iv)
Vy E Y By‘ E Y: Ryy'; V2 6 Z 32' E Z: Rzz'. C is not empty:

<¢, é> E C. Weapply Zorn's lema to the binary relation é given
by <Y1, Zl> 2 <Y2, Z2> iff Y] E Y2; Z] E_Z2 . Clearly every chain
is bounded. So we are ready if we can show that for a ;-maximal
<Y, Z>: Y U Z = X. Suppose

(1) If Rxy for

<Y, Z> maximal,

some y E Y we would have:

but x E X, x ¢ Y, x ¢ Z.

<Y U {x}, Z> E C

(transitivity of R),
(2) Rxz for some 2 E Z: similarly.

In both cases contradiction

with the maximality of <Y, Z>.

(3) If these cases do not apply we construct Y], Z such that
1

<Y U Y], Z U Z1> E C. Put x in Y1. Take the first

yy in X with RxxY,

x # x . Put it in Z]. (xY ¢ Y U Z!) Repeat this. In the course of this
process it may happen that e.g. u is put in Z], but all v with Ruv,
v # u have been put in Y] U Z1 already at some earlier stage. Wemay
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break off then. (For suppose XYis the first in X with Ruxy, u # XY.
Assume XYE Z]. Since XY # u the process did not stop there and we have
RXYV,with V E Y . By transitivity
Ruv.) u 5 Y2: similarly. If this does
not happen the process may be stopped after w steps.
QED.
1

One more definition:

Wenow list

Roxy: x = y; Rlxy: Rxy; R2xy: (3z)(Rxz A Rzy); etc.

the first-order

our previous

list.

properties

¢r corresponding to the MRPsin

Wemay assume k g 1, l > 1.

¢m of type:

¢r:

1.



(Vy) [(Rkxy A (Vz)(Ryz —»(3u)Rzu))

+ (3v)(R1xv

A

(Vw)(Rvw -> v = w A Ryv))]

2.

k;1:T.k<1:Dk<)Tvo1CI_L

3.

(Vy) [(Rkxy A (Vz)(Ryz + (3u)Rzu))
(3w)(Rvw A (Vs)(Rws

D]

-> (Vv)(R1xv ->

-> s = w A Ryw)))]

4.

O“

v <3y><R1xy A <vz><Ryz —>z = y>>

5.
6.

<>ko]_v 01 DOT
¢kt:1]_v ¢1t1<)T

We check the cases 6, 4 and 3.

6: Let F F
<F, V>

->()1 Cl0p [w]. Take V(p) = W. Then either not

EIROEJ1:[w]

(and so F FOUR

_|_[w ]) or <F, V> F 0 1C]Op [w]

(so F ]= O1ElOT[w].)
Conversely, suppose F F Ck U _]_[w ]. Then trivially

O]UOp [w].

If F F QIUQT

F F Ukoﬂp

->

[w] we reason as follows: we have a y

with Rlwysuch that F F DOT [y].

Suppose<F, V> F

[w ].

we will show that <F, V> ]: () lﬂop [w ]. Consider any z with Ryz.
<F, V> F OT [z ]. Because of transitivity:
<F, V> F DOT [z ].
This implies <F, V> ]= <>:i'T [z ], for every i 3 1.
If k ; 1+1: <F, V> F= Uk-1<> Cb [y ]. But also if k < l+l:
<l", V> F D0139

[y ].

(Up —>ElDp.) So we have in any case

U1<>Dp [z ], where i :1.
which reduces to: <F, V>

we get <F, V> F Oop

[z]

<I:‘, V> F

By the above we get: <F, V> F O1ODp [z ],
[z ]. Using <F, V> FUOT [z ] once more

and so finally <F, V> Fop

[z ].
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4: It is easy to check that if or holds so does ¢m. For the converse
suppose not F I: ¢pr [w ]. So F I: DkO T [w] and
F I-. (Vy)(R1xy _. ('5z)(Ryz A z 7‘ y)) [w].
We look for a v with

<F, V> I: [jk()p [w] and <F, V> I: E110 _|p [w]. First
lemma with X = {z I Rlxz}. Let Y be one of the cofinal

we apply the
sets obtained.

V(P) = def Y U {z I Rk+]xz and z ¢ X}.

3: Again ¢r obviously implies ¢m. Now suppose not F F1 ¢r [w ].
Then there are y, v with: Rkwy, F # E]<>l?[y ], Rlwv, and
F I: (Vw)(Rzw—>(3s)(Rws

A (s =15
w V’lRyw)))

A V is required such that <F, V> I:OkUoP
In fact

we want:

<F, V> I: I’_‘lOp [y],

[V].

Clearly

F I= DOT

[v ] .

[W ] , <F, V> I: O1E]Q'lp [w].

<F, V> I:: D O 7p-[V ] .

Apply the lemma with X = {z I Rvz and Ryz}. Let Y be one of the cofinal
sets

obtained.

V(p) = def Y U {z I Rzyz and z i X}.

QED.

Remarks:

(1) Not all modal formulas are equivalent to a first-order property on
transitive frames. E.g. LF Gﬂdﬂp+ p) +l3p) expresses well-foundedness
of the converse relation of R. Moreprecisely: if R transitive then
P F: LF [w ] 9 there is no f 6 Wmsuch that f(0) = w; Rf(i)f(i+l),

i E m. (In fact LF implies transitivity

all

itself.)

(2) Theorem 2 shows that all MRPShave corresponding first-order
properties on the basis of most well-known modal logics. For the charac
teristic axiom of S4:|Up +~C1Cbis equivalent to: (Vy)(Rxy + (Vz)(Ryz + Rxz)).
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4.

MRPS ON FRAMES WITH SUCCESSORS

Wenow consider frames with successors,
Definition:

i.e.

F I: (Vx)(Ey)Rxy.

a §—fbrmuZais a MRPof the form M]...Mk, N1...Nk with:

Mi== <> implies

Ni = <> , for all

i. We are going to prove

Theorem_§

On frames with successors the MRPswith corresponding first-order

pro

perties are exactly those of the types (1) é-formulas
(2) ol oJ..N‘
(3) F4’,Bio]

Proof:

The formulas of the kinds described have corresponding first-order
properties. For é-formulas are universally valid on frames with successors
and the others are even in M1 (Cf. section
MRPs‘DZ,N)that are not é-formulas

2). So we have to show that

and contain

an occurrence

of [:10

in

g, and one of ()[j in § have no first-order equivalent on frames with
successors. In order to do this we need the following
Lwma2
MRPSof the following types have no first-order

equivalent on frames

with successors:
(1) U03}, 0313.
, .
+
.
+
.
K2)DOM,
OE] occurs in 003?; M, 3?1S not a _§-formula.
(3) E1031), ElQﬁ; OE] occurs in U057;
(4) 13001 DJ, 1'][_‘_‘,l\I*;
0|] occurs in
(5) (>131,Elli; E] 0

occurs

in M’, 0!]

T3, 1-‘?
is not a ;-formula.

occurs

in T5; 131,37 a é-formula.

Proof:
For the proof of this lemmait is essential to know the method of proof
in [I ]. Wewill state the main steps in proving (1), but the remainder
of the proof will be as short as possible.
(I):

Consider the frame F = <W, R>, given by

W = {q} U {rn,

rn.],

rn.2

I n E m} U {pf I f E {l,

R = {<q’ rn>’ (rn’ rn.1>’ <rn’ rn.2>’ <rn.l’
-

rn.l>’

w

{<q, pf> I r E {1, 2} } U fe{1,2}w
I I
{<pf,

2}w}.

<rn.2’ rn.2> I n E m} U
u

rn,f(n)>

I n E w}.

3?

P

\/‘“

f ' //// 21 T_—).())

Q

a) F #=o<>£3,comm.
Wis uncountable. Take a countable elementary substructure
with domain containing q, rn, rn 1, r n.2 , all n 5 w.

b) Fvjfmoii,

F’ of F

<2CJ§{q1.

(Use a f belonging to a pf that is not in the domain of F’ in order to

find a suitable counter-example.)
If [30 ll), 0 were equivalent to a first-order

formula it wouldhave

to hold in F’ at q.
From now on we will just give the frames needed for applying this
method of proof

and some Comment.

—>

->

—>

(2): Let DOM, CON be [30 M]...M.k, O0 N]...N1.
For some i: Ni e [3(i)

_

(k= 0 means: M 1S empty.)

. For
some j: Mj = <>, Nj ='U or k # 1 (ii).
-+

we associate trees Tn with Mas follows. Start with r n , r n.l , r n.2 .

Let Rrnrn.], Rrnrn.2. If M]= D, add rn.].],

rn.2.l and let Rrn.lrn.l.I,

Rrn.2‘n.2.1- If “I = <>’ add rn.l.l’ rn.l.2’ rn.2.l’ rn.2.2 ani let
R‘n.1’n.1.1’ Rrn.1rn.l.2’ Rrn.2rn.2.1’ Rrn.2rn.2.2° Etc‘ Let {e1"°"

n
9N}

be the setH of end-points. N : 2. Now add a point sn and let Resn, for
every end-point e. In this way we have obtained a frame Fn where QMp is
true at rn, if p is true at some end-point e. Also if p is true in only
one end-point e (>DH...Nip will not be true in rn, because of (ii).
Also take a copy of this structure, say F, with minimal point r. Let i
be the first-number

for which Ni = D. Wenow describe

the frame.

(Identify Pn with the set of its points for convenience.)
W= {q, p],...,

pi} U {rn I n E w}UF U L_J Fn U {pf, p? i+],...,

£JlfE{L””NW,nEM°
(If i = 1 only pf's.)

Identify r and p].

ﬁw
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R = {<q, rn> I n E m} U the structure
{<q9 pl):

<p]3 p2>:°°°s

n

{<pf9 p?.i+l>9"'9

of the Fn's and F as explained

<pi_]9 pi>} U {<pi9 pf)
n

U

I f E {]9°°°9 N}w} U
m

(pf l_]9 pf 1) I f E {]9°°°9 N} 9 n E U} U

“

“

E}.

f€{l,...,N}w {<pf.l’ ef(n)> I n w
(F is needed for makingCl
true at q in the countable elementary
subframe.)

EgUOD0,00DD

/

'
.(_.I
/

°~—>.3

./

T

T..,./%;‘*'

F $i\\\.’//7‘rn

(3): Let C10-D2, L30ﬁ beC]<>M]...M.k,DON]...N1
(k=Omeans:_I7I
empty.) Let i be the first number for which Ni = EL
W= {q, p1,...,
pi} U {rn, rn.l, rn.2 I n E w}UF (as constructed above)
R =

U {pf I f E {l, 2}m}. Identify pl and r.
{<q’ r n’> <r n’ r n.l’ > <r n’ r n.2 > ’ <r n.1’ r n.l > ’ <r n.2’ r n.2 > I n E w}
U {<q, p]>,...,
<pi_], pi>}U {<pi, pf> I f E {1, 2}w}U the structure
of F U

L_.J I {<pf, r f( )> I n E w}.
f€{1,2}“
“’ “

RgD0ODﬂ30DQ
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__;p

+

Suppose M, N is a 5-formula,

.+

.

-.

next section.)

-

0

but M # N. (We need this
.

+

case in the

.

Let Mj be the IIFSL U in M for which Nj = <>.

A minor modification in the given frame suffices.

Instead of F use

{u],..., uj} with <p], u I >,..., <u.3-] , uj> E R. (This new frame has
a point without a successor: uj.)
(4): Let § beI3k<>1<>i3Nﬁ...Nm.

have: D001

(m = 0 means: E is empty.) So we

r;1J,1: an O1OClNl...Nm.

Case 1: k < i.

For every n -E m we construct

un as follows: take r n , r n.l ,...,

"J

r; l,...,
<r]

.

n.1’

<r

r n.1+l
. ,
1

r:.i+l and let R on Unbe: {<rn, r;.]>, <r;.], rA.2>,...,

r1

n.i+l

>

’

<r1

n’ r2n.1 > ’ <r2n.l’
2

r]

n.i+l’

n.i+l

r2

n.2 > ’

2

>

’

<rl

n.l+k’

r]

>

,mj¢] ’

<rl

r2

>

nJ+k’ n.i+1 ’

’ <r2n 1’ r2n.i+l > ’ r2n.i+1’ r2n.i+l > ’

, 2

<rn.1+k’ rn 1*! ’ <rn.}+k’ rn 1+1>}'

[£6 {1, 2}“,
n E m} (if m = 0 only pf's

appear) U {s}.

R = {<q, rn> I n E m} U the structure
.

{~q. p,>.

”
‘

\

<pk+1+1, pk+1+2>} U { pk+1+2. pf I f E {l.

{<pf » P?..‘~--»
f

<P?.m-1» P'§.m> I f E U. 2}“. as
.

w {<p§ m’ rn(i3l>
fE{l,2}
°
°

E-g- 300000.

U

<

<91, D2-.---.

’

of the Un's as described

| n E m} U

D D El<>EJ<>

{<p1’ S)’

m} U

<3’ S)’ <q’ S>}'

w

2} }
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Case 2: k 3 i.

U is like before, but in the R—structure the ordered couples
2
with r n.1+k’ rn.'+k must be dropped.
W= like before, but with a new element t added.

R = like before, but for the simpler structure of the Un's and the
. .
2
addition: {<q, t>, <t, t>, <r]n.i+l’ t>, <rn.i+l’ t> n E w}.
E.g{]<><>[J,[3[3[3[] <>[]

/

0-—-——-9 b
ﬁpf
.

T

3'

’.)'3‘c3‘,e--\\./,°\3./i
\
09¢-)O-)0

-47 0 (2)

t

->-%

(5): Let <>§, Cﬁ be <>M1,..., Mk,|UN]...Nk. M, N a g-formula. Let i be
the first number such that Mi =|U, Mi+] = <>. Let j. be the first
number such that Nj = <>, Nj+1 = CL Suppose i 2 j. (If this is not the
case we use the inversion-principle
IP and treat Q31-1.. .l\I—k,
CE]. . .331

instead. ﬁ}...§£,'ﬁi..fﬁ% is a :-formula!)
]

W1

.

w = {q, r ,...,
R ={<q, rl>,...,

rl, p1,...,

pj} u {rn, rn_1, rn.2 | n e w} u {pf | f 6 {1,2}

<r1_1, rl>,<q, p1>,...,

<p.3-1’ p.>}
U {<r1, r n>, <rn’ r n 1>,
J
w

<rn, rn.2>,

<rn :, rn.]>,

L_J ‘w {<pf, rn.f(n)>

<rn.2,

r I1. 2> I n E m} U {<pj, pf> I f E {l, 2} } U

I n E w}.

ft‘-.{1,2;

(The hard part here is to prove that the MRPconsidered holds in this frame.
-

+

+

0

Use the fact that M, N is a :-formula
E.g.

<>[]<>[],

[3[]

<> [3

pf

and note that Ni+l ==<>, Mj+] = U.)

0 -————) 0

1?

ﬁx

'

q\

rn ﬁd-a"'éD

1

J

0

we can finish

the proof of theorem 3 now. Start with h, g: not a

E-formula, C!0 occurs in ii, Q C] in Let I?!= M]...ML, =
N1...Nl. Let i be the smallest number for which Mi =l3, Mi+] = <>
or Ni = <>, Ni+l = D (X).

Case 1: Mi...Mk, Ni...N1 is a §-formula. Then for some n < i:
Mﬁ= <>, Nn = U. Take the largest such n and consider Mn...Mk,
NH ..Nk.

q],...,

(1 = k!) We use lemma 2(5) now as follows.

qn_l, q with Rq]q2,...,

Take points

Rqn_]q. Add these to the frame con

structed-f +in the proof of lemma2(5).

This gives a frame F0 in which:

F0 f: M, .4 [q]] s» F0 }: Mn...Mk, Nn...Nk [q]

9F

f.-. Mn...Mk,

Nn...Nk [q ]. Call this procedure 'fixing the first n-1 modalities‘.
Case 2: Mi...Mk, Ni...N1 is not a é-formula.

(a): Suppose
-

= D O Mi+2...Mk.If NiNi+1=OU, 00, DO, U E]

while Mi...Mk is of the form described in lema 2(4) - we may use

the corresponding clauses of the lemma,fixing the first
If N.N.
not of the required
1 1+1 = CICL but M....Mk
1

i-1 modalities.

form, we move on to

the right. Let i] be the smallest number > i for which the situation
(x) occurs and repeat the procedure.
(b): If Ni...N1 =OCINi+2...N1 and we are not in case (a), we act just
like before, using the dual form of lemma2 which we did not state.

(It amounts to inverting.Mi...Mk, Ni...N1 to Ei...ﬁi,

ﬁk...ﬁ%.)

QED.

Remark:

There is a second notion of correspondence:
(F F3 om 9 def For all w E W: F F: ¢m [w ].)

For all F: F F: ¢m9 F #1 ¢r.
Our results

do not imply that

formulas without first-order equivalents in our sense of the word have no
first-order equivalents in this weaker sense. (Comparethe remark at the
end of section 5.)
The method of

[1 ] as used in the preceding proofs allows one to prove

the non-existence of first-order

equivalents in the weaker sense, provided

that F F5 ¢m in the frame F given. Although this is true for some of the
frames given it does not hold for all of them. Therefore the problem which
formulas have no first-order equivalents in the second sense remains open.
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S.

MRPS ON ARBITRARY

FRAMES

In Viewof the preceding results it nowsuffices to establish the
behaviour of 5-formulas on arbitrary frames in order to solve the
general problem mentioned in the introduction.
Theorem 4

The ;-formulas with first-order

corresponding properties are exactly

those of the types
(1) 'I?,.EJ1<>j

(2) Q1 Elj, E

(3)|Ul§, ﬁg, where length (§) e i.
(4) i?:,<>‘:$’1, where length

(E) = 1.

Proof: Formulas of type (3) are equivalent

to jlﬂiﬁ T V § T. For

bothFf='TCll§'l‘[w]andFF=l\I>T[w]implyF|=-’C|il\il\T1[w].
Conversely, let F F=|Di§ T A 7§ T [w ], and V(p) = W. Then
<F, V> f= Ullqp [w] but not <F, V> I-= mp [w].

For the negative part we need:

Lmma3
->
_
_
+
_
->
:-formulas g, N with an occurrence of U 0 in M and one of CD in N
have no corresponding first-order property if they are of one of the

following types:

(I)
E-10-13,
wherelength (6) = length (l5).
(2) U3]
DOEOOT, wherelength (3) = length (-13),
length (6) = length (E).
(3) [36U01
3 E1010 TE,where length (-5) = length (l;), i -7‘0.

Remark: Using IP it turns out that the same holds for the types:

(I)'

(2)'

DTTOO-Ii,
where length (-5)= length (3) and OD occurs
on the right-hand side.

C1Ug,

DOT,wherelength(-5)= length(l;),

length (6) = length (E).
(3)'
C11D6,O§OCl1Q_li, where length (6) = length (g), i 7‘O.
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Proof: Again we only give the frames, the method being that of
6 —0

f

— ]...Ok,

- P

-

P

I...

+ -

E - R

k, Q —Ql...Q1,

R

— 1...

1,

§ —s

s

— 1...

[1 ].
T 

m,

—

T ...T .
I

m

(1) Let i be the first number such that Oi
is no such number, the first such that Qi
number such that

Cl, Oi“ = O (a) or, if there
<> (b). Let j be the first

Pj = CL j = k + 1 if no such number exists.

treat case (a). The solution for case (b) is essentially

We only

the same (but

easier).
1

'

W= {q, r ,...,

.

rl, p],...,

.

1

pj_]} (if J = I: no pi's) U {rn, rn.],..

1
2
" rn.(2+l+k-i)’
rn.1""’

1
2
n.(2+l+k-i)’rn.k-i.l’
rn.k-i.l

r2

} U

{pf | f E {1, 2}”}.

R

=

1

1-]

{<q9 r >9°°°9 <r

i

9 r >9 <q9 p]>:"'9

{<p._1,
pf> I f E {l,
J

2}w} (if

f(n)

I

...

’

3 I , r n>, <r n , r n.l >,

. >

n.(2+1+k-1) ’

.

rl

. >

n.(2+l+k-1) ’

2

’

1

l n E m} U {<p,

n.(l+l+k-1)’

1

rn.k-i.l
r2

<r]

U

j = 1: take q) U

fE{l, 2}w {<pf’ rn.(2+l+k-i)>

2 ’

<pj_29 pj_1>}

2

<r]

.

n.(2+l+k-1)’

2

I]

2

n’ rn.1>’ <rn.l’ rn.2>’°°°’ <rn.(1+1+k-i),

<r2

n.(2+1+k-i)’

r2

>

n.(2+1+k-i) ’

<r2

n.k-i’

Lg(UODODQODOU<>

(ii)<>t:Jt1o,OI:1<><>

°->'@

r2

n.k-i.l

. >

n.(2+1+k-1) ’

> I n E w}.
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(2) Wedo not prove this case since the idea involved is essentially
that of (1). The same trio of adding points without successors, but
now at more places, works here as well. (Compare (3).)

E.g. (i) DUE] OD, OD (200

(ii) DO UUD,OOQUO

T)//;,-""‘3/;z,€z>

(3) Let j be the first

,/”;a

number such that Pj = CL j = k + 1, if no such

numberexists. h is the numberof modalities after the first
of Clon the right-hand side.
I

k+l

W= {q,‘n.”,r
D.

{pf’ pf.1’°°"
rn.2

k+l

, rl
II.

.55

k+]

,...,

-

ri+l, p],...,

T1

occurrence

.

pj_]} (if J = 1: no pits) U
0)

P£.h’ ph-1-1.1 l f E {" 2} ’ “ E m} U {rn’ r n.l’

I n E w}'

R = {<q, r]>, <r], r2>,...,

<rk,

rk+]>, <rk+1, r$+l>, <r$+l, r§+2>,

'9 <r§+]9 r§:!>9 <q9 P1): (P19 p2>9°'°9 <pj_29 pj_l>} U

kl

{<r + , rn>, <rn, rn.]>,
.

.

<rn, rn.2>
Tl

I n E m} U {<pj_l,
U.

D.

(If 3 = " take q) U {<Pf' pf.l>’ <pf.l’ Pf.2>""’
H

<p?.h’ rn.f(n)>
f E {1, 2}“}.

' f E {l’ 2}w’ n E “} U {<pf.h-1-1’

03

pf> I f E{l, 2} }
H

II

<P£.h-1’ pf.h>’
H

pf.h-1-1.1)

I “ E m’
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E-g. EJCIOU. <>U<><>

QED.

Using the lemma in the same way as in the proof of theorem 2 (fixing

modalities as needed) we can show that all f-formulas of the form
-++

->—>

->

MT, NU where length

->

(M) = length

—> _—>

described in the lemma,have no first-order

equivalents.

The proof may be completed now by considering
0

O

0

-+

_

(N) and T, U 1S of one of the types

I

what 5-formulas

+

M, M

.

with U0 occurring in Mand QB in N, are not excluded by the above
and the remark in the proof of lemma2(3) of section 4 (again fixing

irrelevant modalities if needed). It turns out that these can Only be Of
the types mentioned in theorem 4.
Since OE] occurs in

there is a i with: Mi = Cl, Ni = U.

Since [30 occurs in Mthere is a j with:

=0, Nj =0.

Take the smallest such i, j and suppose i < j. (If i > j: use IP.)

Wewill not describe the elimination-process in full detail, but just
give the types that are not excluded.
(a)

i 9‘ O. U1 UUJ 1530-1:/I>,Ol
DE DOM, with

length

(31))=

(If we try to evade lemma2(3) by having E|Qon the right-hand side
followed by only <>'s it turns out that M should contain only <>'s
in order not todviolate lemma3(3).)
<1») 1 -.40. mi CIDJ D001‘,
(c) 1 .4 0. Di I2 :15 nook

<>-i I;1§<><>o“,1ength (ﬁ) = 5.
DF1,<>1 CE~1’oo<>1‘tII~’1,
length
(ii) = j.

(No <> may be allowed instead of the last shownll on the right-hand
because of lemma 3(2).)
(d) 1:::15 0054’, DE tloﬁ,

length

(Same coment as under (a).)

(‘N’)= j.

side
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'

k

+

.

(e) C1C13.D00 ,0 Noook,
length (E5)= 3.
Dajuook
-+
~-+
(f)
U M, U N00 0 k D -+
M, lengt h—>=,
(N) J.
(Same comments as under (a).)
'

k

k

.

.

(g) C]DJ C100 D E, D 33000
O E 1S excluded, if
on the right-hand side. (Because of lema 3(1).)

OD occurs

So the only case that is allowed would be a MRPof the type

5, Bros.

QED.

Corollary:
The MRPswith first-order
of the types:

corresponding properties are exactly those

(1) <>’“.DJ..§
(2) 33, D‘ O J

(3)
(4)

DIE, ﬁg, where length (F) = i.
N+ﬁ, O 1-131,where

length

(-13) = i.

Remark: (Cf. the remark at the end of section 4.)

Lema 3(3) provides us with formulas ¢mfor which no first-order
or exists with: F #1 ¢m [w ] °'F #3 or [w ], all F, w, but that do
have first-order
equivalents in the weaker sense F F3 ¢m‘° F #3 ¢r,
all F. E.g. D EIOL'_l,()El()O . This formula corresponds to (Vx)(3y)Rxy

in the weaker sense. (Of course, if ¢mis equivalent to or in the
first sense it is equivalent to (Vx) or in the second sense.)

6.

SOME USES OF MRPS

(1) Define the length l(M) of a modal logic Mas the smallest number
n such that every sequence of modal operaton;ﬁ is equivalent in M to

such a sequence of length i n, if such a number exists; l(M) = w,
otherwise. Wehave e.g. l(S5) = 1, l(S4.2) = 2, l(S4) = 3. As for
transitive frames: l({CLD|D}) = m. For [B is not reducible to a M
of length < k. (Use a linear order of length k.)

MRPsare especially interesting if they serve to establish the length
of a logic. Consider S5, with characteristic axioms <>l3,[] and I],-.
A more natural way of obtaining a system with length 1 would be by
using: OD, D; D, O U; D D, C]; D, C!D. In [2] it is shown,'using

corresponding first-order properties, that this logic can also be
axiomatized as 013, D; D, D C]; OT. This logic is weaker than 85.
Quite generally we have:
For all n E w there exists a modal logic Mn such that l(M ) = n.
Proof: Let Mn have the characteristic
axioms OM, M; M, O M; U M, M;
M, GMfor all M of length n. Clearly l(Mn) 2 n. But not l(Mn) < n.
For suppose Mn implied M, 6, where length (M) = n, length (5) < n.
Consider the frame F = <W, R> with W = {1,...,
n+1},
,

,

,

—>

->

—>

—>

—>

—->

R ={<i, 1+1: : 1; 1 ; n} u {<n+], n+]>}. F {: Mn"[1 1, but not
F l: 3?, E3[1]
(Let V(p) = {n+1}.).
I

l(M) = l(N) does not imply that M and N are deductively
E.g.

l({Cl, Cl Cl;U [3, CI}_)= 3 = l(S4).

equivalent.

(Another example was given above.)

(2) Define the degree of a modal formula as follows (degree (a) = d(a)):
do)

= o; d<7a> = d<a>; d(a —>B) = max <d<a>, d(s));

d<Ua> = d<<>a> =

d(a), if onis of the form D8 or QB; = d(a)+], otherwise.
In S5 there is a theorem about the existence of modal conjunctive normal

forms. It states that every formula is reducible to a propositional
compoundof the types <><1,[3a, a, where a is a propositional formula.
In this case two reductions are performed at once: both length and
degree are reduced to 1.
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Wecan separate the two notions and concentrate on a reduction of the
degree only. If we look at the form an inductive proof for this kind
of assertion would have, we find that we need a principle of the form:
U(Up Voq V r) +*?. We study here U(Up Voq

V r) +*UU p VUQq VUr.

(Cf. [2 ], p. 55/6.) Onedirection of this is trivial
U(Up Voq

V r) -* U Up V U()q V Ur is relevant.

of IP we may just as well consider

OOp

By a general

A O Uq A or

<>(<>p AEh A r). This is of the form described

so only
form

-+

in theorem 1. It

turns out that its corresponding first-order property is equivalent,
after some simplification,

to (Vy)(Rxy + (Vz)(Rxz + (Vu)(Rzu + Ryu))).

By a translation result from certain predicate-logical
corresponding modal ones ( [2 ] also treats

formulas to

the problem, a converse

to that of section 2, of determining which relational properties are
expressible by means of modal formulas) this is seen to be an equiva
lent of the MRP O U, U U. So in the logic with

single characteristic

0 Up -* U Up as its

axiom all formulas are reducible to formulas of

degree I. A general result
provable as well.

like the one about length would seem to be
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Il.3:MODAL

FORMULAS ARE EITHEF

ELEMENTARY OR NOT ZA-ELEMENTARY

In this paper we prove that for a set L of modal propositional formulas
FR(L) (the class of all frames in which every formula of L holds) is
elementary, A—elementaryor not EA-elementary. For single modal formulas
the second of these cases does not occur.
The model theoretic

terminology and results

used here are from [1 ].

(The underlying first-order language contains only one, binary, predicate
letter in addition to the identity symbol.) Wepresuppose familiarity
with the usual notions and notations of propositional modal logic. A
structure for our first-order language is called a frame. (So a frame
is an ordered couple
<W, R> with domain Wand R a binary predicate
on W, i.e. a subset of Wx W.) A valuation V on F is a function from

the set of proposition-letters
to the powerset of W. Using the well-known
Kripke truth-definition V can be extended to a function from the set of
all modal propositional formulas to the power set of W. A modal proposi
tional formula ¢ holds in a frame F (= <W, R>) if for all V on F:
V(¢) = W. Notation: FR(¢) for the class of all frames in which ¢ holds.

For a set L of modal propositional formulas we define FR(L) as é;£ FR(¢).
Obviously both FR(L) and cFR(L) (the complement of FR(L)) are closed
under isomorphisms.

Using the standard translation
into formulas of a first-order

dicate-letter

which takes modal propositional formulas
language containing a single binary pre

and unary predicate-letters

(corresponding to the propo

sition-Letters) we see that FR(¢) is definable by means of a universal
second-order formula. This formula contains only unary predicate variables
and a single, binary, first-order predicate constant. Consequently, cFR(¢)
is definable using an existential second-order formula.
Let {Fi ! i E I} be a set of frames. (Fi = <Wi, Ri>.) The disjoint
of this

set

union

is <UWi, URi>, where W{ = def {<i, w> I w 5 W1},

R; = def {<<i,w>, <i, v>> | <w, v> E Ri}. A frame F is a generated sub
frame of F2 if (i) W, E_W,, (ii) R] = R2 0 (W, x W1), (iii) for all u,
1

V 5 W9: u E W, & Rzuv = v 5 W1. We note

under disjoint

that

for all

unions and generated subframes.

L FR(L) is closed
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Lemma(R.l. Coldblatt)

Let{Fi I i E I} be a set of frames with disjoint union F,
G = 1T.Fi/U an ultraproduct. Then G is isomorphic to a
generated subframe of the ultrapower FI/U.
Proof: The map from G to Fl/U defined by f/UI+ f'/U,

where

f'(i) = def <i, f(i)>, is an isomorphism of G onto a generated subframe
of F /U. It is easy to see that it is an isomorphism onto a subframe.
Nowconsider g/U in this subframe with FI/U f= Rg/Uh/U. By.Lo§'s theorem
{i E I I F F: Rg(i)h(i)} E U. Since F; is a generated subframe of F we
see that {i E I I h(i) E WI} 2 {i E I I F F: Rg(i)h(i)} n {i E I I g(i) 6 WI}.

This last set is in U, and so is the first.

QED,

Theorem

For all L: FR(L) EA-elementary = FR(L) A-elementary.
For all L: FR(L) 2-elementary = FR(L) elementary.

(1)
(2)

For all

(3)

: FR(¢)

A-elementary =’FR(¢) elementary.

Proof:
(1) If FR(L) is EA-elementary it is closed under elementary equivalents and
therefore under ultrapowers. (By LoS's theorem an ultrapower of F is elementa

rily equivalent to F.) But then it is also closed under ultraproducts, because
of the lemmaand the fact that FR(L) is closed under disjoint unions, generated
subframes and isomorphisms. Finally a class closed under elementary equivalents
and ultraproducts is A-elementary.
(2) If FR(L) is 2-elementary it is EA-elementary, and therefore, by the above,
A-elementary. And a z- and A-elementary class is elementary.
(3) (This argument is valid for all universal second order formulas.)
Let F be a set of first-order sentences such that for all F: F F: F iff F F: ¢.
Consider ¢ with the universal second-order quantifiers dropped as a first

order formula, with the predicate variables regarded as predicate-letters
occurring

finite
iff

in F. Call it ¢O. Then T #: ¢0 and, by compactness,

not

A F: ¢O, for some

A'E;F. Let 6 be the conjunction of 5. Clearly we have for all F: F F3 6

F I: ¢ .

QED.
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Corollary
For all ¢ the following are equivalent:
(a) FR(¢) elementary
(b) FR(¢) closed under elementary equivalents
(c) FR(¢) closed under ultrapowers

Proof:

(a) = (b), (b) = (C): trivial.
(c) 2 (a): If FR(¢) is closed under ultrapowers it is closed under ultra
products, by a reasoning similar to the above. Also, for every modal
formula ¢ cFR(¢) is closed under ultraproducts. (Every class of frames

definable by an existential

second-order sentence has this property.)

Since FR(¢) and cFR(¢) are closed under isomorphisms this implies that
FR(¢) is elementary.

QED.

Remark: Cf. [3 ], where it is proved that FR(¢) is elementary iff it

is closed under ultraproducts.

The theoremis the best possible, since all possibilities

that are not

excluded by it do 1n fact occur.
Example:

(i)
(ii)

FR( Ogp ->[:]Qp) is elementary. (Cf. [2 ])
FR(E]<);>-+ <)[jp) is not 2A*elementary. (In [2 ] two elementary
equivalent frames are given, of which only one is in this class.)

...

'

' 1

(111) Let ¢i = dei ()1 B-1 +[jl+ 'L._i = def p A 7p
FR({¢i | i g 1}) is A-elementary but not elementary (2).

(Proof: (1).

Definition:
1

2

R xy = Rxy, R xy = (3z)(Rxz

A Rzy), etc.

Let pi = daf <vx>(<3y><R1xy A —I(:-1z)Ryz>-> 1<3y>Ri*‘xy>.
For all P: F }: (pi iff F l: (pi.

(2).Let Fi = def <Wi, Ri>, 1 3 1, where Wi = {a, bl,...,
R = {<a, b >, ‘a, c]>,

<bj, bk>, <c1, cm> [ k = j+l,

bi, c1,...,
m = 1+1, 1 g j,

ci+l}
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Claim: Fi E FR(¢j), all j # i.
Fi ¢ FR(¢i)~
If {¢; | i g 1} were elementary we would have a first-order
{$1 I i : 1} F: w, and w F1 wi, all

{¢1,...,
¢N} #: w. Then {w],...,
and contradiction.

Three possibilities

i g l. Compactness:

m with

for some N

wN} #3 wN+]. But FN+l refutes
QED.
)

this,

are excluded by the theorem:

(1) FR(¢) A-elementary but not elementary.
(2) FR(¢) Z-elementary but not elementary.
(3) FR(¢) XA-elementary,but not 2- (or A-) elementary.

An intersection of FR(¢)'s leads to case (I), as part (iii) of the
above example shows. For the ¢;'s mentioned there we also have that

K }
i

3

FR(¢i) satisfies

(2).

1

(Proof: Suppose it is elementary. Then for some first-order
-;;i }: up, all
N {'“ ”D‘,OOO

i ;

1 and {_|1,i:i I i _:_1} I: ‘hp. Compactness:

, 1¢N} L: ‘hp. So {‘hp1,...,

w
for

‘hpN} L: ‘npN+1. But this

refuted by the disjoint union of F],,..,

FN.

some

is

QED. )

we have not been able to find an example of the third kind.

Remark:Our original proof of the statement in the title

of this paper

was much more complicated. The present proof is due to an idea of R.I.
Goldblatt, expressed in the lemma.
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Summary

Modal Correspondence Theory has for its subject the connections

between modal formulas and formulas of classical

viewed as means of expressing relational

are treated in this dissertation:

first-order

logical systems, both

properties.

Twomain questions

which modal formulas are definable in

logic and which first-order

of modal formulas? As for the first,

formulas are definable by means

it is shown that a modal formula

is first-order definable if and only if it is preserved under ultra
powers. Moreover, two methods are developed, one using first-order

substitutions for second-order quantifiers to show constructively that

modalformulas satisfying certain syntactic conditions are first-order
definable,

the other using the Lowenheim-Skolemtheorem to show that

certain modal formulas are not first-order
modal reduction principles,

definable. For the case of

a class of modal formulas to which most

better-known modal axioms belong, these two methods yield a complete

syntactic answer to the first

question. As for the second question,

there is a theorem by R.I. Goldblatt and S.K. Thomasonabout EA-elementary

classes of relational structures, characterizing the modallydefinable
ones in terms of closure under four algebraic operations.

A new proof of

this result is given here, as well as a series of preservation results
for the algebraic operations it involves. Fromthese results it follows

that a first-order formula is modally definable only if it is equivalent
to a "restricted

positive" formula constructed from atomic formulas and

the falsum (a constant denoting a fixed contradiction),

disjunction and restricted quantifiers.

using conjunction,
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Samenvatting

De modaie korrespondentietheorie
formuies en formu1es van kiassieke

logische systemen, beide beschouwd a1s

middei omeigenschappen van reiaties
vragen die in dit proefschrift

bestudeert het verband tussen modaie

uit te drukken. De twee beiangrijkste

worden behandeld zijn: we1ke modaie formuies

zijn in de eersteuorde iogika definieerbaar en weike eerste-orde formuies
zijn definieerbaar

door middei van moda1e formuies? Met betrekking tot de

eerste vraag wordt er aangetoond dat een moda1eformule juist

orde definieerbaar is ais hij bewaard biijft

dan eerste

onder uitramachten. Bovendien

worden er twee methoden ontwikkeid, waarvan de ene (die gebruik maakt van

eerste-orde substituties

voor universeie tweede-orde kwantoren) konstruk

tief bewijst dat modaie formuies die aan bepaaide syntaktische kondities

voidoen eerste-orde definieerbaar zijn, terwiji de tweede (die berust op
de Lﬁwenheim-Skoiemsteiiing)

aantoont dat bepaaide modale formuies juist

niet eerste-orde definieerbaar zijn. Voor het speciale gevai van de
”moda1ereduktieprincipes“,

een kiasse van formuies waartoe de meeste

bekende modale axioma's behoren, geven deze twee methoden samen een voi

iedig, syntaktisch antwoord op de eerste vraag. Met betrekking tot de
tweede vraag is er een ste11ing van R.I. Goldbiatt en S.K. Thomasonover

EA-eiementaire kiassen van reiationeie
nieerbare daaronder karakteriseert
viertai

strukturen, die de modaai defi

met behuip van afgesiotenheid onder een

aigebraische bewerkingen. Er wordt een nieuw bewijs van dit resul

taat gegeven, aismede een aantai preservatieresultaten

voor de vier ver

meide aigebraische bewerkingen. Uit deze preservatieresuitaten

vait af te

ieiden dat e1ke modaa1definieerbare eerste-orde formuie iogisch equivaient
is met een zg. ”positieve beperkte" formule, d.w.z. een formuie die gekon

strueerd is uit atomaire formuies en het faisum (een konstante die een vaste

kontradiktie aanduidt), met behu1p van konjunktie, disjunktie en beperkte
kwantoren.
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behorend bij het proefschrift
"Modal Correspondence Theory"
van

J.F.A.K,

van Benthem

1. In ZF the Boolean prime ideal theorem is equivalent

to each of the

three following principles,
Alexander's

lemma from topology

Any inverse limit of a non-empty set of non—emptyfinite

algebras is itself

non—empty

If D is a set of finite
finite

sets and E is a set such that, for each

F g_D, there is an S satisfying

then an S exists

such that,

f n S e E for all f E F,

for all d e D, d n S e E.

((i): cf. [2 ], (ii): cf. [3 ], [9 ], (iii): cf. [3 l.)
In ZF the Hahn—Banachtheorem is equivalent

to the following theorem

of J.L. Kelley's,
If B is a subalgebra of the Boolean algebra A, no is a measure on B

and p is a real-valued function on A satisfying
p(a)

IIV

0 for all a e A

if a g b. then p(a) § p(b) for all a, b E A
p(a) +p(b) ; p(a + b) + p(a . b) for all a, b e A

p0(b) § p(b) for all b E B,
then a measure

such that u f B.= no and,

H on A exists

for all a E A, p(a) é p(a).

(cf. [2 1. [10 1, [13 1-)

In ZF Koenig's lemma is equivalent

countable set of finite

to the axiom of choice for a

sets. The remark found in some textbooks that

this principle is needed to prove the completeness theorem for single
formulas is misleading:

completeness and even the Lowenheim-Skolem

property for single formulas are provable in ZF.

(cf.[2l,[4]-)
4. The following generalization

for monadicfirst-order

of E.w. Beth's definability

theorem holds

logic, but not for any first—order logic con

taining at least one binary predicate constant,
If ¢ = ¢(P, Q1,... , Qm), where P, Q1,... , Qmare predicate constants (P unary)
such that any model (71: <A, P*, Q§,...,

different

Q;> for ¢ has at most n

subsets x of A for which <A, x, Qf,...

, Q;> I: up, then

formulas wl = w1(Q1,... 9 Qm)s---9 ¢n = wn(Q1s-- , Qm)exist,

one free variable x, such that
¢ tr (Vx)(Px evwl) v ...

(cf. [5 l.)

v (Vx)(Px H wn).

n

each with

5. Anysecond-order sentence is logically equivalent (on the class of all

general models) to a first-order

formula if and only if it is both

strongly standard increasing and strongly standard decreasing (i.e.,
if and only if it is invariant for general models with the same under
lying standard model). This answers a question of S. Orey.

(cf. [14 ].)

6. Let TT%(R)be the class of second—order sentences of the form

(VX1)...(VXn)¢(X1,...,

X“, R, =), where R is a binary predicate

constant and ¢ is any first—order sentence in X1,...,
{¢ 6 TT%(R) I for some first—order

on all structures

sentence

p

X“, R, =.

w(R, =), ¢ 9~w holds

<w, R> with N # d and R g_w x N} is not arithmetical.

If the predicate constant R is omitted, however, yielding TT%,then
{¢ E TT% | for some first-order

domains} is arithmetical,

sentence p = ¢(=), ¢ 9 w holds on all

in fact 23.

. P. Lindstr6m's theorem characterizing

first—order logic by means of the

Lbwenheim-Skolemand the compactness properties

first-order

fails

for the case of a

logic with only a finite numberof predicate constants.

(cf. [11 ].)
. The theorem of C. Aberg to the effect that "there are non—(logical truths)
which are logical

truths

in the sense of some model for ZF" can be proved

by the following simple observation. If a formula is a logical truth, then

this fact is provable in ZF; but this implication does not hold for

all non-(logical truths).

So, format least one non—(logicaltruth) ¢,

ZF + "o is a logical truth" is consistent.

(Nevertheless,

¢ 15 a 10g1ca1

truth if and only if ZF E’ "o is a logical truth".)

(cf. [1 I.)
. In a correspondence theory for modal predicate logic the sentences
(Vx) DAX + El(¥x)Ax,

first—order

CJ(Vx)Ax + (Vx) EJAXand (Ex) EJAx + EI(EIx)Ax are

definable,

but E1(Elx)Ax+ (ax) EIAXis not.

(cf. lemma4.9 of this dissertation.)
10. "L6b's Paradox" of 1955 (‘any statement can be proved to be true using

only self—reference, induced by a fixed—point construction,
notion of implication‘)
same time and originates

and the

was also discovered by P.T. Geach around the
with H.B. Curry in 1942. In fact,

follows immediately from the Liar Paradox when Russell's

this paradox

trick is used

to eliminate negation in favour of implication.

(cf.[6],[8],[12].)
11. A short walk to the library will falsify

J.R. Danquah‘sassertion that

Bernays' proof of the non—independenceof the propositional

Principia Mathematicacontains a vicious circle.

(cf. [7 1.)

axioms in
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